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Stellingen
1. Eenhogeweerstand van vloeistofoppervlakken tegen vervorminginshearwerkt
bij hetopkloppen van waterige eiwitoplossingen devormingvankleinebellenin
dehand,(dit proefschrift)
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eiwitoplossingen wordtbepaalddoorhettransport naarendeontvouwing vande
eiwitten aanhetgrensvlak. (dit proefschrift)
3. Hetsuccesvan eiwithydrolysaten alshulpstofbij hetmakenvanwaterigschuimis
tedanken aanhunrelatief lagemolekuulgewicht endeafwezigheid vaneen
stabiele secundaireentertiarestructuur Verder speelt depreferentiele adsorptie
vaneiwitmoleculenmeteenhoogmolekuulgewicht eenrolbij het stabiliseren van
schuim.(dit proefschrift)
4. Dehonorering vanpromovendi issterk afhankelijk vanhetaanbodopde
arbeidsmarkt vanjonge academici.Ditleidtertoe datdebestepromovendi
gemiddeld hetslechtstbetaald krijgen.
5. Auto's inNederland zijn heiligemelkkoeien.
6. Hetisparadoxaal tenoemendatiedereen hetrustiger aanschijnt tewillendoen
maardatje indezemaatschappij nietmeetelt alsje hetnietdruk hebt.
7. DerodegolfopderingweginGroningen dieslechtsteontwijken isdoordertig
kilometerharderterijden danistoegestaan iseenbijzondere vormvan
rekeningrijden.
8. Hetsolistische karakter vanveel AIOpositiesisnietbevorderlijk voorhet
vervullen vaneen vervolgfunctie.
9. Devergrijzing indewetenschappelijke wereld inNederland veroorzaakt de
vernietigingvanmenselijk kapitaal.
10.Vergeetachtigheid iseen onbewustemaarzeereffectieve remedietegenstress.
11.Depubliekediscussietenaanzien vangenetischemanipulatewordt sterk
vertroebeld doorverhalen met eenhoog Frankenstein gehaltediedoor
pressiegroepen worden gebruikt omaandachttetrekken.
12.Wijsheid ishetomzetten vanjuist geselecteerde feiten naarrelevantekennis.
13.Hoeverdermenvanhet GroeneHartafwoont hoemindergroenhet er lijkt.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Dispersions are substances in which one phase, liquid, gas or solid, is finely distributed
in another phase. In this thesis we will mainly consider just one type of dispersion:
foams. Foams are dispersions in which gas is distributed into a liquid or a solid phase.
Here we will restrict ourselves to systems in which gas is dispersed in a liquid phase.

Anyone who has ever tried to produce a foam from a pure substance like water must have
observed that these are unstable. The gas dispersed in the liquid in the form of bubbles
rises quickly and merges during the rise with other bubbles and eventually disappears
into the surrounding air.

Immediate disappearance of the foam can be prevented by adding surface active
molecules. These molecules tend to accumulate at the interface between liquid and gas.
An example of such surface active materials are soaps. These substances are
amphiphillic which means that they have a polar and an apolar part in the molecule.
Amphiphilic substances lower the surface tension (y)which is a measure of the tendency
of the surface to contract. When the surface tension is lowered, the tendency of the
surface to contract becomes lower. The surface tension has the dimension N m"', a force
per unit length or ,Jm"~ an energy per unit area. An increased amount of surface active
material per unit area causes a decrease in surface tension. In general it is observed that a
lower surface tension facilitates the creation of foams. However if the bubbles still would
have the tendency to merge then the foam would disappear quickly. So surface active
materials that are able to stabilise foams have to meet another condition which is that
they need to stabilise the bubbles against the tendency to merge.
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Stability can beachieved if adsorbed layers repel each other.Therepulsion takes the
form of aforce perunit area, which iscalled thedisjoining pressure.This pressure can be
caused byseveral interactions between the adsorbed layerssuch asstericor electrostatic
interactions.When surface active materials arenot abletocreateenough disjoining
pressure such asalcohols (') indeed thefoams collapse quickly.

There aredifferent typesof surface active substances withdifferent characteristic
properties in thecreation and inbreakdown properties of foams.Itwould be interesting
tohave some idea about therelation between themolecular properties and performance
of asurfactant with respect tofoaming properties.Amongothers,thetrend in the food
industry toproducefoods which aredesigned on thebasis offunctionality of their
constituents makesthisdesirable.

The reason that itisdifficult topredict theproperties of surface active species isthat
both theformation and thebreakdown offoams areveryintricate processes inwhich
surface properties and hydrodynamics gohand inhand and.This makes that foaming
properties arescientifically notwell understood.

The research described in thisthesis was aimed at finding static and dynamic properties
that playarole infoaming behaviour of solutions of various surface active species.The
class of surfactants which hasreceived most of theattention inthis thesis areproteins.
Also low molecular surfactants were studied however inordertocompare the behaviour
of these substances.In order tostudy the interactions atthesurface also mixturesof
proteins and lowmolecular surfactants were studied.

Since weare not abletoformulate adirect link between molecular structure and foaming
properties the strategy used inthis thesis was tofirst correlate molecular properties to
surface properties.Nextthesesurface properties can berelated tomechanical properties
of adsorbed layers.These mechanical properties weresubsequently be used toexplain
certain aspects of foaming characteristics.
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1.2Surface properties
Surface properties areresponsible for theability of asurface active substance tocreate
and stabilise foams.In thisthesis wewill mainly concentrate on how the surface active
material adsorbed tothe surface enables thecreation and stabilisation of foams. Asmost
sub-processes infoams aredetermined bytimedependent processes,wewill concentrate
on these.Surface properties considered arethesurface concentration r defined asthe
excess amount of adsorbed material per unit area and thesurface tension ydefined asthe
free energy per unit area,Lyklema(~).
In non equilibrium circumstances both surface concentration and surface tension can be
considered tobeafunction of timeand placeon asurface. Since surface active material
needs tobe transported toasurface ittakestimebefore the surface has reached
equilibrium with respect tosurface concentration. Moreover macromolecular surfactants
may need tounfold before asignificant decrease in surface tension takes placewhich is
another reason for this timedependence.Duetoredistribution of surface active material
over the surface, thesurface concentration of thesurface active species maynotbe
uniform overthewhole surface which causes thesurface tension todiffer overthe
surface aswell.In thefollowing paragraphs first theequilibrium properties of surfaces
will bediscussed. After that wewill payattention tonon equilibrium propertiesof
surfaces.

1.2.1.Adsorption behaviour of low molecular surfactants
The adsorption behaviour of lowmolecular surfactants iswell documented in literature
Chang and Frances (3),Lucassen-Reijnders (4).Essentially twotypesof equations are
needed todescribe thebehaviour of low molecular surfactants atair/water interfaces in
equilibrium: (i)Therelation between bulk concentration and surface concentration called
the adsorption isotherm and (ii)therelation between thesurface concentration and
surface tension, theequation of state.Themostcommonly used adsorption isotherm is
theLangmuir isotherm,which readsfor dilute solutions:
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K.c
r=r —-—
'" \ + K,c
Equation I. 1

In this equation, Tis the surface concentration. r„, and K/are constants indicating
respectively the maximum surface concentration of surfactant and the Langmuir constant
which are characteristic for the adsorption behaviour of a certain species. The c in the
equation means the bulk concentration. The relation between surface tension and surface
concentration can be described by the Gibbs adsorption equation:

RT{d\nc
Equation I.2
In this equation, Tis the surface concentration of the surfactant, R and Tare respectively

( dr )
the aas constant and the absolute temperature. —

indicates the partial derivative
\d\nc)T

of surface tension with respect to the natural logarithm of concentration at constant
temperature. In case the concentrations are not equal to the activity of the surfactant, the
activity instead of the concentration must be used in both equations. This is very
important in the case of low molecular surfactants since these substances aggregate in the
form of micelles, causing the activity to be significantly lower than the bulk
concentration. The Gibbs equation indicates that the surface tension is a function of
surface concentration and concentration in the bulk phase. Equations 1.1and 1.2are only
valid for low molecular surfactants however. In the case of macromolecules, both the
Langmuir equation and the Gibbs equation do not hold anymore De Feyter et al.(").

1.2.2Adsorption behaviourofproteins
A large number of authors studied the adsorption of proteins at air water surfaces in
static conditions. Equilibrium adsorption isotherms (i.e.relations between surface
tension and surface concentration) of different proteins were studied by Benjamins et al.

5
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(6),Graham and Phillips (7),DcFeijter and Benjamins (8),Hunteret al.(', l0). These
studies investigated the surface concentration of proteins in relation tothe surface
tension of these systems inequilibrium. From these studies itappears that proteins like
most polymers,exhibit ahigh affinity behaviour. Thesurface concentration of proteinsin
equilibrium with thebulk phase ishigh even atvery lowbulk concentrations. Figure 1.1
shows atypical example of therelation between surface tension and bulk concentration
for aprotein and a surfactant.
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Figure 1. 1Relation between bulk concentration and surface tension and surface
concentration after Walstra (")
From this relation we can see that proteins have a high surface concentration even at
relatively low bulk concentrations. Generally an S shaped relation is found between the
surface pressure and the surface concentration (figure 1.2)
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Figure 1.2Relationbetweensurfacepressure andsurfaceconcentrationfor anarbitrary
protein.
This S curve consists of three distinctly different regions marked with roman numbers I,
II and III. When the surface pressure (which is the surface tension of the pure solvent
minus the actual surface tension) is below 1mN m"1 a dilute region can be found. The
adsorbed molecules act as a two dimensional gas. In the region in which the surface
pressure is between 1and around 20 mN m"1 the surface pressure rises steeply with the
surface concentration. There is no general consensus yet as to the exact reason for this
behaviour. General homopolymer theories are not able to predict such a behaviour
because the interactions between the different groups in proteins are too diverse to fit
into practically applicable theories. Norde (12).De Feyter and Benjamins ( ) and van
Aken ( l4 ) use deformable particle models to explain this behaviour. In these types of
models interactions between the proteins are summed up into one or more interaction
parameters. Also scaling is used to explain the shape of the dependence of surface
pressure on surface concentration Douillard et. al. (' , ).In the third region the surface
pressure increases less steeply with surface concentration, in this region it is thought that
trains and loops are formed which contribute only very weakly to the surface tension .
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Recently, more detailed information became available on density profiles of adsorbed
layers by means of neutron refleclometry Eaglesham et al. ( I7 ), Atkinson et al. (' 8 , 19 ).
These studies indicated that the density profiles of adsorbed protein layers normal to the
surface consist of a dense layer (protein fraction around 0.8) of a few nanometers thick
close to the surface and a distal region in the order of tens of nanometers thick with a
protein fraction in the order of 0.1 to 0.2. These experiments seemed to confirm self
consistent field calculations carried out on (3-casein look-alikes, taking in account
electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions Leermakers et al. (" ).However more accurate
measurements with the same technique suggest that a parabola would describe the
density profile better than a step function ("'). Another method of establishing the
conformation of adsorbed protein molecules has been described by Leaver and Dalgleish
("). They studied the susceptibility of fi-cascin to hydrolysis by trypsin. It was shown for
P-casein that the bonds between the 251'1 to 28 th amino acid from the N terminus were
most susceptible to hydrolysis, which shows that this part of the chain will be farthest
from the surface. This technique enables us to obtain a general idea of the conformation
of adsorbed proteins.
Norde and Favier ("') demonstrate that adsorption of BSA onto silica particles leads to a
decrease in secondary structure which does not recover completely on desorption by
means of circular dichroism. With lysozyme however no significant change in the
molecular structure was observed on adsorption.
Another technique which may provide more information of the spatial structure of
adsorbed molecules over the surface is atomic force microscopy of adsorbed layers
transferred to mica plates. This may enable to quantify aggregation of proteins into
network structures at oil/water or possibly air/water interfaces Gunning et al. (2 ).

1.2.3Adsorption of Mixtures of Surfactants and Proteins
Apart from the adsorption of single species also the adsorption of mixtures is interesting
for two reasons. First the surface active species applied in practice generally are not pure
systems but consist of more than just one type of surfactant. Second, in processing
sometimes more than just one type of surfactant is applied deliberately during several
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processing steps to be able to obtain the desired product. De Feijter et al. ('*) studied the
displacement of proteins by surfactants at the oil/water and air/water interface. They
introduced a model in which the exchange of proteins and surfactants is described. From
this model they conclude that in static conditions low molecular surfactants adsorb
preferentially due to their higher energy of adsorption per unit area both at air/water and
oil/water interfaces.
It was found that complications may occur in the behaviour of binary mixtures of surface
active species. Coke et al. ("') demonstrated that P-lactoglobulin and Tween 20 aggregate
in solution. Both the complex and the individual species are observed to adsorb at the
surface. Clark et al. (27)demonstrated that purified P-lactoglobulin may contain low
molecular surfactants which may disrupt the interactions between the protein molecules
adsorbed at the surface which may lead to misinterpretations in the behaviour of Plactoglobulin.

1.2.4 Surface behaviour under dynamic conditions
When surfaces are deformed for instance by expansion or compression the adsorbed
layers are also deformed which means that they are no longer in equilibrium with the
bulk liquid. Deformation causes rearrangements to take place in the adsorbed layer and
causes net transport to and from the bulk phase. In this following section we will discuss
the transport and rearrangement mechanisms that determine the dynamic surface
behaviour. Second we will discuss several techniques by which information can be
obtained on these surface properties.

Molecular rearrangements at the surface can occur due to phase behaviour at surfaces
such as the creation of lamellar gel phases at oil/water- and air/water surfaces by means
of substances like Glycerol Lacto Palmitate (GLP). These glycerides can form micro
crystalline phases at the surface which cause very rigid surface layers Westerbeek and
Prins (28).Rearrangements of proteins due to adsorption at solid or liquid surfaces have
been reported by Norde and Favier (22)and Norde and Kleijn ("). They demonstrated
that adsorption of some proteins leads to loss of secondary structure. In that case the
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behaviour of unfolded protein molecules with respect todesorption differs considerably
from thebehaviour of nativeproteins at interfaces.
Clark etal. (" )reported thatBSAexhibits irreversible conformation changes after
foaming which means thatproteins change theirconformation to such adegreethat
partial denaturation takesplace.This behaviour can alsobeascribed tolossof secondary
structure,Nordeand Favier(").Alsoreactions atthesurface mayberesponsible for time
dependent behaviour of surface. For instancecystineresidues inproteins aresuspected to
form intra-and intermolecularcovalent bonds in protein layers resulting inahigh
resistance todeformation Clark et al.(30).
1.2.4.1Transport to andfromthe surface
When asurface active species ispresent in thebulk phase,themolecules will tend to
accumulate at thesurface. Thetransport to thesurface can beconsidered totake place for
instancebydiffusion (Brownian motion) of molecules.Thepurely diffusive flux to
interfaces wasdescribed byWard and Torday ( 3 I ).Forabare surface theyfind this flux
tobe:
(

J = ch

D^
Kt

Equation 1. 3
In thisequation Jis theflux, cbisthebulkconcentration and tistime.
Inordertousetherelationship between y,Tandcbinequilibrium for asurface thatisnot
inequilibrium, theconcept "sub-surface concentration" is introduced.Itisassumed that
even under non-equilibrium conditions there is"equilibrium" between yand Tand cs(cs
issubsurface concentration).This subsurface layer isassumed tobe presentwithin a
distanceof moleculardimension from thesurface.Thedifference between cbandcsis
thedriving force for thediffusional transport of surfactant toor from thesurface which is
not inequilibrium. When thesurface expandscontinuously Van Voorst Vaderetal.( )
demonstrated that incaseof asteady state,thesurface dilution of theadsorbed material
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just compensates the transport to the surface. Hence the flux to the surface in this case of
convective diffusion is given by:

din A

J = D\

dt

Equation 1. 4

8c

In this equation D means the diffusion coefficient,

means the first partial

derivative of the concentration with respect to the distance normal to the surface taken at
din A
the surface, /"means the surface concentration and — ; — is the relative rate of
dt
expansion. Combining equations 1.3and 1.4leads to the following expression of the
flux:

f

d\nA\

J

c

C

={ ,,- )\

dt

D

d In A

=r

dt

Equation I. 5

The lowering of surface tension due to the adsorption of surface active material strongly
depends on type of the species adsorbed to the surface. We will discuss the relations
between the surface concentration and the surface tension of low molecular surfactants
and proteins.
In literature numerous studies were described on the adsorption at the air/water interface.
In comparison desorption has received considerably less attention. Desorption is a
relaxation mechanism that can be of vital importance for disproportionation (1.4.2.2.) or
the generation of a surface tension gradient (1.3.2.) however. When a soluble low
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molecular surfactant desorbs from acompressed surface thedischarge of molecules from
the adsorbed layer israpid incomparison tothediffusion awayfrom thesurface. Inthe
case alsoconvection takesplace therate of discharge from asurface atequal
circumstances isnotdependent on timebut on the thickness of thestagnant layer S, the
concentration difference between the stagnant layer and thebulk (cs-Ch) and the diffusion
constant D,MacRitchie ( ).In thatcase therateof transport isgiven by:

j_Di^-c„)
Equation 1. 6
Here,Sdepends ontheparticularflow pattern.Unlikelowmolecular surfactants, the
desorption kinetics of substances likeproteins aremuch slower than the adsorption
kinetics.Theresistance todesorption ofproteins werefound tobeextremely highby
MacRitchie ( ).Compression ofthe adsorbed layerfor BSA beyond surface pressuresof
30inNm"1leads tocollapse phenomena in which theoccupied area per molecule
decreases significantly toonlyfractions of the original area.In that case compression
leads tovery thick protein layers.Figure 1.3 depicts thedecrease in surface area in time
due tocompression of thesurface atequal surface tension,MacRitchie(34).

13
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MacRitchie ( ' ) determined that the resistance to desorption due to the interfacial
interactions of BSA is lour orders of magnitude larger than the resistance to diffusion.
Van Kalsbeek C ) reports on the generation of insoluble protein layers with (50-0i

en
o
1-9

4

, 6
tT

Figure 1. 3Relativesurfaceareaasafunction ofthesquarerootoftimeafter initial compression
ofadsorbedlayersofP-lactoglobulin todifferentsurfacepressures, n= 10mNin' . 0 n=20mN
m':A K=30mNrri1 :• MacRitchie ('').
lactoglobulin when bubbles dissolve in the disproportionation process. Apparently the
generation of acollapsed monolayer does not lead to a significant decrease in the
dissolution rate of a bubble. This leads to the speculation whether these layers may be
regarded as macroscopic or that these layers should be regarded as concentrated bulk
layers (skins). Fisher et al. ( ) found that the coalescence probability of emulsion
droplets stabilised by lysozyme is lowered significantly if the droplet surface area is
decreased by a factor 2.3.They ascribe this to surface coagulation of the protein. This
indicates that desorption properties may have a significant effect on foaming and
emulsification.
In the ease of mixed monolayers of DPPC and P-lactoglobulin it has been observed that
the p-lactoglobulin molecules are displaced preferentially when the surface is subjected
to compression, MacRitchie (''). This indicates that there may be a considerable
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influence of asecond surface active species on thebehaviour of adsorbed protein layers.
Thesamehasessentially been found for surfaces in equilibrium.
1.2.5Methods and techniques for determining dynamic surface properties
There areseveral methods bywhich thedynamic surface behaviour can be studied.
Depending on the information that isneeded, atechnique can bechosen thatmatches the
practical conditions asclosely aspossible.
Viscoelasticityof adsorbed layerscan be studied bysubjecting surfaces toasinusoidal
deformation and measuring theresponse of thesurface in termsof surface tension or
resistance toshear forces analogous tobulk rheological techniques.Thiscan bedone
both inshear, van Voorst Vaderetal.(39),Kragel et al(40,4i ) and indilation, Graham
and Phillips (42),Kokelaar etal.(43).Theseexperiments aremeant toquantify thetotal
resistance todeformation of adsorbed layersclosetoequilibrium bymeans of shearor
dilational moduli andquantify therelaxation behaviour interms ofalossangle.
Other methods subject thesurface tocontinuous deformation either inshearordilation.
An interesting method that measures surface properties incontinuous steady state
dilation istheoverflowing cylinder method Bergink (44),Joos(45).In thisdevice the
surface tension canbemeasured inrelation totherelativerateofexpansion.Another
technique isdescribed byRillaerts andJoos (46)in which the surface isexpanded
continuously bymeans of pulling astripfrom the surface.Thesedevices provide
information on transport and possibly unfolding of polymers atthesurface. Dickinson
(47)reports on adevice which measures anapparent surface shear viscosity bymeansof
shearingof asurface layer.Theapparentsurface shear viscosity isan indication of
interactions between adsorbed molecules which areformed during deformation of the
surface. More recently developed techniques measure theresponse interms of pressure
ofabubble created from acapillary toan increaseof volumeof thebubbleina
sinusiodal orcontinuous fashion ( ).In tablel.1thedifferent measuring techniques have
been classified according tothetypeofdeformation and typeof information thatcanbe
obtained.
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Determined properties

Sinusoidal

Continuous

(closeto equilibrium)

(steady state,far from
equilibrium)

Shear

Dilation

references:" , , '

reference:

parameters:

parameter:

frequency, amplitude

shear rate

measured properties:

measured property:

|G|,G',G", tanc5

nl

references: ,

t

44 45 46

parameters:

references: , ,
parameter:

frequency, amplitude

relativeexpansion rate

measured properties:

measured property

|£|, E',E", tan8

ril'

Table 1.1Measurableproperties ofhomogeneoussurfaces.

1.2.5.1Viscoelasticity of adsorbed layers
In contrast totosurface properties of substances under continuous dilation,
viscoelasticity ofsurface active substances hasbeen studied rather extensively.In
general, adsorbed layers oflow molecular surfactants have small dilational- andshear
moduli accompanied byhigh loss angles when surfaces aredeformed with frequencies
around 0.01 to 10Hz., Murray andDickinson (49).When surfaces occupied withlow
molecular surfactants aredeformed with frequencies intherange of 100to 1000 Hz,the
dilational moduli aremuch larger (5 ),( 5I )This increase inthedilational modulus shows
that therelaxation mechanisms probed depends onthetime scales ofthe measurements.
This canbecompared well tobulk properties in which wedistinguish between aglass,a
rubber anda viscoelastic material. Apparently thefrequencies between 100to 1000Hz
are ina region comparable tothe"rubber regime" while viscoelasticity ofthe surfacecan
be found inthearea between 0.01 and 10Hz. This shift from arubbery region toa
viscoelastic region does notoccur if the exchange between thesurface andthebulk phase
is inhibited duetoinsolubility ofthe surfactant inthebulk phase orphase transitions at
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the surface. Especially thedilational modulus at lower frequencies remains high insuch
cases due totheabsence of relaxation phemomena such asdiffusion from the surface
(52).
Adsorbed protein layersgenerally have asubstantial resistance todeformation both in
shearand indilation.In shear substantial differences weredetected between proteins.
Generally proteins with alargeconformational stability have ahigh shear modulus.The
presence of high shear moduli areascribed tolateral interactions between the molecules
inthesurface dueto interactions between theprotein molecules innetwork like
structures,Benjamins and vanVoorst Vader (39).From theseexperiments it ispossibleto
obtain relaxation times of these adsorbed layers todeformations in shear,which provides
information on thetypeof rearrangement processes.

Indilation theresistance todeformation isalsorelatively high for proteins.Graham and
Phillips (42),Williams andPrins (53)Serrien et.al.(54),Murray and Dickinson (49). A
distinct dependence on thefrequency of deformation can bedetected in therangeof
frequencies between 1*104and 1*10"2hzfor (3-lactoglobulin,Murray and Dickinson
(49).This tells usthat thetimescaleof rearrangements in theadsorbed layers asa
consequence of adilational deformation isbetween 10 to 10 seconds.Also indilation a
distinct positiverelation canbedetected between theconformational stability and the
modulus for proteinsBenjamins et al (39).Alsoadistinct optimum isobserved inthe
dilational modulus atcertain surface tensions.This indicates that atcertain surface
tensions, thesurface tension ismore susceptible to variations inrelative surface area.
This can assumed tobecaused bytheshapeof theadsorption isotherm, intheregion the
surface tension ismost susceptible to variations in surface concentration the maximum in
themodulus is attained.
For lowmolecular surfactants, these time scales for rearrangements generally range
between 102 to 10+3seconds according toLucassen-Reynders (5I).Going back tothe
analogy tobulk properties wemayassume that there is ashift toa longerrelaxation time
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with proteins compared tolow molecular surfactants hence the shift from the rubber
plateau tothevisco-elasticregion takes placeat longer relaxation times.
Murray and Dickinson (49),Chen etal. ("°),Chen and Dickinson (56)Kriigeletal.(57)
describe the viscoelasticity of mixtures of proteins and surfactants and mixturesof
proteins.These studies showed that thedesorption of proteins bylow molecular
surfactants has asignificant influence on thevisco-elastic properties of thesurface. Even
when arelatively small amount of low molecular surfactants hasbeen adsorbed, the
resistance toshear and dilation decreases significantly resulting inasurface which
exhibits apredominantly surfactant likebehaviour.Thedilational behaviour maybe
explained byrelaxation ofthe surface due toamorerapid exchange of molecules
between thebulk and the surface of low molecular surfactants. Aswementioned before,
thisprocess ismuch faster inthepresenceof lowmolecular surfactants than inthe
presence of proteins.Thedecrease inthe surface shearmoduli maybeexplained bythe
disruption of theintermolecularinteractions oftheproteins.This last hypothesis is
supported byWilde andClark (58)and Clarketal.(59)whodetermined themobilityof
molecules adsorbed atthe surface asafunction of Tween 20concentration byFRAP
(Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching) experiments.Theyfound thatthe
mobility of (3-lactoglobulin attheair/water andoil/water surface increased considerably
when Tween 20was added tothebulk phase.This supports theidea that(3-lactoglobulin
isable toform intermolecular bonds which can bedisrupted bythepresence ofTween 20
inthe adsorbed layer.
1.2.5.2Surface properties incontinuous deformation
Inthecaseof theadsorption of most low molecular surfactants, the transport toand from
thesurface aretheonlymechanisms thatdeterminethesurface properties underdynamic
circumstances when surfaces aresubjected toexpansion orcompression.The transport to
thesurface wasdiscussed in section 1.2.5.VanVoorst Vaderet al.('") studied the
adsorption of low molecular surfactants inaLangmuirtrough atconstant relative ratesof
expansion.Theyderived therelations between thebulk concentration, therelative
expansion rate and the surface tension. Itwasconcluded that thetransport toexpanding
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liquid surfaces could be described by convective diffusion. Bergink et. al. (60,6I ) studied
the adsorption of low molecular surfactants at continuously expanding liquid surfaces in
an overflowing cylinder and came to the same conclusion.
Van Aken and Merks (62) studied the adsorption of proteins to slowly dilating surfaces.
They observed that the sensitivity of the surface tension to variations in the relative rate
of expansion of adsorbed protein was very high, both in compression and in dilation,
even at very low relative deformation rates. In compression they found irregularities in
the surface tension measured, which could be ascribed to the adsorbed layer becoming
insoluble (skin formation). Serrien et al (54) studied the unfolding rate of BSA at
expanding surfaces. This unfolding rate was calculated from surface tension data.
Assuming first order kinetics for the unfolding of the molecules at the surface, a first
order constant could be fitted to surface tension data. The order of magnitude found for
the first order constant was in the order of 1*10"2s"1.In literature however little
information on the time scales of the unfolding of protein molecules at surfaces is
available. This is most probably due to the difficult experimental accessibility of such
data.
Murray and Dickinson ( 49 ), Chen and Dickinson (63), Dickinson et. al. (^described shear
measurements on adsorbed protein layers under constant deformation rates of the
surface. The resistance to deformations in shear, expressed in the apparent surface shear
viscosity depended strongly on time, which is ascribed to the time needed for the
proteins to create a network structure in the adsorbed layer. The apparent surface shear
viscosity differed 4 orders of magnitude between the different proteins indicating that the
capability of forming network structures in time also differs considerably.

1.3 Mechanical properties of adsorbed surface layers
In the previous sections we discussed the surface properties in relation to molecular
properties of different species. An important issue in this thesis is to find out what
relations exist between surface properties and foaming properties. In order to obtain a
better understanding of foaming behaviour in terms of foamability and foam stability, it
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has to be realised that the relations between force and deformation of surfaces play an
important role. In order to reach mechanical equilibrium certain relations need to be
satisfied between the motion of the surface, the surface properties and the forces applied
to the surface. To establish these relations we will need to know how surfaces react to
forces.

Generally deformation of a surface can be caused either by a force exerted parallel
(viscous drag) or a force exerted normal (pressure) to the surface of a bubble. This gives
rise to respectively a heterogeneous or homogeneous deformation over the surface. This
is illustrated in the following picture of a bubble deformed by a parallel and a normal

dlnA/dt

r

position at surface

\

....x.
S

X|lnA/dt

position at surface
Figure 1.4 Highlyschematic representationofa bubbledeformedbyaforce normalandparallel
tothesurfaceandthe variationofanumberof relevantparameters overacharacteristicpart ofa
surfaceofabubble.
force.
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In the schematic graphs on the right of the diagram, the parameters surface tension,
surface concentration and relative rate of expansion and compression have been
indicated as well. When the surface is deformed by a normal force, all parameters remain
uniform over the bubble. In the situation the surface is deformed by forces parallel to the
surface all surface properties change over the surface of the bubble.

1.3.1Homogeneous deformations of surfaces
In the situation a surface is deformed uniformly, for instance when pressure fluctuations
are applied to a bubble or during the disproportionation process, there should be a
mechanical balance between the pressure which is inside the bubble and the pressure in
the surrounding medium. There are two contributions to the pressure in the bubble: one
is due to Boyle's law that says that pressure times volume is a constant, the other
contribution originates from Laplace's law given in equation 1.7.

Ap = —
r
Equation I. 7
In this equation Ap is the difference between pressure in the bubble and the pressure of
the surrounding medium, / i s the surface tension and r is the bubble radius. When a
bubble grows or shrinks due to disproportionation in a continuous process (steady state)
the surface properties are determined by the surface dilational viscosity as given in
equation 1.8.
j

=

I tkn

I eq

^ ph7A
dt
Equation 1.8
in this equation 7}/ is the surface dilational viscosity, %,.„and yeq mean the surface
tensions in dynamic and equilibrium conditions respectively and dlnA/dt means the
relative rate of expansion or compression. This parameter describes the response of
surface tension to the relative rate of expansion or compression and its value depends
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strongly on the time scale. The parameter r/v' compares two situations, the reference
point is taken to be the surface tension in equilibrium which is compared to a situation
far from equilibrium. There can be a significant difference in magnitude between surface
dilational viscosities in compression and expansion because the relaxation in
compression involves desorption from the surface while in expansion this parameter is
determined by adsorption. The rates at which these processes occur may be orders of
magnitude different especially in the case the molecules interact at the surface (°).
Generally the dependence of the surface dilational viscosity on time scale can be
assumed to be given by a power law Prins ( l6 ).

,

fd\nA\"

Equation 1.9
In this equation n Represents the magnitude of the surface dilational viscosity at a
relative rate of expansion or compression of 1s and in indicates the influence of the
time scale. In most cases we find that m is around - 1 . This means that in general the
surface dilational viscosity decreases with increasing relative expansion or compression
rate.
When viscoelasticity plays a role, the resistance to deformation of a surface can be
assumed to consist of an elastic and a viscous part. The total resistance to deformation is
expressed in the complex modulus E. Equation 1. 10 relates the elastic and viscous part
to each other.
E =Ed +iorid
Equation 1.10
In this equation E is the dilational modulus: Ed is the elastic part and «ft)rj(/ is the viscous
part. / Is the imaginary number ( r = - 1 ) , ft)is the angular frequency and y]j is the
dilational viscosity. Another parameter which is relevant is tan 8 which is the ratio
between ior\rl and Etl. A small tan 8 indicates that the surface behaves predominantly
elastic which means "more solid like".
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Lucassen-Reynders (4)defined acondition given inEquation 1. 11for the inhibition of
disproportionate of acompletely elastic surface in thecaseof aLaplace pressure
difference between bubbles.If thefollowing condition istrue thedilation of the surface
is stopped completely.

Equation 1.11
If the viscous partof thedilational modulus:cor\d isfinite however, disproportionation
will takeplace.
1.3.2Deformations caused by viscous drag

When aliquid flows parallel toadeformable or liquid surface inthepresence of surface
active material aredistribution of surface active material takesplace.This leads toa
surface tension gradient which isequal tothe viscous stress.Henceatevery point atthe
surface Equation 1.12 applies ( ):

fdvA
V dz J,„ 01

= _dy_

dx

Equation 1.12
In thisequation 7] isthe viscosity of thebulkphase,thedifferential indicates the velocity
gradient normal tothesurface, and dy/dxindicates the surface tension gradient alongthe
surface. Theequation merely tells usthat mechanical equilibrium isreached when the
surface tension gradient isequal totheviscous dragexerted bytheliquid tothe surface.
Figure 1.5 illustrates that thiscan work intwodifferent ways,becauseboth the viscous
drag and the surface tension gradient maycausethemotion of the surface.
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Figure 1. 5 Relation between viscous stress and relative rate of expansion of the
surface under three different conditions.

When the surface tension gradient is the cause of the deformation (case A), the surface
essentially drags the liquid below it because of the motion of the surface. In case B, both
the surface tension gradient and the velocity gradient vanish. Note that the velocity as
d\nA
well as

dt

still can have a finite value in this case. This happens e.g. in the

overflowing cylinder in the presence of pure liquids.
In situation C the bulk liquid causes the motion of the surface thereby creating a surface
tension gradient.

1.4 Foam creation and foam stability
Many authors from various disciplines studied the factors that affect the formation,
stability and breakdown of foams. They demonstrated that both creation of foams and
stability of foams are processes in which several surface properties are relevant. The
difficulty in understanding the field of foam creation and stability lies in quantifying the
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influence of all the sub-processes involved. Moreover this is complicated by the mutual
dependence of the various sub-processes. In this section we will discuss several aspects
of the creation and stability of foams.

1.4.1 Creation of foams
Foams can be created by means of wide number of methods such as whipping, stirring,
sparging and heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation in a liquid supersaturated with
gas. The result of all these methods is the same, namely the creation of a more or less
fine distribution of gas into a liquid. The mechanisms however by which these foams are
created differ quite considerably. With sparging the area is enlarged due to pumping of
gas through an orifice in contact with the liquid. A bubble is literally pumped up and is
released from the orifice due to the buoyancy of the bubble or by viscous drag or inertial
effects. During whipping and stirring large bubbles are broken up into smaller bubbles.
Break-up occurs due to viscous forces when the flow is laminar and due to pressure
gradients when the flow is turbulent. With heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation
bubbles arc created because the liquid is supersaturated with gas. With heterogeneous
nucleation bubbles form at so called active sites which consist of gas pockets. Because of
gas diffusion, the bubbles grow and detach from the nucleus as a consequence of gravity
and a new bubble is created. With homogeneous nucleation the bubbles are created at
very high super-saturations, and are formed spontaneously in the liquid. This thesis will
concentrate on the creation of foams by whipping since it a widespread technique by
which foams are created in practice.
The type of foam depends strongly on the conditions under which the foam is created.
The most important aspects are the flow properties (laminar or turbulent) around the
bubbles created by the stirring action and also the type of surface active species. This
will result in a foam with certain characteristic properties with respect to bubble size and
the aas fraction in the foam.
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When break-up of bubbles in laminar flow is eonsidered, an important parameter is the
Weber number which is defined as follows:
dv n r
We= , ' '
dz J
Equation 1.13
dvy
In this equation — - means the velocity gradient normal to the surface. qc means the
dz
viscosity of the continuous phase, r is the radius of the bubble and yis the surface
tension in equilibrium, Walstra (68). Hence the Weber number is the ratio of the external
stress over the Laplace pressure. In the case of emulsions, there are relations between the
Weber number at which a droplet becomes unstable and the viscosity ratio between the
disperse and the continuous phase for different flow types. Generally in air/water systems
(viscosity ratio 1CP) in simple shear flow the critical Weber number is around 10. In
figure 1.6the relation between the viscosity ratio (the ratio of the viscosity of the
disperse and continuous phase) and the critical Weber number has been given.
Williams et al. (69)found a distinct dependence of the critical Weber number in simple
shear flow in the break up of oil droplets on the concentration of p-lactoglobulin. At low
concentrations of this protein (below 10"g/1) and at all concentrations of the protein (3casein, the critical Weber number has the theoretical value indicated in figure 1.6.
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Figure I. 6Relationbetweenthecritical Webernumberandthe viscosityratioin "normal"
situations solid lineandinthecaseofp-lactoglobulin 1 gl dottedline (69).
At high concentrations of p-lactoglobulin however, the critical Weber number remained
at a constant value of 0.47 at viscosity ratios between 10 4 to 10"'. This phenomenon was
ascribed to the generation of a network structure at the surface which facilitates bubble
break-up. This may be caused by a high rigidity of the surface, causing the break up to
occur at lower velocity gradients. This indicates that the surface properties may influence
the transfer of stress to the surface by viscous forces. Hence not only the intensity of the
flow around the bubble determines the break-up, but also the surface properties.

Another indication of the influence of surfactant action on the bubble break-up behaviour
has been shown by De Bruijn (7 ).It is demonstrated that in simple shear flow, tipstreaming can occur under subcritical conditions of shear rate at intermediate levels of
surfactants. The tip-streaming is ascribed to the accumulation of surfactant to the tips of
the bubbles, causing very low surface tensions and consequently very low Laplace
pressures, resulting in the break off of small bubbles. The cause of this process is
attributed to small amounts of impurities in the surfactant.
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Alsothetypeofequipment may have asignificant effect on theresult of foaming or
emulsification tests.Walstra and Smuldersdemonstrate that different typesof
emulsification equipment produceemulsions withdifferent mean bubblesizesat
comparable levels of energy dissipation.This indicates that itis verydifficult tocompare
different typesof foaming andemulsification equipment.
Taisne andWalstra (71)studied therecoalescence duringtheproduction of emulsionsby
means of anelegant method. Itwasfound that there isanequilibrium between break-up
andcoalescence of emulsion dropletsduring emulsification.
Prins(72)studied thecreation of foams byarotating wirecagefrom solutions of anonionic surfactant inrelation tothesurface properties.Anoptimum inthecreation of the
foam wasobserved which wasascribed toanincrease incoalescence during foam
formation. Bymeans of asimpleconsideration inwhich therelativerateofexpansion of
surfaces inthefoam wererelated todynamic surface propertiesof thespecies hewas
able toreconcile therelativerateof expansion inthefoam tothat atafree surface in
expansion.Theseobservations mean thatnotonlythecreation of thedispersion is
important but that also instability mayberelevant during theformation of the dispersion.
1.4.2Foam stability
In this section threedifferent mechanisms influencing foam stability: drainage,
disproportionation andcoalescencewill bediscussed.
1.4.2.1Drainage
When afoam iscreated, thedifference indensity between thedispersed phase (thegas)
and thecontinuous phase (the liquid) willcausetheriseof bubbles.This process is
called creaming.The velocity of bubblerisedepends on thetypeof flow around the
bubble, thedensity of thecontinuous phase,theviscosity of the liquid and thedensity
difference between thecontinuous phaseand thedisperse phase.Also thekind of
surfactant used tostabilise thebubbles intheliquid isimportant Zuidberg (73).Itcould
beconcluded thatbubbles with rigid surfaces cream uptoafactor 2slower than bubbles
with amobile surface.
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Aphenomenon closely related tocreaming isdrainage,which isthe flow of liquid outof
thefoam under the action of gravity,which causes thefoam films and Plateau borders to
become thinner.Thedrainage process essentially depends on the sameflow properties
and surfactant characteristics which determine creaming. Drainageof foams can be
considered tobe influenced bytwo separate processes taking place at thesametime.
Liquid flow through thefilms into theplateau borders and liquid flow through the
plateau borders into thebulk phase underneath. Several factors related to surface
properties,bubble sizedistribution andcomposition were studied in literature. Malhotra
andWasan (74),Narsimhan (75),Bhakta and Ruckenstein (76)present models which
describe drainage of foams aspercolation through anetwork in which thevolume
fraction of liquid varies with time.Chesters ( )studied thedrainagefrom films between
bubbles on which aforce isapplied.Three types of surfaces aredistinguished. These are
described as:mobile,partially mobile and immobile.These typesof surfaces in thisorder
cause adecrease in therateofdrainage.
Also several studies havebeen carried outon singlefilms. In singlefilms, the balance
between thesuction of theplateau borders,thedisjoining pressure and thefilm elasticity
can bedetermined inamorestraightforward way Kruglyakov et.al.(78),Baets and Stein
( ),Prinset. al.( )Aronson et.al.( ).Theresults of thestudies on single films and
drainage of macroscopic foams donot match verywell however. Probably thiscan be
ascribed tothefact that thedimensions offilms infoams and static films arenot
comparable, moreover theplateau borderdrainage which isabsent in singlefilms hasa
substantial influence infoams. In addition, marginal regeneration, aprocess which
promotes drainage, occurs in single films does notoccur in foams.
1.4.2.2 Disproportionation
Disproportionation is theprocess of net transport of gas from small bubbles to larger
bubbles.This process iscaused bythehigherLaplace pressure in small bubbles asshown
inequation 1.6. The higherLaplace pressure around asmall bubble causes thebulk
concentration ofgas tobehigher than around abigger bubble.Consequently anet
transport of gas bydiffusion from small bubbles tobigger bubbles takesplace.This
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causes smaller bubbles to become smaller and disappear eventually. This leads to a
coarser foam. This sub-process is inhibited by surfactants because the surface tension
decreases if a surface is compressed and increases if a bubble expands. The compression
of the surface causes the surface tension to decrease, which causes a decrease in the
Laplace pressure. This makes the disproportionation to proceed more slowly. Ronteltap
( "),Ronteltap et. al. ( "),( ) concluded that the rate of disproportionation depends on
the surface dilational viscosity in compression. If this parameter has a high value, a small
relative rate of compression gives a high decrease in surface tension, which inhibits the
rate of disproportionation. By means of this parameter the rate of disproportionation of
beer foam could be explained.

In addition it was found that the rate of disproportionation was also determined by the
solubility of the gas in the liquid phase. If this was high, disproportionation was found to
more rapid as well since the rate of transport from one bubble to the other is increased.
Monsalve and Schechter (**) described the relation between the bubble size, the drainage
and the disproportionation of foams. It was concluded that disproportionation and
drainage both resulted in decrease in surface area in the foam, which can be described by
means of two exponential terms, corresponding to the drainage and the
disproportionation process.
At purely elastic surfaces, disproportionation can be stopped if the modulus is larger than
half the surface tension Lucassen-Reynders ("') as described in section 1.3.1. At a viscoelastic surface the rate of disproportionation will be determined by the rate of surface
relaxation.

1.4.2.3 Coalescence
Coalescence is the merge of bubbles because of a breaking of the film between them. It is
a stochastic process, which means that the breaking of a certain film is depends on
chance. Generally the coalescence process needs instabilities such as waves in the
surface of the film which cause the film to become thin and this can be the introduction
to film breaking. In thin films coalescence can be opposed by a disjoining pressure. The
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disjoining pressure isthe pressure in athin film which iscaused bytherepulsion ofthe
adsorbed layers atboth surfaces. This repulsion may beduetoelectrostatic or steric
interactions between adsorbed molecules Walstra(86)Tadros and Vincent (87).These
repulsive forces generally work over length scales which areintheorderof nanometers
which means that thedisjoining pressureiseffective onlyfor verythin films.

Theresistance tocoalescence in stirred suspensions of bubbles ordropsdue tothe
presence of surface active species, isgenerally ascribed totheGibbs Marangoni Effect.
Theimpact of bubbles causes aliquidflowparallel tothesurface locallydilating the
surface. If thebubbles aretooclose toeach otherthefilm becomes too thin tosupply the
surface with enough surface active material.This causes alocal increasein surface
tension which gives rise toasurface tension gradient.This surface tension gradient
causes themotion of thesurface toslowdown and slowsdown thedilation of thefilm.In
this case therateof flow of liquid from thespace inbetween thebubbles isdecisive for
the momentof coalescence.
Coalescence of bouncing bubbles alsocan bestrongly inhibited if themolecules in the
film surface areable tointeract laterally,for instance in thepresence of various proteins.
There local dilation of thesurface is stronglyopposed. Inthatcase also strong repulsive
interactions between theadsorbed layers areobserved due toboth steric and electrostatic
interactions between theadsorbed proteins.This results inrelatively thick films. Clarket
al.(88).Cokeet.al.(25)demonstrate that theaddition ofasurfactant toaprotein solution
leads toalower rigidity ofafilm which manifests itself inaincreased lateral diffusion of
theadsorbed species and in adecreased stabilityof the films.
1.4.2.4Spreading particles and hydrophobic particles
Ifeither spreading,or hydrophobic particles arepresent infoams, they mayseriously
affect foam stability.When hydrophobic particlesarepresent inan aqueousfilm these
can promotecoalescence when both endsof theparticles protrude through the film.
Sincethecontact angleof the liquid with theparticleislargeitcauses theliquid to
recede from theparticle and causes film rupture.
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Bisperink (89)and Prins (90)studied the influence of spreading particles on thestabilityof
thin liquid films. Itwasconcluded that when spreading particles arepresent inthe liquid
twoparameters determine if theparticle will spread atthesurface.Thefirst parameter
determines if theparticle can penetrate thefilm surface, thesecond parameter determines
if theparticle will start spreading atthesurface. If such aparticle ispresent atthe surface
of athinfilm thespreading surfactant will dragliquid awayfrom the particlewhich will
cause thefilm tobecome thinner andeventually break.Thecriterion for abubble tobe
susceptible tothis spreading mechanism dependson thesizeof thebubble,the thickness
of thefilm and thetypeof surface active species atthe surface of thefilm and in the
spreading particle.However if thebubble surface area istoosmall,thespreading cannot
proceed far enough due tothelimitation intheareaof thesurface overwhich itcan
spread.Finally thesurfactant adsorbed tothesurface also determines the spreading ofthe
surfactant. This isbecause the surfactant already adsorbed tothesurface will inhibit the
spreading of thesurface active species from theparticle sincethetendency tospread over
thesurface islowerduetothelowersurface tension atthesurface of the film.

1.5 Mechanical aspects of sub-processes occurring in
foams
Onecharacteristic propertyof these sub-processes causing instability infoams isthat in
all of them thebubble surface isdeformed inacertain characteristic way.Inorderto
cause thisdeformation, acertain force needs tobeimposed on theadsorbed layer.This
force can beapplied parallel tothe surface which happens during drainage.Theforce can
alsobeapplied normal tothesurface when apressuredifference causes adeformation as
in thecase ofdisproportionation. Thewaythisforce isapplied tothesurface makesa
distinct difference in thewayasurface reacts tothedeformation and which surface
properties play arole.

Another important factor isthetime scaleof deformation of thesurface. During creation
of foams, thedeformation ratesof the surface arerelatively high, whileduring the initial
stages of disproportionation, thedeformation rate is low.At lowdeformation rates,slow
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relaxation processes haveamuch larger influence on the surface behaviour.Thetwo
main relaxation processes which affect thesurface behaviour are:Thetransportof
surface activematerial from thebulk to thesurface and vice versa, and conformation
changes of themolecules, which play arolewith polymers such asproteins.

In table 1.1 themost important sub-processes infoams are listed.This table showsthe
typesof deformation and theapproximate timescales over which thedifferent sub
processes takeplace.Thecauseof thedeformation in thesub-process hasbeen indicated
aswell astheeffect thedeformation causes inthe surface. This tableclearly showsthat
thecreation andstability offoams depend on sub-processes which takeplaceover
different timescales and areaffected bydifferent surface properties.Bubblebreak-upin
turbulent flow, disproportionation andcoalescence of static foam films are sub-processes
which arecaused byforces which work normal tothesurface. Bubble break-upin
laminar flow, creaming and drainage,coalescence during stirring and spreading,
however, aresub-processes which depend onforces which work parallel tothe surface.

In this thesis wewill payattention todeformations parallel tothesurface becausethisis
where theneed for investigation lieswhereas abundant information isavailableon
uniform deformations of the surface.
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Direction of

Time

Cause

Effect

force (stress)

Scale [s]

Sub-process

(response)

Normal

10"4to 1 0 2

Pressure

Laplace

difference

pressure

Viscous

Surface tension

Flow

gradient

Viscous

Surface tension

Flow

gradient

Laplace

Dilational

Pressure

Modulus

Drainage,

Disjoining

Waves.

pressure

Bouncing

Viscous

Turbulent
Bubble break-up

Parallel
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gradient
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Table 1. 2Classification ofsub-processesoccurring infoams

1.6Aim of this thesis
The workon thisthesis resulted from adirectquestion from industry aboutthe
possibility of obtaining aworking knowledge on theperformance of protein hydrolysates
as afoaming agent inrelation totheir composition interms of molecular weight
distribution. Since thedirect translation from themolecular composition to foaming
properties wasconsidered notfeasible adistinction wasmade intofour levelsof
information which needed tobeinvestigated and related toeach other inorder tocometo
asatisfactory answer.
1:On the molecular level molecules interact inbulk and on thesurface and cause certain
surface properties which aremeasurable bymeans of different techniques dependingon
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theinformation required. 2:These surface properties in turn areresponsible for the
mechanical properties of surface layersovervarioustime scales.3:This correlateswith
timescales of thedifferent mechanisms playing arole inthecreation and stabilityof
foams. 4:In turn the mechanical properties alsoneed tobetranslated into foaming
properties relevant for our industrial counterparts. Since thisscopewas toowide tocover
completely, choices were made totackleonlyanumber of aspects weconsidered tobe
mostrelevant considering thegaps inour understanding.

Inthe translation of molecular properties tosurface properties of proteins itwas
considered that thetransport from bulkto thesurface and viceversa andthe unfolding
and refolding of protein molecules atthe surface wereultimately responsible for the
surface behaviour of proteins.Since various time scales playaroleduring foaming we
chose tocoverawide rangeof time scales and study the influence of transport and
unfolding of proteins.Our main aimwastobeable toseparatethese twoprocesses from
each other and achieve an understanding of thetime scales involved inboth processes
depending on thetypeof protein and othercircumstances.Different typesof model
proteins differing in physical stability (globular, random coil)were considered.
In addition wechoseto study thisbehaviour for mixturesofproteins and surfactants
sincethese systems arerelevant for the industrial practice and mightberelated tothe
behaviour of protein hydrolysates.Theeffect of thepresenceof surfactants onthe
unfolding behaviour of proteins was unknown especially underdynamic conditions.
Studying thetransport and unfolding for these systems would indicatewhether the
substances adsorbed to thesurface would mutually influence each other.

Another gapinour knowledge was,inouropinion, theabsence of information dealing
with theresponse of surfaces toviscous forces. These forces mayplayasignificant role
infoaming but had notbeen studied in asystematic way.Hencewechose to usethe
overflowing cylinder technique in aspecial waytoprovide information on mechanical
properties of surfaces of various systems deformed byforces acting parallel tothe
surface.
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Inorder totranslate mechanical properties tofoaming properties, foam generation and
drainage behaviour ofanumberof systems wasconsidered. Wechose tostudy systems
ofwhich themechanical properties of thesurface differed considerably and concentrated
onobtaining an answeron which surface properties at what timescales arerelevant for
break-upof bubbles anddrainage.These sub-processes werechosen because theywere
suspected tobeinfluenced bytheresistance todeformation toforces acting parallel to
the surface.
1.6.1Contents of this thesis
Inchapter 2amodel will be presented inwhich transport to thesurface and
unfolding properties of proteins atthe surface arerelated tomechanical properties of the
surface. This isnecessary to interpret the behaviour of proteins atexpanding air/water
surfaces intheoverflowing cylinder. Amodel will make the interpretation of dataon
adsorption of proteins atexpanding interfaces possible.The understanding ofthe
separate contributions of unfolding and transport toexpanding surfaces isthemain goal
of this model.
Inchapter 3themodel will beused tointerpret measurements of surface tension, surface
concentration andrelative rate ofexpansion of expanding surfaces inthe overflowing
cylinder.The unfolding behaviour of diverse typesof proteins will also be investigated.
Inaddition, anew technique will bepresented which enables themeasurement of surface
tension gradients generated atair/water surfaces. These measurements will beused to
quantify theresistance todeformation toforces applied parallel tothe surface.

In chapter4themodel of chapter 2will beadapted for binary mixtures of low molecular
surfactants and proteins adsorbing simultaneously atexpanding air/water surfaces.
Several aspects of theadsorption and mechanical behaviour of air/water surfaces of
binary surfactant mixtures will becovered.Theextended model will becompared to
experimental data obtained bymeans of the techniques described inchapter3.
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In chapter 5aspects of foaming behaviour of anumberofdifferent systems studiedin
this thesis will betreated. In thischapter wewill concentrate on themeasurement of the
bubble sizedistribution and thedrainage behaviour of diverse systems asafunction of
thefoaming conditions.These will becompared tomeasurements and themodels
presented in theprevious chapters.

Inchapter 6the main conclusions obtained in theprevious chapters will beput into
perspective bydescribing how themethods developed can beused in practice.Alsothe
implications of the information provided in thethesis areput forward.
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Chapter 2
Modelling the surface behaviour of surfactants and
proteins at expanding surfaces and application to the
overflowing cylinder technique
2.1 Abstract
An essential aspect of the approach of this thesis is to quantify the separate effects of
transport and unfolding of proteins at air water interfaces on dynamic surface
behaviour. The starting point of this chapter is that dynamic behaviour of proteins at
surfaces cannot be understood by transport to the surface only but unfolding needs to
be taken into account as well. In this chapter a simple model is presented which can
enhance our understanding of the contribution of both processes. The model is
designed to understand experimental results obtained at expanding interfaces in the
overflowing cylinder by introducing the characteristic time scales for transport and
unfolding. Although the model has been created specifically for proteins, it can be
adapted to describe the behaviour of low molecular weight surfactants as well.
Results obtained by calculations performed by the model indicate that it is possible to
describe the dynamic behaviour of protein molecules at expanding surfaces in the
overflowing cylinder by transport and unfolding of proteins at the surface.
In order to make the link to the overflowing cylinder, the relation between the surface
tension gradient and the relative rate of expansion described by Bergink-Martens (')
was brought in the model which enables to calculate the maximum relative rate of
expansion that can be generated in the overflowing cylinder. Here the random coil(3casein and the globular (3-lactoglobulin were compared. (3- Lactoglobulin which
unfolds slower than p-casein can be observed to create lower surface tension
gradients and lower relative expansion rates in comparison to P-casein. Also the
sensitivity of surface tension to the relative rate of expansion is much higher for plactoglobulin.
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2.2 Introduction
In thischapter amodel will becreated inwhich semi-empirical parameters describing
themolecular properties of protein molecules can betranslated intosurface- and
mechanical properties of thesurface. This model considers thedynamic propertiesof
surfaces incontinuous steady statedilation far from equilibrium.Theconditions are
chosen tomatch theoverflowing cylinder technique and contribute toexplain the
effects of unfolding behaviourof proteins on surface properties.
Thehypothesis behind thedescription of thebehaviour of adsorbed protein
molecules,assumes that twoprocesses areimportant inthe surface active behaviour
indynamic situations. 1:Transport tothe surface bymeansof convective diffusion. 2:
Molecular rearrangements of proteins adsorbed at the surface. These processes both
have acharacteristic timescale.These timescales combined, determine the resulting
dynamic surface properties.
Measurements of surface concentration (adsorption),relativerate ofexpansion and
surface tension of radially expanding surfaces wereperformed inan overflowing
cylinder bymeans of ellipsometry,laser Doppler anemometry and theWilhelmyplate
technique respectively.These measurements aredescribed inchapter 3.Theresults
were used toassess theparameters of themodel relating molecular properties to
dynamic surface properties.Thetheory and theadjustable parameters in themodel
were validated with theresultsfrom the measurements.
When theparameters describing theunfolding and thetransport tothesurface are
established they can be used toquantify therelativerateofexpansion thatcan be
generated at theoverflowing cylinder surface.This enables ustocalculate the surface
tension gradient that can begenerated atthesurface of theoverflowing cylinder.

2.3 Theory
Inorder tocreatethemodel three simplifying assumptions need tobemadeWe
discuss thesebelow.First threeconsiderations underlying themodel willbe defined.
Subsequently wedescribe themodel.
(1):Firstof alltheunfolding of proteins issimplified considerably.Herethe
hypothesis of Serrien etal.( )will be used.This hypothesis states that adsorbed
proteins can occur intwoextreme states;nativeand unfolded. Thetransition between
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thesetwostatesoccursbymeansoffirst order kinetics.Theunfolded and native
molecules areassumed tooccupy adifferent area atthesurface. Thetotal area
occupied byproteins inhibits theadsorption of additional protein molecules dueto
the spacethemolecules occupy asthe surface.
This simplification can bemotivated asfollows: Since theaveraging takesplaceover
a large numberof molecules,thefraction of unfolded molecules serves as a"mean
conformation". Sincewewill usethis parameter tocalculate thesurface tension
which is aparameter thatdepends on thenumber of protein segments adsorbed tothe
surface, theextrapolation toamean conformation isjustifiable.
(2):In themodel of Serrien etal.(2),unfolded molecules cannot desorb, incontrast to
nativemolecules.This isaconsequenceof thefact that when proteins are inatotally
unfolded conformation, thedesorption ishighly improbable.However, inthe
situation thatonly veryfew amino acid segments areadsorbed, thechanceof
desorption ismuch higher.
(3):sincethereareonlytwoextreme states in which themolecule canexist inthe
model,theratioof thetwopopulations and thetotal adsorbed amount together
determines thesurface tension. As limiting valuesfor thesurface tension weadopt:
the surface tension duetohard disk interactions for nativemolecules ononehand and
the surface tension for alayerconsisting of unfolded molecules onlyon theother
hand.Infirst approximation thesurface tension of amixtureof theseiscalculated as
aweighted meanof these twolimiting surface tensions.
Now thesesimplifications aremade,thesurface concentration of nativeand unfolded
proteins can becalculated atanexpanding surface ifweknowthe velocity of the
surface ateach point.Inordertomatchthe situation intheoverflowing cylinder the
corresponding velocityprofile needs tobetaken.Thevelocityof thesurface atthe
overflowing cylinder wasdetermined atvariousdistances tothecentre at different
relativeexpansion rates inpreliminary experiments byamongothersBergink etal.
( ) . From theseexperiments thevariation of therelativerateofexpansion of the
surface wascalculated andapplied inthismodel.Withthisvariation intherelative
rateof expansion thevelocityprofile intheoverflowing cylinder wasaccounted for.
Now wecancalculatethesurface tension asafunction of thedistance tothecentreso
the surface tension gradient isknow.
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Bergink (*) has shown that there isacharacteristic relation between thestress atthe
surface of theoverflowing cylinder and therelativerateofexpansion of the surface.
Hencethemaximum relativerateof expansion generated bytheoverflowing cylinder
can becalculated numerically byvaryingtherelativerateofexpansion inthemodel
until agreement isfound between themodel an thetheory
Thefollowing paragraphs presents the mathematical translation of thephysical
considerations underlying themodel.
2.3.1 Unfolding ofadsorbedproteins
In figure 2.1 a schematic representation of the model of unfolding of proteins at
interfaces is shown.

native

unfolded

native

Figure2.J: Schematic representation ofthe unfolding ofproteinmolecules.
This hasbeen presented bySerrien et.al.(2).In themodelpresented there,itcan be
seen thatfirst proteins adheretothe surface inanativeconformation, after which,
theseproteins may unfold toan unfolded conformation. Therateof unfolding is
determined byafirst orderrateconstant lq.Thetransition backfrom anunfolded toa
nativemolecule isalso possible.This process isassumed tobedetermined alsobya
first orderrateconstant k2.Themolecules cannotdesorbfrom thesurface inthis
unfolded conformation. Alsothedirect transition of anativemolecule inbulktoan
unfolded molecule inthesurface isassumed tobe impossible.
Inaddition tothemodel of Serrien ('), another intricacy hasbeen assumed inthe
modelpresented here.This istheareathe molecules occupy in thesurface: Ithas
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been assumed that asaconsequence of the unfolding of themolecules the
geometrical occupied areaatthesurface changes.This area isdefined astheareanot
accessible for adsorption of other protein molecules due tothefact that thesurface is
already occupied.
Therateconstants k,and k2and thetimemolecules haveavailable for unfolding, now
determine thedistribution of themolecules overthenative and unfolded
conformation. Thecross sectional areasAnandAurespectively determine theareas
thesemolecules occupy inthesurface. Essentially, k,,k2,An,andAuarethe
parameters which determine theunfolding behaviourof theproteins atthe surface.
Theaimof themodel is topredict these,bymatching theconstants todata obtained
from characteristic measurements of relations between relativerateof expansion,
surface concentration and surface tension.
Considering theconsequences of thismodel wecan infer that in thecasek2hasa
finite value themodel will notreach theequilibrium state sinceweassume that stilla
fraction of themolecules is in anativestate.Hencethelimitfor t=> °°sotherelative
din A
expansion rate (—;—) =0does notgivetheequilibrium valuefor the surface
dt
tension.This could beconsidered tobeadrawback of themodel.However in this'
model weonlyconsider theinitial phaseof theadsorption process,takingplaceover
timescales inbetween 0.1to 100seconds.Damadoran and Song (') for instance
observed that thechange insurface tension of proteins proceeds overtime scalesin
theorderofhours.Henceitmay verywell bethat after thisinitial phase themodel
suggested heredoes not apply.
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Unfolding attne Surface
native <--> unfolded
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Local Equilibrium:
equalcircumstances within segment
SteadyState:
Notimedependence

IntersegmentTransport:
Native:vf'K r
Unfolded: vT"nr

zdirection

Convective Diffusion
Native molecules
Figure 2. 2 Schematic representation of the model for the unfolding of proteins.

2.3.2 Transporttothe surface
Infigure 2.2 aschematic representation of themodel hasbeen given.In thisfigure the
underlyingconsiderations concerning thetransport havebeen given. Some
preliminary calculations andtheresults obtained byBergink et.al.(',*)have indicated
thatinthecaseof aradiallyexpanding surface inasteady state,thetransport tothe
surface canbedescribed bestbyconvective diffusion Van Voorst Vader,(5).Inthe
solution, thebasic continuity equation for thesteady state (dc/dt=0)is:
82c
oz

8c
oz

Equation 2. 1: Continuity equation for an expanding surface
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In this equation D is the diffusion constant, c is the concentration in bulk and z is the
co-ordinate perpendicular to the surface. From this the concentration gradient
(dc/dz) z=0 and the flux O towards the surface D(dc/dz) z=0 is found to be:
f

dlnA^

D(cb-c,)

71 D

,where c s and c b ,respectively mean subsurface concentration

and bulk concentration, and

surface

din A
dt

din A
dt

means the relative rate of expansion of the

At the expanding surface, the mass balance is given by

„,A\
fdlnA
D{—~).=0 - r
dz "
\ dt

i „ ,
.
= 0, hence in steady state we have:
8c

dlnA
dt

Equation2.2Flux toan expandingsurface.
dlnA

Here, F means surface concentration which can be expressed in D,

dt

, c b and the

unknown cs. In order to proceed, the value of c s needs to be determined. Often local
equilibrium is assumed, which implies that the function r ( c j corresponds to the
(equilibrium) isotherm; by inversion one then obtains c , ( r ) . However, as we
consider unfolding, such an isotherm is not uniquely defined. We therefore postulate
c
that — equals the fraction of occupied surface area which comes down to
c

i,

introducing an inhibitory parameter for adsorption of proteins to solid surfaces to
account for the presence of other molecules already adsorbed. Eliminating csone
obtains:

'dln/O

'r max -A,r"-A,r'^ and 0 „
0 = 0,
Equation2. 3Inhibitory parameter

=chD\

dt )

xD
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In thisequation Anand Au respectively mean thedimensionless surface areasof the
native and unfolded conformation. The superscripts for T,nand uindicatethenative
and unfolded stateof theprotein respectively. Anand Auarenot independent
variables because they arelinked bymeans of rmax. Hence ifthemaximum surface
concentration inequilibrium istaken tobermax,Auisequal to 1 (in that case

r"
A

max

r"
j

A

„=—and
max

max \

A„=—-).
max

2.3.3Mass balances
Thebasic equations for mass transport tothesurface and discharge from the surface
havebeendefined now inequations 2.1 to2.3. Theseequationscan beapplied tothe
massbalances bywhich theradially expanding surface isdescribed.The schematic
drawing infigure 2.2summarises thedifferent contributions of transport and
unfolding inand tothe surface.
Hereweadopt afinite element method:Theradially expanding surface isdivided into
concentric ringsofequal width.Overeach concentric ring,thesurface concentration,
thefraction of unfolded molecules and thesurface tension isconsidered tobesingle
valued and constant,(steadystate).
Foreach concentric ring itispossible tocalculate thefraction of unfolded molecules,
and thesurface concentration bysolving twomassbalances overeach ring.These
massbalancesdescribe thebalancebetween thesupply anddischarge of nativeand
unfolded proteins toandfrom the surface.
Infigure 2.3and2.4themassbalances underlying themodel areexplained for native
and unfolded molecules respectively.In thesefigures itcan beseen that themass
balanceof native moleculesovereach concentric ringcan bedescribed bymeansof
five contributions:
1. adsorption tothesurface from thebulk solution
2. transport from theprevious ring
3. discharge tothenextring
4. unfolding: transfer from anative toan unfolded conformation
5. refolding: transfer from an unfolded state toanative state
Hencewearriveatthefollowing expression for themass balanceof nativemolecules:
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Equation2.4:Mass balancefor nativemoleculesata surfaceelement(Symbols correspond
tothoseinfigure 2.3).
Here <J> means the net flux to the surface, which is considered to consist only of
native molecules. The superscript u means that it applies to proteins in the unfolded
conformation, kl and k2 are the rate constants for the transitions in conformation
from native to unfolded and vice versa respectively. Here the subscripts n and n-1 for
r indicates the ringnumber, this parameter refers to. So n-1 means the segment
previous to ring n which is considered at that moment, closer to the stagnation point,
(see figure 2.2).
Mass balance Native Molecules
Segmentn-1

Segmentn+1
Surface Layer

o o
V_y Native molecule
Wm Unfolded molecule

Bulk

A:Supply tosurface by means of convection
B: Supply of molecules caused bymotion ofthe surface
C: Discharge of molecules by motion ofthe surface
D:Discharge due tounfolding of native molecules
E: Supply duetorefolding of unfolded molecules

Figure2.3:Schematicrepresentationofmassbalance ofnativemoleculesofringn.
In figure 2.3A represents the net flux of native molecules to the surface, which is the
first term nf>„-/ 'rn )® m equation 2.5.The second and third contribution in the
equation are represented by respectively B and C in figure 2.3.The fourth and fifth
term are represented by D and E in this figure.

=o
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For theunfolded molecules themass balancecan bewritten as follows:
, d\n A
2, d\n A
r'-nr2
r ; +nir,: -rJW,;
m;""' dt „_,""
dt „
A

-7r(r„2 -rj)*2r„"
C

B

=0
D

Equation2.5: Massbalanceofunfoldedproteinsatasurface element(symbols
correspondtothose infigure2.5).
The notations used in thisbalancearethesameasthenotation used inequation 2.4.
Infigure 2.4 thismass balanceis indicated schematically. Thefirst and second

MassbalanceUnfoldedMolecules
Segmentn-1

Segmentn

Segmentn+1
B
Surface Layer

O Oo

oo
o
„
0
0o

0

°o

(~\

Bulk

o

A:Supply of molecules caused by motion of the surface
B:Discharge of molecules by motion of the surface
C:Supply duetounfolding of native molecules
D: Discharge due torefolding of unfolded molecules
Figure2. 4: Schematic representationofmassbalanceofunfoldedmoleculesfor ring n.
contribution arerepresented byrespectively Aand B.Thethird and fourth
contribution arerepresented byrespectively CandD.
Theseequations can simply besolved bycombining equations 2.4,2.5 and2.6to
obtain alengthybut simpleexpression for F„" given inappendix 2.1.Fromthe
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equations given there,theadsorbed amountof unfolded and nativemolecules for ring
ncan becalculated.
2.3.4Surface Tension
From theequations described in thepreviousparagraphs,thesurface concentration of
nativeand unfolded molecules can becalculated.Inordertocalculate surface tension
arelation between surface concentration and fraction of unfolded proteins needs tobe
known.From theoretical considerations itisknown thatthesurface pressure n,
(which isthedifference between thesurface tension of thepure solvent joa n d the
surface tension which ismeasured y), canbeconsidered toconsist of two
contributions.Anideal gascontribution K=~fo-Y= kTr, inwhichk istheBoltzmann
constant, Tistheabsolute temperature and Fis the surface concentration in molesper
squaremeter.The second contribution isdueto interaction of theadsorbed molecules
atthe surface. This isconsidered tobeafunction of thefraction of the surface
occupied bytheadsorbed molecules.Theidealgascontribution isnegligible inthe
caseofproteins because of theirhigh molecular weight.Therefore itisassumed that
thesecond contribution totallydetermines the surface tension.When protein
molecules interact ashard disks,deHelfand ( ) demonstrated that the surface
pressurecan bepredicted bytheHelfand equation:
IcTT"
""(l-Q)2
Equation2.6: Helfandequation
V"
HereQ. isthefraction of occupied areabynativemolecules ——. Wewill assume
max

thatmolecules intheir nativeconformation behave likehard particles,which satisfy
theHelfand equation.When proteins unfold theinteraction between theparticles
changesfrom "hard disk behaviour" tothebehaviour of "compressibleparticles"
however. Sincewehave nobetter alternative wewill useexperimentally obtained
dataof theequation of statetodescribe theunfolded conformation. Inorderto
mathematically describe thesedataweadopt themodeldeveloped byvanAken (7)for
various proteins.Van Aken used theHelfand equation and assumed that thearea
occupied byamolecule atthesurface (which is TI2,thesurface concentration
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multiplied bytheareaoccupied byasinglemolecule) depends ontheelastic
compressibility Pof amolecule,an unfolding parameter a and theareaoccupied bya
completely unfolded moleculeQ0Theequation describing theareaQoccupied bythe
adsorbed molecules isthe following:

Q =a Cl0Exp(- PK)
Equation2.7: Occupiedareaperprotein molecule.
In thisequation a isdetermined bytwofit parameters n and Q given inthe
following equation.
\-a

(ne -K")Q."

=exp
a

kT

Equation2. 8
Fromthisequation itfollows that theunfolding of theproteindependsonthe surface
tension and thetwoparameters.
Van Aken wasabletofit theequation of state severalwell known proteins.In figure
2.5theequations of statefor p-casein havebeengiven assuming thehard particle
model and equation of state inequilibrium.The values used tocalculate thesecurves
aregiven inappendix 2.2.
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Figure2.5Relationsbetweensurfacepressure andsurface concentration for fi-casein
assumingharddiscinteraction (Helfandequation)orsoftdisk interaction(ModelvanAken).
The surface pressure of an adsorbed layer of proteins under dynamic conditions nriyn
in a partially unfolded state is assumed to be a linear combination of these surface
pressures as given in equation 2.9.
T"
ttvdm ~ ^Tlwlf

+

-p y^rSS

^Tlielf)

Equation2.9:Surfacepressure
Here Jtrheij means the surface pressure of hard particles at surface concentration r
(the total surface concentration), ^ 5 means the surface pressure at surface
concentration in equilibrium. A linear combination of the surface pressures is not
very elegant from a physical point of view.Physically it would be better to calculate
the surface pressure by calculating the area occupied by each species at the surface at
which the surface pressures become equal for both relations between surface pressure
and surface concentration. This linear combination was chosen for reasons of
simplicity however and is defensible by considering figure 2.6. There it can be seen
that the Helfand equation only plays a role of significance when both the fraction of
unfolded molecules is very small (low V) and the surface concentration is high (high
T). This is the only condition in which the surface tension decrease is mostly caused
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bythenativemolecules.Otherwise thecontribution of hard diskbehaviour is
generally negligible.Inotherwords thedifferent adsorption isotherms contributeto
thetotal adsorption behaviour atdifferent timescales and concentrations sothereis
hardly acombined effect. In thatcase alinearcombination isjustifyable.

2.3.5Mechanicalproperties
Fortheradially expanding surface atthetopof anoverflowing clinder, the
mechanical properties dictate arelation between therelative rateof expansion,
surface tension gradient and thevelocity gradient atasurface. Inthis section these
relations are described.
Asthesurface tension isknown nowatndifferent places atthesurface, the surface
tension gradient over subsequent ringscanbecalculated alsobyusing the following
simple equation:
dy = Y
dr

n--r.
Ar

Equation 2.10: Surface tension gradientoversubsequentrings.
Herethesubscripts nandn-1indicate theringnumber of whichthe surface tension is
considered,Armeans thewidth of onering.From hydrodynamictheory itcanbe
deduced thatsincethe surface isafree surface, all stresses mustcancel.This implies
thattherelation between surface tension gradient and velocitygradient inthebulk
liquid closetothesurface canbewritten as follows:
d

Y

„tSv^

Equation 2.11: Relationbetweensurface tensiongradientandthe velocitygradientbelowthe
surface.
Here r\bmeans thebulk viscosityof the solution.

d\nA

Uptonow —-— hasbeen considered tobeaparameterwhich could bevaried at
will.However, in thecaseof theoverflowing cylinder there isarelationship between
the stress imposed onasurface and therelativerateof expansion which isthe
responseof thesystem tothisstress.InthepaperbyBergink et.al.(8)anequation is
derived whichdescribes therelation between this stressand therelativerateof
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expansion for the overflowing cylinder in the case that the surface is propelled by a
surface tension gradient. This results in the relation between the velocity gradient and
d\x\A
dt

in equation 2.12.

\_dy_
V„ dr

dv^

:0.415r

~d~Z

din A

din A

dt

dt

Equation 2. 12relationbetweenthesurfacetensiongradient,the velocitygradientandthe
relativeexpansionrate.
Here r is the distance to the centre of the surface, p and r] are respectively the density
and the bulk viscosity and

~dlnA~
dt

is the relative rate of expansion of a pure water

surface. Now only certain combinations of surface tension, surface tension gradient,
and relative rate of expansion are possible for a certain situation at the surface of an
overflowing cylinder. Bergink-Martens (') determined the relations between the mean
surface tension gradient calculated from the centre to 1.5cm from the centre for
different solutions of Teepol (a nonionic soap) and other surface active species. A
relationship between the surface tension gradient and the relative expansion rate as
shown in figure 2.6 was found. Hence in the overflowing cylinder, a certain mean
surface tension gradient generates a certain relative rate of expansion.
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Figure2.6 Therelationbetweentherelativeexpansion rateandthesurfacetensiongradient
for different volumefractions ofTeepol, anindustrial typesurfactant.

2.3.6 Theinfluence oftransport: thesurfaceFouriernumber
For both proteins and low molecular surfactants transport of molecules to the surface
play an important role in the actual lowering of surface tension and probably also in
the generation of a surface tension gradient. In order to establish if the transport of
molecules to the surface plays a role of significance in the surface properties we need
to assess if the transport is limiting for the surface concentration. In order to obtain
this information we re-introduce the surface Fourier number introduced by Prins ( ).
Prins defined the surface Fourier number as:
Fo,

<nD
d\nA
dt

Equation2. 13Thesurface Fouriernumber,Prins ('").
In this equation which is based on the transfer from bulk to the surface by means of
diffusion (penetration theory), cb means bulk concentration, D is the diffusion
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d\nA
coefficient, T is surface concentration and —-— is the relative rate of expansion.
The surface Fourier number gives the ratio between the supply time for diffusive
transport and the discharge time due to the expansion of the surface. In the case this
number is around 1, every molecule transported to the surface indeed adsorbs. A
higher number indicates that the transport tothe surface is so high thatonly a fraction
of the molecules transported tothe surface indeed adsorbs. Hencein this case not the
transport but the adsorption to the surface is limiting, the surface Fourier number
increases above 1.
However we are more interested in the ratio between the fluxes than in the ratio
between the times since this isbetter comparable tothecalculations performed inthis
chapter. The square root of the surface Fourier number is the ratio between fluxes as
shown inequation 2.14.
, dlnA
2D\
dt

V
[FO~ = —

, d\nA)

T

2D
(dlnA

Equation 2.14Fouriernumberin thecaseofconvectivediffusion.
2.3.7 Methodsofcalculation oftheparametersofthemodel
Calculations with themodel areperformed asfollows. Values for cfc Tmilx, An, k,, k2D
ofIn A
dInA
and —;— at v=0arechosen first. Itisassumed that —;— varies slightly with
& the
J
dt
dt
distance tothecentrecorresponding toexperimentally obtained velocityprofiles. The
adsorbed amountsof nativeand unfolded molecules areobtained from the equations
inappendix 2.1 (corresponding toequations 2.3to2.5).Beginningfrom thecentreof
thesurface theseequations canbeused tocalculate thesurface concentration of
nativeand unfolded molecules asafunction of thedistance tothecentre.Tothisend
thesurface isdivided into 100concentric rings.Wethen usethe surface
concentrations of nativeandunfolded molecules tocalculate the surface tension for
all rings bythemethod described insection 2.3.4.
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Thesecalculations areperformed for asetof valuesfor —-— atr=0.Wethen havea
dt
relation between surface tension and relative rateof expansionjust ascan beobtained
intheoverflowing cylinder (seeChapter 3).In ordertomatch theseto experimental
datathesamecalculations areperformed for different valuesof rmax,A„,kj,k2andD.
Thecombinations of parameters areevaluated bycalculating the least squares
difference of thetheoretical and experimental data for therelation between surface
tension and relativeexpansion rate and surface tension and surface concentration.
From thesecalculations wecan obtain anestimate for theparameters rmao A„,khk2
andD.Sinceall parameters have adifferent effect ontherelations between surface
tension and surface concentration ononehand and surface tension and therelative
rateofexpansion on theother hand,theuniquenessof thesolution isguaranteed.
Inordertocalculate themaximum relativerateof expansion obtained inan
overflowing cylinder, therelativeexpansion ratecalculated bythemodelcan be
numerically matched toequation 2.12byadjusting therelativeexpansion ratesothat
themechanical balanceexpressed byequation 2.12issatisfied. Wedothatby
matching thecalculated surface tension gradient toequation 2.12 bymeansof
JinA
adjusting —-— atr=0byiteration.This finite element method isequivalent to
dt
numerically solving adifferential equation for thesurface tension asafunction ofthe
distance tothecentreof thecylinder.Wethen find thesurface tension, the surface
tension gradient andtherelative rateof expansion that would theoretically be found
when weapplytheseconditions for C/,rmllx, An, kh k2 andDinthe overflowing
cylinder.
Inordertocheck thevalidityof themodel,experimental valuesof alow molecular
surfactant werecompared topredictions bythemodel leavingouttheunfolding step
and assumingtheGibbsequation and theLangmuirequation toapplyfor therelation
between the surface concentration, bulkconcentration and surface tension.Inthis
waywecan infer ifthetransport tothesurface ispredicted wellbymeansof this
model.This will show if indeed thetransport takesplacebymeansof theproposed
mechanism. Subsequently therelation between surface tension and surface
concentration andbetween surface tension andtherelativerateof expansion was
fitted tothemodelfor oneconcentration (0.3g/1)of p-caseinbyadjusting the
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parameters rmtL„ A„,k,, k2 and D.Thepredictive value could bechecked by
comparing the values obtained bythemodel toexperimental data.Inaddition the
maximum relative rateof expansion wascalculated bycomparing thesurface tension
gradient predicted bymeans of themodel asafunction of concentration, with the
surface tension gradient that is measured in theoverflowing cylinder. In the following
section wewill discuss if themodel indeed has predictive value,meaning that weare
able todescribe thebehaviour of both proteins and surfactants byit.
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2.4 Results and discussion.
In the previous sections a simple model was put forward which calculates the
behaviour in the overflowing cylinder with respect to the unfolding and adsorption of
protein molecules and mechanical properties of the surface. In order to evaluate the
model with respect to its predictive capacity the behaviour was modelled for the
protein P-casein, and for a surfactant, Tween 20. In order to model Tween 20 the
unfolding step was taken out of the model and the adsorption kinetics were changed
to Langmuir kinetics. In that case the surface tension must satisfy the Szyskowsky
equation which has been adapted to expanding surfaces by Van Voorst Vader (5).If
the behaviour could be modelled correctly for these different substances it can be
assumed that the model can be used to understand both the transport kinetics and the
unfolding properties. In figure 2.7 and 2.8 the relation between surface tension and
relative rate of expansion and surface concentration and surface tension have been
given for experimental and predicted values of p-casein using the method described
in section 2.3.7.
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Figure2. 7Surfacetensionasafunction ofrelativerateofexpansionfor /5-casein. open
symbols:predictions bythemodel,closedsymbols:Experimentaldata.Legendindicatesbulk
concentrationsin[gI'} (parametersusedaregiveninappendix2.2).
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Figure2.8Surfacetensionasafunction ofsurfaceconcentrationfor j5-casein. Open
symbols:predictions by themodel,closedsymbols:Experimentaldata.Legendindicates bulk
concentrations in[g/"] (parametersusedaregiven inappendix2.2).
In figure 2.9 predictions and experimental data for the relation between relative rate
of expansion and surface tension have been given for Tween 20 as well. The
experimental data were obtained by means of a technique which will be described in
detail in chapter 3.
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Figure2. 9Surfacetensionasafunction ofrelativerateofexpansionforTween20. closed
symbols:predictions by themodel,open symbols:Experimentaldata,Legend indicates bulk
concentrationofTween 20inmM. (parametersusedaregiven inappendix2.2).
It can be observed that for (3-casein the relation between surface tension and relative
rate of expansion determined by experiments are fitted better than the relation
between surface tension and surface concentration. Part of this can be ascribed to the
limited accuracy of the surface concentration data of which the standard deviation is
in the order of 0.25 mg m"2.We can conclude from these graphs however that the
model is able to predict the trends in the adsorption behaviour for both surface active
species which means that the model indeed has the ability to predict data obtained
experimentally. This means that it is possible to compare various surface active
species with respect to their surface behaviour and trace this behaviour back to the
adsorption or unfolding kinetics.
Here we will restrict ourselves to the comparison of four surface active species which
perform differently in the overflowing cylinder: Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS),
Tween 20, (J-lactoglobulin and p-casein. These species were first measured by means
of the technique described in chapter 3, and subsequently fitted by the model yielding
the essential constants for the description by means of the model. In appendix 2.2 the
constants used for fitting the data to the model have been given for these substances.
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2.4.1Model calculations: effect of diffusion coefficient and unfolding
parameters.
In order to quantify the effect of transport and unfolding on the total behaviour of
proteins, model calculations were carried out using the parameters for (3-casein as a
starting point. The effect of transport only can be modelled by varying the diffusion
constant. In figure 2.10 the relation between relative rate of expansion and surface
tension has been given for (3-casein at a constant concentration of 0.3 [g l"'] assuming
different diffusion coefficients (varying between 0.13 to 8 times the diffusion
coefficient used in the model). It is immediately visible from this graph that surface
tension depends strongly on the diffusion coefficient indicating that transport plays an
essential role in the variation of surface tension with time scale. In contrast, the
relation between surface tension and surface concentration (not shown) was hardly
affected by the diffusion coefficient. This is a logical consequence of the fact that the
diffusion coefficient has no influence on the processes taking place at the surface.
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Figure2. 10Relationbetweensurface tensionandrelativeexpansionratemodelledfor jicasein0.3[gI'1].Legendindicates valuesfor diffusioncoefficient(otherparameters givenin
appendix2.2).
In order to quantify the effect of the time scale of the unfolding and refolding, the
surface tension as a function of relative rate of expansion was calculated again
assuming a concentration of 0.3 [g f 1 ]. The rate of unfolding kt and refolding k2 were
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multiplied by a factor m, which was varied from 0.13 to 8 (the same as for the
diffusion coefficient). It was chosen to multiply both the parameters because in that
case the equilibrium situation remains unaffected. The results of this calculation are
given in figure 2.11.
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Relative expansion rate[s"

Figure2. 11 Relationbetweensurfacetensionandrelativeexpansion ratemodelledfor ficasein0.3[gt'].Legend indicates valuesfor mby whichthe valuek,andk2 havebeen
multiplied(otherparameters given inappendix2.2).
In order to quantify the effect on the relation between surface tension and surface
concentration, also this relation was calculated using the same parameters. This
relation has been given in figure 2.12.
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Figure2. 12Relationbetweensurface tensionandsurfaceconcentrationmodelledfor pcasein0.3 [gl ].Legend indicates valuesfor mby whichthe valuek, andk2 havebeen
multiplied (otherparameters given inappendix2.2).
The results in the previous two graphs indicate that the rate of unfolding has a
significant effect on the relation between surface tension, surface concentration and
relative rate of expansion. The relation between surface tension and relative rate of
expansion is not so strongly affected compared to the influence of the diffusion
coefficient. The relation between surface concentration and surface tension is affected
however. This indicates that under these dynamic conditions, only a certain
combination of a diffusion coefficient and unfolding and refolding coefficients leads
to a matching description of the experimental data. Hence both transport and
unfolding determine the dynamic surface properties of proteins in this model.

2.4.2 Comparison betweenTween20and SDS
In figure 2.13 the relation between the relative rate of expansion and the surface
tension has been given for different concentrations of Tween 20 and SDS.
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Figure2. 13Predictedsurface tensionasafunction ofrelativerateofexpansionforTween20
andSDS.Closedsymbols: Tween20,opensymbols:SDS.Legendindicatesconcentrationsof
SDSand Tween20inmM.
The difference between these substances is apparent immediately. The surface tension
of Tween 20 is much less sensitive to variation in the relative rate of expansion than
SDS. This can be explained by the relatively low maximum surface concentration of
Tween 20 in comparison to SDS. The characteristic length over which surface active

r
material must be transported to the surface — is fairly small for Tween 20 at 1.26
mM this is in the order of 2.6*10"6m while for SDS this length at the same
concentration and is 2*10 \ This means that there is an order of magnitude difference
in the length over which transport needs to take place between these two surfactants.
With respect to the time the molecules need to be transported to the surface we can
assume that the characteristic time needed is given by /(,2 = •

r

The

characteristic times for Tween 20 and SDS are 0.0018 and 0.032 seconds
respectively, so also a difference of an order of magnitude. This explains that SDS
requires more time than Tween 20 to reach equilibrium between bulk and surface.
The effect of this difference on the mechanical properties of the surface can be seen
in figure 2.14. In this figure the surface tension the square root of the surface Fourier
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number and the maximum relative rate of expansion attainable in the overflowing
cylinder have been given for both Tween 20 and SDS as a function of concentration
of Tween 20.The method by which these calculations are performed are described in
2.3.7.
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Figure2. 14Predictedmaximumrelative rateofexpansion,predicted Squarerootofsurface
Fouriernumberandsurfacetensionasafunction ofbulkconcentration.Tween 20(t20):
closedsymbols,SDS:opensymbols.
From the square root of the surface Fourier number we can see that in all
circumstances the transport is limiting for the surface tension of SDS (Fo s ° 5=1) while
the transport capability in the overflowing cylinder for Tween 20 is not limiting
(Fo s " » 1 ) . The relative rate of expansion predicted for Tween 20 is much smaller
because of this. Hence the diffusion length can be considered to be a decisive factor
in the generation of a surface tension gradient for low molecular surfactants.
It can be seen that in the case of Tween 20 the relative rate of expansion reaches a
maximum just above the concentration at which the square root of the surface Fourier
number reaches a minimum. From this it can be inferred that the limitation in
transport is necessary to be able to generate a surface tension gradient. At higher
concentrations a decrease in the relative rate of expansion can be observed which
demonstrates that an unlimited supply of surface active material will depress the
ability of a surface to generate a surface tension gradient.
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There also appears to be a relation between the first derivative of surface tension to
log concentration (

dy

din A
)and the relative expansion rate — ; — both in calculated
cflogc
at

as in measured data. At the point where breaches a maximum —

dy
reaches a
d logc

minimum. This can be explained by the sensitivity of surface tension to both
variations in the relative rate of expansion and concentration. This is because under
these conditions, the adsorption of additional molecules has a large influence on the
surface tension so the sensitivity of surface tension to surface concentration is high.
Another striking aspect of these calculations is that for SDS a relative rate of
expansion of 27 at a concentration of 4.4 mM is expected in the calculations. In
experiments the maximum rate of expansion measured with the overflowing cylinder
is in the order of 10 as measured by Bergink ("). The calculations however do not
consider the limitations of the overflowing cylinder itself. This maximum expansion
rate is due to the gravitational acceleration (g), and it may be that in foaming
accelerations higher than 9.81 ms"~are generated causing a higher relative expansion
rate. In figure 2.15 the maximum relative rate of expansion at the overflowing
cylinder surface has been given as predicted by calculations and determined in
experiments with SDS.
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Figure2. 15Maximum relativerateofexpansionandsurfacetensionasafunction ofbulk
concentrationfor SDS.Predicteddata:opensymbols,experimentaldata:closedsymbols.
The relative expansion data are consistent with the predicted values up to a
concentration of approximately 1mM. After this concentration the calculated values
show a steep rise while the measured relative expansion rates decrease. This may
indicate that the overflowing cylinder itself is limiting the relative rate of expansion.
This has consequences for the way the data have to be interpreted with regard to
foaming properties. Bergink (3) indicated that there was a relation between foaming
properties and the dynamic surface tension for Teepol. This type of surfactant also
reached a relative rate of expansion in the order of 10 in the overflowing cylinder.
The foamability was also observed to increase after the maximum in the relative rate
of expansion was reached. It may well be that in that particular case the overflowing
cylinder was the limiting factor for the relative expansion. Hence it may be that the
foamability does correlate with the calculated values for these types of surfactants.
Den Engelsen ( l0 ) determined the foamability for SDS with the Ross miles test and
the shaking test under the same circumstances as in the experiments described here.
The critical concentration found in these foaming experiments for SDS was in the
order of 2 g/1after which the foamability reached a constant value. The concentration
of 4.4 mM corresponds to a concentration of 1.3g/1.This appears to be in good
agreement. The concentration at which a maximum was found in the overflowing
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cylinder was 0.7 mM (0.2 g/1). From this it can be inferred that the relative expansion
rate measured by means of the overflowing cylinder technique correlates with
foamability in this case as long as the maximum relative rate of expansion of the
system is not reached. The fact that the foam height does not decrease at higher
concentrations is not surprising since the amount of foam produced is a balance
between making and breakdown. Breakdown of the foam takes place over time scales
that are determined by other properties than the relative expansion rate in the
overflowing cylinder. Also a surprising result is that the foamability was
demonstrated to correlate with the surface properties in one isolated case.

2.4.2 Comparison between [3-caseinand p-lactoglobulin
In figure 2.16 the calculated relation between surface tension and relative rate of
expansion of different concentrations of p-casein and (3-lactoglobulin has been given.
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Figure2. 16Calculatedsurfacetensionasafunction of relativerateofexpansionfor plactoglobulinand p-casein. Closedsymbols:fi-lactoglobulin,opensymbols:P-casein.
Legend indicatesprotein concentrationsin[gI'].
Essentially a similar difference as in figure 2.13 can be observed. Although the
surface tension is relatively low for high concentrations of p-lactoglobulin, at higher
relative rates of expansion the surface tension goes to 72 mN m"1. For [3-casein the
surface tension can decrease much more at equal concentrations (in g l"1)although the
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molecular weight is in the same order of magnitude. This is a consequence of the
unfolding behaviour of these proteins since the transport to the surface can be
expected to be in the same order of magnitude. The consequence of this on the
calculated mechanical behaviour of the surface can be observed in figure 2.17.

Concentration [mM]

Figure2. 17Predicted maximumrelativerateofexpansion, predicted surfaceFourier
numberandpredicted surfacetensionasafunction ofbulkconcentration, fi-lactoglobulin:
closedsymbols,fi-casein:opensymbols.
In this figure the relative rate of expansion, the surface Fourier number and the
surface tension has been given for P-casein and p-lactoglobulin. Here we can see that
P-casein is capable of creating a much larger relative rate of expansion at the surface
of the overflowing cylinder. There is a striking correlation between the unfolding
constant of the proteins (4 s"1for P-lactoglobulin and 10 s"1for p-casein) and the
maximum relative rate of expansion that can be reached in the overflowing cylinder
over the whole concentration range. The square root of the surface Fourier number is
in the order of 1for P-casein at low concentrations. This demonstrates that practically
all the proteins transported to the surface will adsorb. At higher concentrations
(around 1g l"1)the square root of the Fourier number increases indicating that the
transport is no longer limiting the relative expansion rate. In that case the relative rate
of expansion is limited by the unfolding rate of the protein. This demonstrates that
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with p-casein both the transport to the surface and the unfolding rate can be limiting
for the relative expansion rate.
Essentially the same can be observed in the case of P-lactoglobulin. There the square
root of the Fourier number can be observed to increase to values far above 1around
concentrations above 0.1 g l ' . In that case the transport is not limiting. Yet the
relative rate of expansion does not increase above 4. This tells us that the unfolding
of the P-lactoglobulin limits the relative rate of expansion above concentrations
above 0.1,so a much lower concentration than found for P-casein. This indicates that
the rate of unfolding at the surface of the protein will determine the maximum
relative rate of expansion of a surface that can be reached by a protein.
Since the relative expansion rate correlates to the surface tension gradient, the same
observations apply for the surface tension gradient. When the behaviour of the
proteins and the surfactants are compared we can observe that different mechanisms
can limit the generation of surface tension gradients. For Tween 20 it was concluded
that the relatively small diffusion length is limiting. In other words the relaxation to
equilibrium of Tween 20 is too fast to create a high surface tension gradient. For the
proteins however the rate of unfolding determines the maximum surface tension
gradient that can be generated.
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2.5 Conclusions
In general we can observe that by means of this model it is possible to pinpoint what
factors are responsible for a certain behaviour at the surface of an overflowing
cylinder both in the presence and the absence of surfactants in the liquid. We have
observed that in the presence of surfactants different factors affect the generation of a
surface tension gradient in expansion which causes the variations in the relative rates
of expansion at the surface of an overflowing cylinder. In the presence of surfactants
we can observe that when the relaxation at the surface is fast, indicated by large
values of the surface Fourier number, the relative rate of expansion is lower than at
lower supply rates of surfactant to the surface. The overflowing cylinder is a good
method to measure these variations in surface behaviour although the surface tension
gradient that can be generated by the overflowing cylinder can also be limiting (due
to the gravitational acceleration) which leads to an underestimation of the maximum
relative rate of expansion that can be generated as observed in the case of SDS. This
may be the cause of the apparent absence of a correlation between the foaming
properties and the behaviour in the overflowing cylinder as described by BerginkMartens (3).Moreover it has been observed that there can be another cause for
limitation of the relative rate of expansion of the overflowing cylinder which is
observed in the case of the protein P-lactoglobulin. Here the lower unfolding rate of
the protein is the cause of a lower relative rate of expansion. This demonstrates that
the model can distinguish between these different causes for a limitation in the
relative rate of expansion. This makes the model in combination with the overflowing
cylinder technique a powerful tool to understand the exact causes of observed surface
behaviour at expanding surfaces.
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Appendix 2.2 Constants used in the calculations

Properties

values

values

Tween20

SDS

Molar Mass:

1230

288.4

[gmol"']

r

6*10-6

3.8*10"s

[mol m""]

Langmuir Constant

170

120

[mol m"]

Ycmc

4*10 2

3.75*10' 2

[Nrn 1 ]

Ccmc

4.5*10"2

3.2*10"3

[mol m"'l

A

unit

max

9

Diffusion Coefficient

4*10

dy/dlnc

1.92*10"''

9

2.2*10"

[nr s 1 ]

3.07*10"3

[NnV 1 ]

Properties ofTween 20and SDSused for thecalculations in themodel.

Properties

unit

values

values

P-casein

P-lactoglobulin

Molar Mass:

18300

17500

[gmol-'j

n*(eqn 2.7)

14.8

18.7

[mNm1]

Q* (eqn 2.7)

0.59

2.15

[nnr]

P (eqn 2.7)

25.6

18.9

[mN-'H

Q 0 (eqn2.7

1.14

0.847
6

r

[m2 m g ' ]
6

[kg m"2]

5*10"

4.8*10'

Diffusion Coefficient

2*10 10

3.2*10 10

[mV]

k,

8.5

4

[s-1]

k2

4

6

[s']

A0

1

2.3

[-]

Ai

1.3

1

[-]

1

max

Properties of P-casein and p-lactoglobulin used in themodel.
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Chapter 3
Adsorption of proteins at liquid interface under
continuous steady state dilation: Experiments
3.1Abstract
The characteristic properties of the overflowing cylinder surface, namely the surface
tension, the surface concentration and the relative rate of expansion, are determined
by means of respectively the Wilhelmy plate technique, ellipsometry and differential
laser Doppler anemometry. This new combination of techniques enables a relatively
complete characterization of the dynamic surface properties in terms of unfolding and
transport to the surface. These measurements enable us to put the model presented in
chapter 2 into perspective. The unfolding rate of different proteins studied is found to
increases in the following order lysozyme < BSA < p-lactoglobulin < p-casein. The
transport plays a role especially at low concentrations of the proteins.
Also the working mechanism of the overflowing cylinder under the conditions used,
is considered in this chapter. It is found that the hydrodynamic properties of the
falling film are crucial for the working mechanism of the overflowing cylinder
technique. The length of the falling film is demonstrated to be the parameter which
determines the potential variation of surface tension over the falling film. The
variation of surface tension over the falling film is caused by the viscous drag of the
falling liquid at the film surface. With proteins a relatively large part of the drag is
transferred in comparison to low molecular surfactants. The difference in behaviour
of proteins and low molecular surfactants in this respect can be ascribed to the
difference in surface behaviour in both compression and expansion. The compression
of a surface gives rise to a relatively low surface tension for proteins due to the slow
relaxation of the surface. In expansion the surface tension of proteins is more
sensitive to the magnitude of the relative rate of expansion. This leads to a higher
surface tension in expansion for proteins than for low molecular surfactants. These
results indicate that when a surface is deformed by means of a force parallel to a
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surface both the surface properties in compression and expansion play a role of
significance.

3.2 Introduction
In the introduction to this thesis presented in chapter 1,the state of the art has been
described with respect to the adsorption behaviour of proteins to liquid surfaces.
Here, it was concluded that although extensive knowledge exists on the behaviour of
adsorbed proteins under static conditions, the literature on surface behaviour of
proteins far from equilibrium is less extensive.
In chapter 2 a model has been presented which enables the assessment of the
influence of transport and unfolding on the surface properties of adsorbed layers of
unfolding protein molecules. In the present chapter, measurements are presented
which quantify these properties for a number of different proteins. Experiments
presented here use a combination of existing techniques, which enables the
determination of both transport properties and unfolding properties. This is done by
measuring the surface tension, the surface concentration and the relative rate of
expansion at an expanding liquid surface, to which proteins are adsorbing under
different conditions of relative expansion rate.
The key technique which makes it possible to study these characteristic surface
properties is the overflowing cylinder. This is a fairly straightforward technique in
which an expanding surface is created by means of a liquid flow parallel to the
surface. In the presence of surface active species this liquid flow causes a
hydrodynamic stress which varies over the surface, causing either an acceleration or a
deceleration of the surface with respect to the pure liquid.
In order to perform these experiments the overflowing cylinder needs to be operated
in a different fashion from that in the experiments of Bergink-Martens ('). In the
experiments described there, the surface properties were determined at the maximum
relative rate of expansion only. It is possible however to vary the relative rate of
expansion. This provides us with the opportunity to study the surface properties under
different conditions of "surface age".
The variation of the expansion rate of the overflowing cylinder is caused by the
existence of a surface tension gradient. Bergink Martens et al (', 2 ). demonstrated that
the surface tension gradient and the relative rate of expansion are related to each
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other in the case that a surfactant solution is present in the overflowing cylinder. In
general, the surface tension gradient is necessarily equal to the viscous stress. Since
we are also dealing with the situation that the surface is decelerated instead of
accelerated with respect to the pure liquid we also need to know the relation between
the surface tension gradient and the relative rate of expansion in this situation.
In the falling film in the vicinity of the rim of the cylinder, the surface is expanded
due to the falling motion of the liquid. Near the bottom of the falling film, the surface
is compressed. In the presence of surface active material this causes a surface tension
gradient over the falling film. The magnitude of this surface tension gradient is a
measure of the sensitivity of the surface tension of the surfactant solution to
expansion and compression of the surface.
This chapter is subdivided into a theoretical and an experimental part. In the
theoretical part the hydrodynamics close to the top surface and in the falling film will
be covered. These will subsequently be linked to the properties of the surface in terms
of surface tension and surface tension gradient. In the experimental part the
properties of four different proteins will be quantified in terms of the effectiveness of
transport to the surface and the rate of unfolding at the surface when adsorbed.

3.3 Theoryfor thefalling film
3.3.1Overflowing cylinder
In this section a number of aspects of the operating mechanism of the overflowing
cylinder technique will be treated. In section 3.3.2 the overflowing cylinder will be
discussed in general terms. In section 3.3.3 the generalized flow profiles of liquid in
the overflowing cylinder will be discussed for the case that the surface is accelerated
and decelerated with respect to pure water. From these generalized flow profiles the
stresses existing at the top surface of the overflowing cylinder can be calculated and
also the thickness of the layer influenced by the flow profile can be obtained. In
section 3.3.4 the height and the form of the meniscus will be discussed since
information is needed about the liquid height profile at the top surface to solve the
differential equations associated with the generalized flow profile. In section 3.3.5 the
situation at the free falling film will be discussed. The key issue that will be
addressed is how the liquid in the falling film influences the working mechanism of
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thefalling film. In section 3.3.6 themethod used tomeasure surface properties will
bediscussed in general terms.
3.3.2General Properties
Aschematic representation of theoverflowing cylinder isgiven inFigure 3.1 after
Bergink-Martens et al("),( ),C)-Herealso thecoordinates used throughout this
chapter aregiven.Theoverflowing cylinder consists of an inner cylinder with
thickness inwhich liquid ispumped upwith aconstant flow rateQ.Theradius of the
innercylinder is indicated with R, thecoordinate from thecentreof thecylinderis
indicated with r.Liquid flows over therimof the innercylinder intothespacein
between theinner and outercylinder.This space is in hydrostatic contact witha
holding vessel.Liquid ispumped out of this vessel intoavessel incontact with the
innercylinder. Due tothisconstant flow of liquid, aconstant hydrostatic pressure
difference keeps theflow constant totheflow rate throughout thesystem.
Atthe topof the innercylinder the liquid flows over therim and along theoutside
wall of theinnercylinder into theoutercylinder.The level of theliquid in theouter
cylinder isatadistance hof therimof theinnercylinder.This length hiscalled the
falling film length.The vertical coordinate iscalled z.
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Figure3. 1 Above across sectionoftheoverflowingcylinder,belowanenlargedcross
sectionof thefalling film.
At the outside wall of the inner cylinder, a thin vertical liquid film is exposed to
acceleration (falling) due to gravitation. Here the surface is continuously expanded.
At the top surface also an expansion is found which is caused by the flow profile at
the top surface. When a pure liquid such as water is present, expansion of the surface
does not lead to any changes in surface tension. Hence the surface tension remains
constant over the whole surface. The radial velocity of the surface is zero at the point
where the axis of the cylinder intersects the liquid surface (the stagnation point where
r= 0 and z=0), and increases radially in an approximately linear fashion in the
vicinity of this stagnation point. A pure liquid will have a characteristic relative
expansion rate dlnA/dt which depends on the flow rate, the density and the viscosity
of the liquid but not on the falling height h (section 3.3.3). In the vicinity of the rim.
the surface velocity increases steeply with the distance to the centre.
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When a surface active species is present in the liquid, the situation is different. There
the falling motion of the falling liquid in the falling film causes a local expansion
which causes a surface tension gradient to develop at the free falling film. At the top
of the free falling film this results in a higher surface tension than on the horizontal
top surface of the overflowing cylinder. This surface tension gradient gives rise to an
extra stress at the top surface, which gives rise to an extra increase in the relative rate
of expansion.
When the falling film height is small however, it has been found that in the presence
of different types of surface active materials, the relative rate of expansion can be
lowered to values below that of water at the same falling film height. A characteristic
graph showing the relative rate of expansion versus the falling film height has been
shown in figure 3.2 for water, a low molecular surfactant and a protein.
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Figure3. 2Relativerateofexpansionasafunction offallingfilm heightfor: water,alow
molecularsurfactantandaprotein.
From this graph it can be seen that proteins and soaps can impede the motion of the
surface, when the falling film height is decreased below a certain critical value. This
means that apart from a stress in the direction away from the stagnation point a stress
in the opposite direction can be present which causes a decrease in relative rate of
expansion. Two possible mechanisms could be the cause of this decrease. The first
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possibility is the presence of a surface tension gradient directed from the compressed
surface in the space between the inner and the outer cylinder to the top surface. In this
case a surface tension gradient exists over the free falling film causing the surface
motion to be impeded. The other possibility is that, due to lateral bonds between the
proteins, a network is created. This network which builds up from the compressed
surface, can extend to the free falling film and the top surface and may impede the
motion of the surface. In order to answer this crucial question, the relation between
the magnitude of the stress and the relative rate of expansion was investigated in
analogy with previous work of Bergink-Martens et. al. ( ),(),( ).
In the case of pure water, the surface expands with a certain characteristic rate of
expansion. In this situation no stress is exerted on the surface since the surface
tension is constant over the surface. In the case that a shear stress is imposed on the
surface, which can only happen if a surfactant is present, this influences the velocity
distribution at the surface. The relation between the local stress xand the velocity
gradient at the surface can be written as
'du.
•* dz
Equation3.1
Here fi means the viscosity of the bulk liquid and ux is the velocity in the x direction.
Three cases can be distinguished, in the operation of the overflowing cylinder. These
three cases have been shown in figure 3.3
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Figure 3. 3 Possible flow profiles at the overflowing cylinder surface.

In the case that the surface is accelerated with respect to pure water the situation is
indicated in situation A. In this case the surface tension gradient can be considered to
cause the expansion. Hence in this case x can be considered to be equal to the surface
tension gradient as given in equation 3.2. In case B the velocity gradient is zero. In
that case there is no difference in velocity between the surface and the bulk phase
directly underneath. This is the case for a surface at which no surface active species is
adsorbed. In case C a stress of arbitrary origin is present which opposes the stress
exerted by the moving liquid. The top surface is decelerated in comparison to the
liquid flowing directly underneath. The surface tension gradient at the falling film in
this case is negative causing a deceleration of the surface of the free falling film in
comparison to the pure liquid.
dy
dx
Equation 3. 2

The reason that the overflowing cylinder has been studied before is that the
magnitude of the dynamic surface tension has been found to correlate with dynamic
processes such as the generation of foams. The dynamic surface tension in this case is
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defined as the surface tension at maximum relative rate of expansion of the top
surface. Looking at figure 3.2 we can observe that different types of surface active
substances cause a different behavior at the top surface of the overflowing cylinder.
Our aim is to find how the overflowing cylinder operates and how the foaming
behavior is correlated to this.
This chapter aims at explaining the different situations that can exist at the surface of
an overflowing cylinder depending on the conditions applied. We will distinguish
between different aspects of the surface. The mechanical properties expressed as a
relation between the relative expansion rate and the stress of the top surface and the
falling film will be discussed in sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.5. Mechanical properties are
linked to the surface tension gradient and the surface tension over the surface of the
overflowing cylinder. In the experimental section characteristic parameters which are
measured at the surface of the overflowing cylinder will be presented.

3.3.3Generalizedflowprofiles
In previous research Bergink-Martens et. al. (') presented a hydrodynamic description
of the overflowing cylinder. This is valid in the case the surface is accelerated with
respect to the case of the pure solvent. The description developed by Bos (5) is based
on a numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. These equations quantify the
momentum and mass balance of a flowing liquid due to pressure gradients or local
stresses. In cylindrical coordinates, these equations can be written as follows.

In equation 3.3, the mass balance has been written, in equation 3.4, the momentum
balances in horizontal (coordinate r) and vertical direction (coordinate z) have been
given. In these equations v means the velocity, p, and p respectively mean density and
pressure, v is the kinematic viscosity p/p, Vis the Laplace operator and g is the
gravitational acceleration. These equations can be solved by applying appropriate
boundary conditions. In this case:
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dv

dv

v

ar

az

r

Equation3.3
dv.
v

+v
' dr -v

dv,.
p dr

dz

dv.
dv.
—+ v —
' dr -- d

p\

p dr

r

p

Equation3.4

R and D in equation 3.5 means the radius and thickness of the inner cylinder
respectively. The first boundary condition tells us that the velocity in the r and z
direction is zero at the inner and outer edge of the cylinder wall, the no slip condition.
The other boundary condition tells us that in the center of the cylinder the velocity vr
at z=0, so at the surface, and the velocity gradient in the whole cylinder in the radial
direction are zero.
v = v _ = 0 at r = R/\r = R+D
(

dv

( v )

•

.dr.

^

=0.

Equation3.5
These equations are solved by assuming a constant of proportionality a between the
velocity in the direction of the rim of the cylinder and the cylindrical coordinate r.
This means that it is assumed that the velocity increases linearly with r and a is
related to dlnA/dt in the following way:

din A
dt

2a

df{lj)
dr\

Equation3.6
In this equation a dimensionless coordinate r/ is introduced, which can be written as:
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Equation3. 7
Here, z is the vertical coordinate, a is the constant of proportionality in the velocity
distribution and ji p ' is the kinematic viscosity. This parameter r/ is related to the
velocities in the r and z directions by means of a stream function f(r\) which results in
the following equations for v,. and v..

df
dr\
Equation3.8

v:=-2ylav-f(ri)
Equation3.9
The Navier-Stokes equations can be written in terms of r\ and by applying the
appropriate boundary conditions can be solved for the different circumstances that
can exist at the surface. Bergink et. al. ( 2 )( 3 ) demonstrated that in the case the surface
is accelerated with respect to pure water (figure 3.3 situation A) the Navier-Stokes
equations reduce to:

dftn)'
dr\

-2/W

d2f{r,)
dr\

d3f{j])
dr\

Equation3.10
The Navier-Stokes equations were solved by means of a numerical technique by
applying the following boundary conditions:

~df(ri)~

1 and / ( 0 ) = 0

dr\
|)=0

Equation 3.11
The solution to this equation yield the stream function/)'T]) and its derivatives: f'(rj)
andf'(r\).

Both the stress and the thickness of the layer influenced by the acceleration
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of the surface can be calculated by means of these functions. The stress r exerted at
the surface by means of the surface tension gradient can be calculated to be:

~d2f~

dy
-raJajdp

~dr

dvf

Equation3.12
The thickness 8of the boundary layer can be found to be.

8

= %^
2a

dr\

n=o

Equation3.13
In the situation in figure 3.3 c, the surface is decelerated with respect to pure water; in
this case a stress rdof up to now unknown origin, directed from the rim to the center
of the cylinder is present at the surface. This stress partly compensates the pressure
gradient caused by the flow of pure liquid and so causing a decrease in the relative
rate of expansion. Without going into detail about the origin of this compensating
stress, the magnitude of this stress can be calculated. Bos ( )demonstrated that
because of the additional stress, an additional term appears in the nondimensionalised differential equation yielding the following expression:

'dfWi
dr\

+2

/

(

, ) ^ #
dr\ '

+

^ )
dr\

1 dp
la'rp dr

Equation3.14
The left part of the equation can be considered to be a dimensionless constant we will
call C, and which represents the addition of the hydrostatic pressure gradient and the
unknown compensating stress. Hence the resulting expansion rate of the surface can
be considered to be related to the pressure gradient caused by the combined action of
the hydrostatic pressure and the unknown compensating stress in the direction of the
rim of the cylinder. From previous work (') we know that the total pressure varies
with r as.
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p ~ Cp a2r2

Equation3.15
Here C is an a priori unknown proportionality constant, a is the constant of
proportionality of the velocity distribution at the surface (equation 3.6) and r is the
distance to the center of the cylinder. Asp can be written in terms of the height of the
meniscus (p=pghm) h,„ can be written as:
Ca~r~
h =
8
Equation3.16
In order for the surface to expand, the pressure needs to decrease with coordinate r.
Therefore h„,needs to be higher in the center than at the rim of the cylinder. Since the
pressure gradient is the first derivative of pressure to r, by applying equation 3.15,
dp/dr can be written as follows.
dp
,
— = 2Cp a^r
dr
Equation3.17
Since dp/dr is related to h„,via equations 3.16 and 3.17, C can also be written as a
function of h,„ as:

a~ /•'
Equation3.18
If now the variation of the height of the meniscus is determined as a function of r2
and a2, the constant C, which is the right hand term in equation 3.14 can be
determined. In that case equation 3.14 can be solved numerically as described by Bos
(5). The solution again yields the stream function/)'77) and its derivatives:f'(T]) and
f'(r\). By means of equations 3.12 and 3.13 respectively the stress Tjand 5can be
calculated from the solutions to this stream function.
These equations provide us with a relation between the stress at the top surface, the
flow profile below the surface and the relative rate of expansion in the case the
surface is either accelerated or decelerated with respect to a pure liquid.
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3.3.4Theheight and the form of the meniscus
The height of the meniscus and the variation of the height of the surface provides
information about the absolute pressure and pressure variation over the surface
respectively via the basic equation p=pgh,„. Therefore information about the height
can also provide us with information about the pressure gradients necessary to cause
a certain expansion rate in different circumstances.
The work of Bergink-Martens (") has shown that the geometry of the surface is
influenced by a number of different contributions. The total pressure at the surface
can be considered to be caused by three contributions that must be in equilibrium.
The hydrostatic pressure ph given by pghm, the pressure due to the motion of the
1
liquid pfim. equal to —p v~ and the Laplace pressure pt due to the curvature of the
surface. Since the pressure in the cylinder is a constant the Laplace pressure can be
written as:
Pi = Pi,+ Pflo,
Equation3.19
In this equation pt is the Laplace pressure, which is determined by the curvature of
the surface at the rim of the cylinder. The Laplace pressure can be written as:

Equation3.20
Here p, is the Laplace pressure / i s the surface tension, Rt and R2 are the radii of
curvature of the surface. Bergink-Martens ( ) found that the height of the meniscus in
the center of the cylinder relative to the rim of the cylinderhas two contributions. One
from the Laplace pressure at the rim, and one from the pressure drop generated by the
flow AhmJlm.:
h
""""
Equation 3.21
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Here /?„,,/,.„means the height of the surface at surface tension %v„.Ah„,#„,,. was found
to be fairly constant for a certain flow rate Bergink-Martens('). It was found that the
radii of curvature remains constant at varying surface tensions. Hence the variation in
hm,iy„is mainly due to variation in the dynamic surface tension.
In figure 3.4 the relation between surface tension and the height of the meniscus
above the cylinder has been plotted for two points on the surface for three different
surfactant solutions.
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Figure3.4Dynamicsurfacetensionasafunction ofheightofmeniscusofthe overflowing
cylindersurfaceat radii0and2.4cmfor SDS,Tween20andb-lactoglobidin 0.03g/l.
As has been observed before by Bergink-Martens ( ) there is a linear relation within
experimental error between the these parameters in both situations. Since these data
have been obtained by varying length of the falling film the relative rates of
expansion at equal surface tensions are different between the three systems
considered. Nevertheless the relation between the height of the meniscus and the
surface tension is unequivocal which means that the relative rate of expansion has no
influence on the height of the meniscus.
In the case of a surface with no stress exerted on it, such as a water surface, the
expansion of the surface is caused by the gradient in hydrostatic pressure: In the
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center of the cylinder, the meniscus is higher than at the rim. This causes the liquid to
How to the rim of the cylinder. Hence the relative rate of expansion of the surface is
due to the acceleration due to gravity.
In the case of the presence of a surface tension gradient, the surface can be
accelerated with respect to the pure water surface. The extra stress imposed on the
surface, only influences a thin layer on top of the surface. As the flow rate of liquid
over the rim of the cylinder remains constant, the effect of the velocity increase,
causes the height difference over the surface to become smaller, because part of the
work performed by the pressure gradient is taken over by the tangential stress. This
tangential stress is caused by the surface tension gradient. This manifests itself in a
smaller height gradient over the surface. Hence the surface becomes flatter than the
pure water surface.
When the surface is decelerated with respect to the pure water surface, the stress
opposes the expansion of the surface. In previous paragraphs it has been
demonstrated that this causes an effect in a relatively thick layer below the surface.
The viscous stress imposed on the surface by means of the viscous forces of the
liquid is canceled partly by the extra stress imposed by the surface layer itself which
is caused by surface tension gradients or the presence of a network. This stress also
causes the pressure gradient to become lower so that the meniscus flattens with
respect to the pure water surface. The velocity of the liquid in the surface layer
becomes lower. Concluding it can be observed that in the both cases that the surface
is affected by a stress, the surface flattens, which might seem a contradiction. In the
case that the surface is accelerated with respect to the pure water surface, the
flattening is caused by the increase in velocity while in the case that the surface is
decelerated with respect to the pure water surface, the cancellation of stress exerted
by viscous forces caused by the liquid results in a lower gradient in height over the
surface. The lower surface expansion rate probably has a certain effect on the
absolute height since the mean velocity of liquid flowing over the rim is lower. The
absolute height of the surface however is mostly determined by the surface tension at
the rim. It is difficult to separate these effects from each other so it is not possible to
quantify the effect of the decrease in mean velocity on the absolute height.
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3.3.5Correlation between falling height and shear stress at the surface
of the falling film
In the overflowing cylinder the top surface is connected to a falling film which is, in
turn, connected to the compressed surface present in between the inner and outer
cylinder. The surface tensions of these parts of the surface usually differ
considerably. Hence the surface tension changes over the length of the film which
may affect the motion of the surface of the falling film. Already in figure 3.2
characteristic curves were shown for the dependence of dlnA/dt on the falling film
length. This figure shows that the length of the falling film is a parameter which
strongly influences the relative expansion rate of the top surface. Hence
understanding the mechanism by which the falling film influences the top surface is
useful. Here we are especially interested in the relations between the surface tension.
the surface tension gradient and the relative rate of expansion at the surface of the
falling film.
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Figure 3. 5 Schematic flow profiles at the surface of thefalling film of the overflowing cylinder (not
to scale): Seefigure 3.2. I the case for a small falling length, the surface is decelerated, II the case
for a large falling length, the top surface is accelerated with respect to water, III the situation for a
pure water surface.

Qualitatively we can interpret figure 3.2 as sketched in figure 3.5 Essentially there are
three main possibilities (I, II and III).
(I): If the falling length h is small the presence of a surfactant or protein causes the
surface in the falling film to decelerate with respect to the pure liquid. The surface
tension difference between the top surface and the bottom surface provides a negative
(upward) surface tension gradient, which causes a negative relative expansion rate.
The surface tension gradient causes the motion at the falling film to be counteracted.
Therefore the velocity of the surface is small at the top surface and will be almost 0 at
the bottom surface.
In situation II where the film length is large, the expansion rate of the top surface is
larger than that of the surface of a pure liquid and it is more complicated since there
are two regions IIA and IIB in the falling film (IIA and IIB correspond to expansion
and compression respectively). In the top region IIA the relative rate of expansion is
positive. The velocity of the surface still increases which happens as a consequence
of gravity. Consequently, the surface tension still increases (possibly to the surface
tension of the pure solvent). Hence the surface tension gradient is positive as well. At
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a certain distance however the velocity reaches its maximum and the situation
changes to (IIB). There the surface decelerates and a situation comparable to case I is
obtained.
In the case of a pure liquid the situation is as described in III, the surface initially falls
down causing an increased expansion rate. During this falling motion, the film
thickness becomes smaller and the boundary layer becomes thicker. At a certain point
the boundary layer intersects the surface. At that point a half Poiseulle profile is
developed.
In figure 3.6 the relative rate of expansion, the surface velocity and the surface
tension is indicated schematically for the three cases described in figure 3.5. The
coordinate s is the coordinate along the surface. The transition from the top surface to
the falling film has been indicated.
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Figure 3.6Therelativerateofexpansion,thesurface velocity and thesurfacetensionas
functionofthecoordinatesalong thesurfacefor thecasesindicatedinfigure 3.4
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situationII,

situation III.

Up tonowwehave qualitatively described thesituation inthefalling film.Our
interest lies intheunderstanding of how thesurface tension affects the surface
velocity andthevelocity profiles inthefalling film. Here three different
considerations were looked at:(1) Afree falling film, (2)Developing boundary layer
velocity profile and(3) Fully developed boundary layer flow (Poiseuille flow).
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(1): The falling film at the outside of the overflowing cylinder (fig 3.5 situation IIA
and situation III) was compared to a free falling film by Bergink et. al ( ).The surface
of the falling film in the overflowing cylinder is considered to be propelled by a
falling motion. In that case the velocity of the surface and the thickness of the falling
film is given by:

2gzY

v,",' = v., 1 +

Sa(z)1+

2gzV

Equation3.22

This causes the surface to expand with an expansion rate dlnA/dt given in equation
3.23 (5).
d InA

dv:a

dt

~~dz

Equation3.23
In this equation g is the acceleration due to gravity, z is the length of the free falling
film. Bisperink ( )gives the relation between the relative expansion rate and the
surface tension gradient of a surface expanded in one direction. Modifying this for the
situation at the overflowing cylinder leads to:
dy

d\nA

~dT

dt

Equation3.24
K R-

With z =Z +

In R

R
= z +— where R is the radius of the overflowing cylinder This
2

expression for z comes from the consideration that the top surface is the hinterland
of the falling film and should therefore be included into the coordinate z.
(2): In essence the previous equations provide the situation for a free falling film
which is hardly affected by the surface tension gradient. In the situation that the
surface tension gradient does have an influence, which happens at small film lengths,
(fig 3.5 situation I) but also towards the bottom of a long film (fig 3.5 situation IIB).
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the situation should be reconsidered. In first approximation it will be assumed that
the motion at the free surface is stopped almost completely. Hence v z =0 and
d\nA
—-— = 0. In a later stage we will check if such an approximation is comparable to
at
the real situation. In the case of a stationary film it can be assumed that a boundary
layer builds up at the surface of the free falling film. Due to the falling motion, the
liquid in the film is accelerated while the surface remains motionless. If the liquid in
the film would be considered to perform a free fall from velocity v0at the rim of the
cylinder, the velocity at distance z from the rim of the cylinder would be given by
v0z in equation 3.22
The exact solution Blasius found for a laminar boundary layer for the thickness of the
boundary layer 8given in equation 3.25, and the drag coefficient cyis given in
equation 3.26 Daily and Harleman ( )
8 =—~- and
Re.7

Re. = — - —
'
A<

Equation3.25
In this equation Re. is the Reynolds number for that point in the boundary layer, LL,
p and n are respectively the velocity at infinite distance from the boundary layer at
equal z, the density and the viscosity. The local drag coefficient in this case is:
0.664
f = — r
Re.2

c

Equation3.26
Generally the shear stress at the surface is given by the following equation Daily and
Harleman ( )

Equation3.27
When equations 3.22 and 3.25 to 3.27 are combined and assuming the liquid in the
film performs a free fall at a distance °°, the shear stress at the surface is given by:
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r(1=0.332Jp p. •
Equation3.28
Hence from the combination of these equations it would be expected that a
correlation of the falling height with the local stress imposed at the surface of the free
falling film would result in a dependency on ilz • In this approximation it is assumed
that a part of the liquid in the film performs a free fall while both surfaces of the
falling film are motionless due to the no slip condition at the wall of the cylinder and
the surface tension gradient at the other side.
(3): At a certain length however the part of the liquid that performs a free fall is
reduced to zero as the volume of liquid influenced by the stagnant surface increases
with the distance from the top of the film and also the thickness of the film decreases
due to the acceleration due to gravity. In the case that the amount of liquid pumped
over the rim of cylinder becomes equal to the amount of liquid flowing through both
boundary layers, we can assume that a transition takes place to a complete Poiseuille
profile. In this case the amount of liquid flowing through the falling film Q is related
to thickness of the free falling film 8 as indicated in equation 3.29 Bird Stewart and
Lightfoot (*).In this case the situation is as described in I and IIB of figure 3.4 with
the difference that a Poiseuille profile is adeveloped form of the boundary layer
profile.

2pg[\8\(2KR)

0=

~^~
3p

Equation3.29
Here p g and R are respectively the density, the acceleration due to gravity and the
radius of the cylinder, p and —<5are the viscosity and half the thickness of the falling
film. The velocity profile of the film in this case is given by:
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Pg^S

(

\
x

2^
&
Equation3.30

Herex means the coordinate in horizontal direction calculated from the middle of the
film. The other parameters are the same as in the previous equation. The stress on
either side of the film can be calculated from the first derivative of v.tox at the
surface of the film. In this case:

fdv.

Pg^S

Equation3.31
From equation 3.29 the thickness of the falling film can be calculated if we know Q.
In that case also the stresses at the surface can be calculated. If the stresses calculated
from equation 3.28 and 3.31 are equal it can be assumed that the falling film can be
described by a Poiseuille profile and the stress can be assumed to be constant with
respect to the film length and is given by equation 3.31.
Now we have essentially defined the circumstances which can be found at the surface
of a falling film at the outside wall of the inner cylinder of the overflowing cylinder.
The parameter we will use, to check the assumptions made here, is the surface tension
difference between the top of the film and the bottom of the film. This parameter can
be calculated by integrating the stress over the length of the falling film, taking in
account the velocity of the liquid at the entrance to the falling film, the flow rate of
liquid and the radius of the cylinder. Then the surface tension can be calculated as a
function of the film height.
The velocity of the liquid at the entrance of the falling film was estimated to be the
mean velocity at the rim of the cylinder which can be calculated by dividing the flow
rate by the circumference of the cylinder and the film thickness. The flow rate is
0.138*104 [m3 s"1].The circumference of the cylinder is 0.173 |m].The height of the
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meniscus at the rim of the cylinder is in the order of 4 mm. Hence the mean velocity
at the entrance of the film can be considered to be in the order of 0.02 [m s~'lPerforming the integration over the film height of equation 3.24 (by first substituting
equation 3.23), equation 3.28 and 3.31 gives the surface tension differences for the
three different circumstances of a falling film (1),developing boundary layer (2) and
developed boundary layer or Poiseuille profile (3).This has been shown in figure 3.7.
The values found there will later be compared to measurements performed in the
overflowing cylinder (section 3.5.1.2.).
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Figure3. 7Surfacetensiondifferencebetweenz=0andz~h ofthefilm asafunction ofthe
film lengthh intheoverflowingcylinderfor(1) afreefallingfilm (2)adevelopingboundary
layerand(3)afilm inPoiseuilleflow. Correspondingequationsintexthavebeengiven
betweenbrackets.
Until now we have considered that the surface tension gradient is the cause of a
deceleration of a surface. However there may be another cause for a deceleration of a
surface which is the presence of a rigid bulk layer that decelerates the motion of the
surface. The presence of such a rigid bulk layer will manifest itself in a deviation
from the theory discussed above. In that case the surface tension difference over the
falling film will be less than predicted by theory.

0.05
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3.3.6Dynamic surface properties
The overflowing cylinder technique provides a method in which dynamic surface
properties of surfactant solutions can be studied. Because the surface expands at an
constant relative rate of expansion in time, the adsorption of surface active species
can be studied under circumstances far from equilibrium. When the surface tension is
measured, a relationship can be found between surface tension and relative rate of
expansion. This relationship can provide us with information about the total effect of
dilation on the surface tension of the surfactant solution, but may not be conclusive
with respect to the way for instance proteins are adsorbed to the surface, because
there may be a time effect on the relation between the surface tension and surface
concentration. Only if we assume that there is a unique relation between surface
tension and surface concentration this relationship holds. If there is a situation in
which molecules need a certain time to unfold before a decrease in surface tension
takes place, this relation does not hold any more because the rate of unfolding is a
parameter which may influence the surface tension. In order to perform conclusive
experiments, information is needed about the surface concentration as a function of
the relative expansion rate as well. If information would be available about surface
tension and surface concentration as a function of relative rate of expansion, enough
information is available to completely describe the situation existing at the surface. In
that situation two sub processes; transport and unfolding can be studied separately.
In this chapter dynamic surface properties are studied by means of a newly developed
method. With this method the overflowing cylinder technique was combined with
ellipsometry, the Wilhelmy plate technique and laser-Doppler anemometry in order to
provide the required information on the surface behaviour. This technique enabled
the determination of the surface concentration, the surface tension and the relative
rate of expansion of an expanding surface in a steady state. With this method enough
information was obtained to determine the unfolding parameters k,, k2 An and Au
described in the previous chapter. Here these properties were studied for four
different proteins: (3-casein, bovine serum albumin (BSA), (3-lactoglobulin and
lysozyme. The reason why these proteins have been chosen are because these proteins
have been studied extensively by other authors working in the same field, and for
their difference in surface behaviour. In table 3.1 a number of characteristic
properties are given for these proteins.
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Protein

Diffusion

Iso Electric

Dimensions

Molecular

coefficient

Point

(Ixwxh)

Weight

A

[gmole"1]

[m s ]
p-Casein

5

* j Q-io

5.2

24000

P-Lactoglobulin

1*10'°

5.1

18300

BSA

7*10"

4.7-4.9

116x27x27

67000

Lysozyme

1*10"'°

9.2

30x30x45

14500

Table 3. /.Characteristics of proteins used in experiments, information from various sources.

3.4 Materials and methods
3.4.1Materials
P-Casein was obtained from Eurial ref.04109l ,bovine serum albumin, Plactoglobulin and lysozyme were all obtained from Sigma and were used without
further purification. Imidazole, NaCl and HCL were analytical grade and purchased
from Merck and used without purification. All experiments were carried out at room
temperature 23° C in the presence of 0.075 M Imidazole buffer at pH 6.7.
Solutions were made by adding concentrated solutions of buffer and protein to the
liquid in the overflowing cylinder. Before measuring the liquid in the cylinder was
pumped at a constant rate of 0.022 l s" in order to ensure thorough mixing of the
buffer and the protein solution with the liquid in the cylinder.

3.4.2 Methods
In order to measure surface tension, surface concentration, relative rate of expansion
and falling height, two identical overflowing cylinder set-ups were used. In one of
these devices, the surface tension and surface concentration were measured using the
Wilhelmy-plate technique and ellipsometry respectively. In the second setup the
falling height, the relative rate of expansion and the surface tension were measured
using respectively a screw micrometer, differential laser Doppler anemometry and the
Wilhelmy plate technique.
Ellipsometry is a technique which uses the phase shift and the amplitude ratio of
parallel and perpendicularly polarized light to quantify the thickness and the
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refractive index of an adsorbed layer. Two parameters f and A are measured and can
be related to the thickness and refractive index of the layer. The relations between
these parameters are not straightforward and can only be calculated numerically so a
computer program was used to calculate the thickness of the layer and the refractive
index of the layer from measured data of A and f. The relation between the refractive
index and thickness of the adsorbed layer and the adsorbed amount is given in the
following equation Benjamins and de Feyter (9), Mc Crackin (l0).

a
Equation3.32
In this equation, Fmeans the surface concentration, /?/and «/ respectively mean the
thickness and the refractive index of the adsorbed layer, n0 means the refractive index
of the solution and a the refractive index increment of the solution. This equation
assumes that the refractive index increment is a constant, which means that the
refractive index increases linearly with concentration.
The ellipsometer used for the experiments described in this chapter was an improved
version of a commercial DRE-ELX1 ellipsometer obtained from Dr. Riss
Ellipsometerbau GMBH, Ratzeburg, Germany. The mechanical alignment system of
the incident angle of this ellipsometer was changed in order to obtain a more accurate
alignment of the incident angle and a higher degree of flexibility to be able to
measure close to the Brewster-angle of the solution. The ellipsometer was mounted
on a translation stage in order to enable the alignment of the ellipsometer to the
sample surface at the overflowing cylinder.
Measurements on the overflowing cylinder surface were performed as follows. First
the incident angle of the ellipsometer with respect to the surface was adjusted so that,
the light spot was exactly in the middle of the surface and the angle was sufficiently
near to the Brewster angle to ensure that accurate measurements were possible. Prior
to the measurements the incident light had been analyzed by the ellipsometer and
stored as reference values. Then the height of the surface with respect to the
ellipsometer was adjusted by means of a microscrew until maximum intensity on the
detector of the ellipsometer was reached. Then a measurement was started which
consisted of 50 individual measurements of Aand *F.This was done by means of a
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minimum search in intensity measured by a photodiode by means of a rotating
polariser propelled by a stepping motor. The measured values were stored and
analyzed at a later time by means of a computer program converting ellipsometric
data of Aand *V to thickness and refractive index of the adsorbed layer.
On the second set-up measurements of surface tension, falling film height and
relative rate of expansion were carried out by the Wilhelmy plate technique, screw
micrometer and differential laser Doppler anemometry respectively. Laser Doppler
anemometry is a technique by which the velocity of a particle in a medium or in this
case on a surface, can be measured. This can be done by measuring the difference in
frequency of scattered light from a particle from two coherent light beams
intersecting on a probe volume. A schematic drawing of the set-up is given in figure
3.8.

Spectrum analyzer
Amplifier

HeNe-Laser
Beam Splitter
Scattered
light

0FC

surface

Figure3.8Differential laserDopplerset-up,highlyschematic.
Two coherent laser beams incident at the surface are crossed in the probe volume.
Particles present on the surface are moving with velocity Vr. During the presence of
the particle in the probe volume, light is scattered from the particle and focused on a
photomultiplier tube by means of a lens. The light reflected directly from the surface
is stopped by means of two beam stops on the lens. Since the Doppler shifts of the
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scattered light of the two light beams differs, this causes a fluctuating intensity with a
certain frequency to be recorded by the photomultiplier tube. This frequency satisfies
the following equation:
2vvsin(-0)
A
Equation3.33
In this equation. vv is the velocity of the surface in the probe volume, 9 is the angle
between the light beams and A. is the wavelength of the light. The signal from the
photomultiplier tube is analyzed by means of a frequency analyzer, which measures
the Doppler shift f. By means of this Doppler shift, the velocity of the surface can be
calculated by means of equation 3.42. A more complete description of this method
can be found in (').

3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1Mechanical Characteristics of adsorbed protein layers
In section 3.3 the theoretical considerations underlying the behaviour of the
top surface and the falling film of the overflowing cylinder have been discussed.
These theoretical considerations were necessary because the overflowing cylinder
technique differs from most other techniques used in surface rheology. In chapter l it
has already been mentioned that in the determination of surface rheological
parameters two kinds of techniques are used. Most measurement techniques are
techniques in which the surface is deformed in a homogeneous fashion and the
response to the deformation is measured in terms of surface tension. The overflowing
cylinder differs from these methods because there a liquid flow is applied to a surface
and the response of the system is measured in terms of relative rate of expansion,
surface tension and surface tension gradient. This causes the surface properties such
as surface tension, relative rate of expansion and surface concentration to differ over
the surface.
In this section we will compare the theoretical considerations to experiments
performed with this technique. In section 3.5.1.1 the mechanical properties of the top
surface will be discussed. There the equations given in section 3.3.3 will be solved
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and the consequences for the mechanical surface properties will be evaluated. In
section 3.5.1.2 the mechanical properties of the falling film will be discussed. There a
comparison will be made between the equations derived in section 3.3.5 and
experimental data.

3.5.1.1The relation betweendeformation andviscous stress atthetop
surface
In sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.5 the relations between stress and deformation have been
discussed for the top surface and the falling film. Here the theory provided in these
sections will be applied to the overflowing cylinder. In previous sections it has
already been mentioned that two different situations can exist in the overflowing
cylinder: The case in which the surface expands more rapidly than in the case of the
pure solvent and the case in which the surface is decelerated with respect to the pure
solvent. In both cases the surface tension gradient and the viscous stress compensate
each other. In the situation that the surface is accelerated Bergink-Martens et. al.
('),(') demonstrated that a surface tension gradient is present which accelerates the
surface with respect to water. In this chapter and the following chapters such a
surface tension gradient will be indicated as a co-operative surface tension gradient.
In the situation in which the surface is decelerated with respect to water, the origin of
the stress is less clear. If a surface tension gradient is present which opposes the
expansion of the surface, this will be indicated as an opposing surface tension
gradient. In the case the stress is caused by a rigidity of the adsorbed layer while the
surface tension gradient does not play a significant role, this will be indicated as
surface rigidity.

In section 3.3.3 expressions for the stream function, the thickness of the layer
influenced by the surface and the stress as a function of the relative rate of expansion
have been given for the top surface. If the stream function f(r\) and its derivatives can
be obtained these characteristic parameters of the surface are known. For the situation
in which the surface is decelerated with respect to water, parameter C (eqn 3.15 to
3.18) needs to be determined experimentally. To this end relations between the
square root of the differences in height of the meniscus in the center and at 2.4 cm
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from the centre have been plotted as a function of the squared relative rate of
expansion in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3. 9 Relation between squared relative rate of expansion and difference in height of
meniscus of overflowing cylinder between r=0 and r-0.024 mfor two arbitrary systems.
(dlnA/dt< (dlnA/dthi)

These values are necessary to obtain the proportionality constant C (equation 3.18)
which is needed to solve equation 3.12, Bos (") derived for the situation in which a
stress is which opposes the expansion of the surface. C was determined from the
mean of the slopes which is

dh
d\x\A
d
dt

j which is a constant that can be inserted in

d\r\A
eqn 3.18 (using 3.6 and 3.11 to relate a to — ; — ) yielding a value for C in the order
dt
of magnitude of 10.The large variation in the data is caused by the limited accuracy
of the screw micrometer and the errors made in determining the relative rate of
expansion. This value was used to obtain an order of magnitude for the stress caused
by the surface layer. In figure 3.10 and 3.11 the solutions to the differential equation
in the form of the relation between 77 and the stream function and it's derivatives can
dp
be found. In figure
6 3.11 also the value for — following from6 the value of C
dr
(equation 3.17) has been given.

1
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Figure3. 10Relationbetweenparameter r\andstreamfunction antitsderivativesf(r\), f'(r\)
andf '(r\)for surfaceaccelerated withrespecttowater
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Figure 3. 11Relation between parameter r\ and stream function and it's derivatives
fir]), f'(r\) andf '(r\)for surface decelerated with respect to water. Arrows indicate
the corresponding axis.

An important value in these curves for our purposes is the value of the second
derivative at T}=0, we will call S. This value is a proportionality constant between the
stress at the surface and the relative expansion rate in eqn. 3.12. These values are
respectively -1.17 and 13for the surface accelerated and decelerated with respect to
water and can be obtained from figure 3.10 and 3.11. Therefore (also using eqn. 3.6)
equation 3.12 can be rewritten as in equation 3.34
f

^•=-s-W
•jrhP
dr
2A/2
S = -1.17 if

d\nA

fd\nA^

dt

dt

din A
fd\x\A
—— > — —
dt
\ dt

dlnA
(dlnA
5 = 13 // — — < — —
dt
{ dt
Equation 3.34

^
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(d\nA\
In thisequation Sisadimensionlessconstant, and —-—
istherelativerateof
^ dt !,„„.
expansion of the surface inthecase apure solvent ispresent.This means thatthe
stress associated with thedeceleration needs tobeabout 10times higher tocause the
samechange indlnA/dtthan thestress needed for theacceleration. Another
interesting value isthepoint rj w=0 (thevalueof thestream function atwhich the
df
velocity inhorizontal direction becomes zero) Since ——, thefirst derivative of the
dt]
stream function isproportional to vr,this valuecan befound byrequiring — =0.

df

This provides uswith theproportionality constant of thethickness of the layerthat is
influenced bytheflow pattern atthesurface.These are3and 20respectively for the
surface accelerated and decelerated withrespect towater.The equation describing the
thickness of thefilm influenced bytheexpanding surface isgiven byequation 3.35.
\ u
TJ2\l n
5

o=Q ,
d\nA
dt
d\\\A

T 3

>

(d\x\A

= *f —r- \—r-

7 =20 if

dt
\ dt ,mlv
dlnA
fd\nA
——<
dt
V dt

Equation 3. 35
In thisequation T isadimensionless constant.This means that thelayer thatis
influenced bytheflow pattern at thetopof thesurface isabout 7timesthicker for the
decelerated surface than for theaccelerated surface. In figure 3.12thestress
necessary tocause acertain expansion rateatthe topsurface of the overflowing
cylinder has been plotted asafunction of theexpansion rate.
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Figure3. 12Surface tensiondifference betweencentreandrimofthecylindercalculatedto
henecessary tocauseacertain relativerateofexpansionat thetopsurface
This graph is a kind of master curve which indicates the surface tension difference
needed to generate a certain relative rate of expansion by means of any surface active
substance. In the situation that the surface is decelerated with respect to water the
surface tension difference that is necessary to cause this deceleration can be seen
also. In the case that the surface is decelerated with respect to the water surface it can
be seen that a compensating surface tension between the center and the rim of the
cylinder in the order of 1.6mN m is needed to reduce the expansion rate of the
surface to zero. These values are relatively modest when we compare these to the
stresses that can be generated at the surface of the falling film however (see section
3.3.5). This means that the falling film must play a large role in the behaviour of the
overflowing cylinder as a whole.

3.5.1.2Mechanical Properties ofthe Falling Film
In figure 3.13 the surface tension difference between the top surface and the bottom
surface measured at the middle of the top surface and in the middle of the bottom
surface has been plotted as a function of h " for various systems and various relative
rates of expansion of the surface.
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Figure3. 13.Difference insurfacetensionbetweenthetopandbottomsurfacefor various
systemsasafunction ofh5Mfor different surfaceactivespeciesatdifferent relativerates of
expansion.Drawnlineistheoreticallineobtainedusingflow profilefor developing boundary
layereqn.3.28.
The different lines in the graph indicate the relations between the surface tension and
h V4 for different relative rates of expansion. In this graph the theoretical line already
given in figure 3. 6 for a developing boundary layer flow has been plotted as well.
Points which are high up in this graph indicate that at a certain relative rate of
expansion of the top surface, a high surface tension difference is created between the
top and bottom of the falling film. In this graph we can see that the surface tension
difference is matched almost exactly by the theoretical line.
This means that the liquid film at the outside wall of the overflowing cylinder can be
approximated by a stagnant surface at relative rates of expansion of the top surface
below 2 s '. This property can be used to measure the ability of a surface active
material to resist the deformation of the surface by means of surface tension
gradients. If the relative rate of expansion is measured as a function of film length,
the film length at which a finite but small relative rate of expansion is reached at the
surface, say 1s'\ can be converted into a surface tension difference between the top
and bottom surface by figure 3.6. This is the surface tension gradient that will be

|
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found between the top and bottom surface. In later chapters we will demonstrate the
significance of this value for practical purposes.
The fact that the theoretical line matches so well also tells us that surface tension
gradients are responsible for the deceleration of the surface and the action of a
network in the case of proteins does not play a significant role unless the network
should somehow manifest itself in the surface tension. As it can be expected that the
building up of network structure is time dependent also experiments were carried out
to investigate this time dependence by first increasing and subsequently decreasing
the film length. These experiments showed that there is no significant time
dependence in the relation between surface tension difference and film length. Hence
by means of this method it is not possible to demonstrate the existence of stagnant
bulk layers of proteins.
In order to study this for various types of surface active materials the line for
dlnA/dt=l has been plotted for various surface active species which are indicated in
Figure 3.14.
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In this graph it is immediately obvious that the length at which a relative rate of
expansion occur for proteins are high up in the graph while these are at the lower end
for low molecular surfactants. Apparently this indicates a fundamental difference
between proteins and low molecular surfactants. In order to explain this difference in
response we need to clarify in more detail why such a behaviour is caused in the first
place. In the centre of the top surface and at the end of the bottom surface the velocity
of the surface is zero. Nevertheless there is a difference in surface tension. At the top
surface and also at the top of the falling film the surface velocity grows with the
distance from the centre of the surface. This means that this velocity also has to
decrease again over a part of the falling film and the bottom surface. Also we have
seen in section 3.5.1.1 that the constant of proportionality between the surface tension
gradient and the relative rate of expansion differs by a factor 10between the situation
that the surface tension gradient opposes or promotes the expansion of the surface,
due to the difference in the situation at the surface. This means that a surface tension
gradient is more successful in promoting expansion than in opposing expansion. In
figure 3.15 this has been shown in a schematic way for two different circumstances at
the falling film.
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Figure3. 15Calculatedsurfacetensionandsurface velocityasafunction oftheplace atthe
surfacefor twodifferent circumstances:smallfilm length ,largefilm lengthO.(Surface
tension:open symbols,surface velocity:closedsymbols.)
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This figure illustrates that in the compressed part of the falling film (which is the part
in which the surface velocity decreases), the surface tension decrease is much higher
than the surface tension increase in the expanded part of the surface. Since the surface
tension of the expanding surfaces do not differ too much in Generally it can be said
that the surface tension difference between the bottom and the top surface will be
dependent on the sensitivity of surface tension to expansion or compression and the
conditions applied in the overflowing cylinder. In figure 3.16 the measured surface
tension in the expanded and the compressed part of the overflowing cylinder has been
given for a number of different surface active substances. BSA, (3-lactoglobulinp%
casein, Tween 20 and SDS (Sodium dodecyl sulphate) as afunction of the relative
rate of expansion of the top surface of the overflowing cylinder.
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Figure3. 16Measured surface tensioninthecompressedandexpandedpart ofthesurfaceas
afunction of therelative rateofexpansionofthetopsurfacefor differentsurfaceactive
species.
From this graph it is immediately clear that the low molecular substances SDS and
Tween 20 exhibit a very different behaviour compared to the proteins. The surface
tension difference between the compressed and expanded surface depends on the
relative rate of expansion for both the proteins and the surfactants. This graph
indicates however that the relaxation to surface tensions near equilibrium is in the
order of 100 times faster for low molecular surfactants than in the case of proteins.
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(therelative rate ofexpansion that thesurface tension inexpansion and compression
show thetendency tomovecloser toeach otherhappens at0.01 s"1for the proteins Pcasein and P-lactoglobulin and 1 s ' for thesurfactants SDSand Tween 20)Itcan be
seen aswell that thesurface tension of protein solutions goto asurface tension of72
mNnf1 if therelative rate of expansion ishigh although these substances seem tobe
capable of reaching very low surface tensions when compressed which can be
ascribed tothe ability toaccumulate at acompressed surface. Indeed astagnant
surface behaviour has been reported in thepresence of proteins,Prins et. al.( /; ),
Benjamins and vanVoorst Vader ( ),Boerboom et. al.("), indicating that proteins
arecapable of resisting motion of thesurface while low molecular surfactants are
much lesscapable toresist thesedeformations. This ismost likelycaused bythe fact
that compression of asurface covered withproteins doesnot lead toan immediate
desorption of proteins which can cause thelowering of thesurface tension below the
equilibrium value whereasthedesorption of low molecular surfactants ismuch faster
with lowmolecular surfactants. Indeed MacRitchie(M)has shown that compressing
surfaces with adsorbed proteins relax only very slowly toequilibrium.
3.5.2SurfacePropertiesofproteins
In section 3.5.1 themechanical properties of thetopsurface and thefalling film were
discussed. In this section thesurface properties of proteins measured with the
overflowing cylinder technique will bediscussed. In section 3.5.2.1 measurementsof
surface tension,surface concentration and relative rateof expansion will bepresented
on four distinctly different proteinsobtained bythetechnique discussed in section
3.4.In section 3.5.2.2.theparameters obtained bymeans of themodel inchapter2
will bepresented which quantify therelative importance of unfolding and transportof
theseproteins.
3.5.2.1 Surface properties of proteins: Experiments
Inorder to illustrate which process causes themajor differences amongthe different
proteins, infigure 3.17 thesurface tension asafunction of relative rateof expansion
hasbeen given for all protein solutions with bulk concentrations of 0.3g/1.
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In this figure the differences between the proteins are immediately obvious. The
surface tension at equal relative rate of expansion decreases in the following order for
the different proteins: lysozyme, BSA, p-lactoglobulin, P-casein. This means that the
capability of the proteins to lower the surface tension increases in the same order.
Whether unfolding or transport is responsible for the differences between the
different proteins cannot be directly inferred from this figure. In order to clarify this,
figure 3.18 presents the corresponding relations between surface concentration and
surface tension for the different proteins at the same bulk concentration of 0.3 g/1.
From this figure we can observe that p-casein and p-lactoglobulin require relatively
low surface concentrations to lower the surface tension under dynamic circumstances
and the same bulk concentrations in terms of mass. It is hard to tell directly from
these curves if transport to the surface or unfolding is responsible for the difference
between these proteins.
In figures 3.19, 3.21, 3.23 and 3.25 measurements of surface tension versus relative
rate of expansion have been given for respectively lysozyme, BSA, P-lactoglobulin
and p-casein for a number of different concentrations of these proteins. In figures
3.20, 3.22, 3.24 and 3.26 the corresponding measurements of surface tension versus
surface concentration have been given for the same proteins.
Essentially the relation between surface tension and the relative rate of expansion
show the time dependence of the decrease of the surface tension. The time scale of
the experiment can be regarded to be the reciprocal of the relative rate of expansion.
All the curves show the same type of behaviour: When the relative rate of expansion
decreases the surface tension decreases also. It can be seen however that these
proteins are different with respect to the time scale over which a substantial surface
tension decrease takes place. Essentially two sub-processes, transport and unfolding,
may be responsible for the differences observed.
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For lysozyme, it can be observed that even at very low relative rates of expansion
(below 0.1) the surface concentration belonging to the surface tension at that relative
rate of expansion is still low, in comparison to the other proteins shown in the figure
3.20. This suggests that the transport of lysozyme to the surface is slow. In a paper by
van Aken and Merks (' ) it has been found also that the surface tension decreases
only after a considerable lag time for lysozyme even if the proteins were supplied to
the surface by spreading. This was ascribed to the high electrical charge of lysozyme
at neutral pH.This causes the lysozyme to unfold very slowly even if the molecules
are adsorbed at the surface.
In table 1the diffusion constants have been given for the different proteins. Since
these values are comparable for these proteins this indicates that the diffusion
constant cannot be responsible for this difference between the molecules. Hence,
there must be another cause for this behavior. Probably, the chance of adsorption of a
lysozyme molecule in contact with the surface is low compared with the chance of
adsorption of the other molecules. Also the surface tension decrease at surface
concentrations above 1.2 mg m"~is low when compared the equilibrium relation
between surface tension and surface concentration for lysoszyme provided in figure
3.20. Hence also the rate of unfolding is slow.
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With BSA we can see a stepwise transition in the relation between surface tension
and surface concentration in figure 3.22 in contrast to the equilibrium curve which
has the shape of a sigmoid (''). In the relation between relative rate of expansion and
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surface tension figure 3.21, the surface tension deviates from the surface tension of
pure water only at a relative expansion rate between 0.8 and 0.3 for bulk
concentrations below 0.5 g/1of BSA. The corresponding decrease in surface tension
in figure 3.22 takes place around a surface concentration of 1.6 10 6 kg/m"2. From the
work of van Aken and Merks ('"'')it can be observed that if the BSA molecules would
be present in an equilibrium conformation, the surface tension would be around a
value of 56 mN m"1.In this case the unfolding would be responsible for the surface
tension decrease.
For higher bulk concentrations of BSA of around 0.5 g/I and higher another shape of
the relation between surface tension and surface concentration and surface tension
and relative rate of expansion can be seen to appear. At these bulk concentrations, the
surface concentration is high while the surface tension is also at a relatively high
value. This discrepancy in the behaviour between low and high bulk concentrations
probably can be explained by assuming that at that concentration the transport to the
surface of BSA molecules is so fast that the decrease in surface tension could be
caused by hard sphere interactions rather than due to unfolding occurring at the
surface. In this situation such a behavior is recognized due to the slow unfolding of
BSA in combination with a fast adsorption. This hypothesis is suppported by the fact
that the relation between surface tension and surface concentration, is similar for high
concentrations at surface tensions below 65 mN m"'.
This indicates that in the case of BSA, the unfolding is not the main parameter which
limits the surface tension decrease in this situation, because another mechanism is
present which can cause a surface tension decrease. The fact that both transport and
unfolding may be responsible for the surface behaviour in different ways may also be
responsible for the rather low predictability a priori of surface behaviour of some
proteins.
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(3-Lactoglobulin and (3-casein are comparable with respect to the relations between
surface tension and relative rate of expansion although the maximum relative rate of

4
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expansion is largerfor p-casein.Therelationsbetween surface concentration and
surface tension for these proteins arealso comparable, although for P-casein amoreS
shaped relation isfound which iscomparable tothe situation with BSA.In
comparison tolysozyme and BSA,thedecrease in surface tension ishigh even at
relatively low surface concentrations of around 2mg/m This indicates that during
thetime scale of theexperiment, theunfolding isnotlimiting the surface tension
decrease toany significant degree.This isalso thereason therelations between
surface tension and surface concentration are similar in all thegraphs.Probably the
main limiting factor atthisbulk concentration, isthetransport of proteins tothe
surface. This isconfirmed byfigures 3.23 and 3.25.Thesecurves showthat the
maximum relative rateof expansion for theproteins isaround 10 for p-casein and
around 4for p-lactoglobulin.Herethe maximum valueof therelativerateof
expansion at high bulk concentrations can beseen asan indicator of the unfolding
constant since the unfolding constant determines thedecrease insurface tension in
thecase thetransport isnot limiting.
3.5.2.2 Surface properties of proteins:comparison tothe model
Inorder toquantify thedifferent behaviour of theproteins with respect tothe
unfolding and transport behaviour, intable 3.2 thecharacteristic constants as
determined bythemodel inchapter 2havebeen given.
HereD/D0means theratiobetween thediffusion coefficient predicted bythemodel
and thetheoretical diffusion coefficient. This value provides aparameter which
quantifies thechance of amolecule toadsorb when present atthe surface. A" /A"
indicate theincrease of specific surface areaof themolecule and therefore isa
parameter which indirectlydescribes thegeometrical consequences of unfolding on
theproteins.K, and K2respectively indicate theunfolding and refolding rate of the
molecules.Inchapter 2theunderlyingconsiderations and theory havebeen
discussed.
Theratioof thediffusion coefficients ismostpronounced for lysozyme, which means
that the rateof adsorption atthesurface isquite small incomparison to the transport
ratetothe surface. Apparently lysozyme istransported tothesurface in amuch higher
rate than itadsorbs atthe surface. Themostprobable explanation already given by
van Aken and Merks (l6)isthateven asmall amount of lysozyme adsorbed atthe
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surface can hinder theadsorption of more molecules arriving atthesurface. Themost
probable cause isthat electrostatic interactions between themolecules causes this
inhibition of the adsorption.
Thedata which quantify the unfolding properties A"/A", kt andk2show that for the
proteins studied here there isasignificant variation in unfolding properties.When
looking atkt andk2, avariation of twoorders of magnitude isobserved between
lysozyme and (3-casein.This means that therateof unfolding atthesurface can vary
substantially between thedifferent proteins.This isan indication thatthe internal
stability of theprotein molecule can haveasignificant effect onthe rateof unfolding
atan aqueous surface.
Thegeometric influence of unfolding isexpressed inA"/A". Thisparameter also
differs considerably between the proteins studied here.For [3-casein an increasein
surface areaof themolecules isobserved whilein thecase of [3-lactoglobulin,a
significant decrease isfound. As this parameter indirectly reflects thechanges inthe
molecular structures of proteins asaconsequence of theadsorption process,probably
theunfolding leads tootherconsequences with respect totheoccupied areaper
molecule inthecaseof (3-casein then itdoes in thecaseof (3-lactoglobulin.Itmaybe
thatdue totheunfolding of (3-lactoglobulin theunfolding atthesurface leads toan
increaseof intermolecular interactions between theproteins causing theadsorbed
protein layer tobecome morecompact. Indeed ithasbeen observed thatfor instance
the surface dilational modulus of [3-lactoglobulin ishigh which isascribed to
intermolecular interactions (M).With [3-casein theunfolding maygive rise toan
accumulation of trains at thesurface which maygiverise totheoccupation of alarger
areaperadsorbed molecules.
Protein

D/D0

Au/A„

k,[s"1]

k 2 [s']

Unfolding

Refolding

0.8

1.67

8.5

4

(3-Lactoglobulin

4

0.4

2.5

2.5

BSA

1

6.6

0.13/0.05

0.13/0.05

100

unknown

«0.1

unknown

[3-Casein

Lysozyme

TableJ. 2 Characteristic properties ofproteins determined by themodel
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Since in the previous sections we have observed that the ability of a surface to create
a cooperative surface tension gradient is the main mechanism by which a surface can
be assumed to cause an enhanced dilation at the surface, the data presented here can
be put in perspective. For p-Lactoglobulin and (3-casein, the cooperative surface
tension gradient can be assumed to be high which is caused by their rapid unfolding,
this leads to a relatively fast expansion. For BSA, the same applies but this is
probably due not to the rate of unfolding, which is rather slow, but probably because
BSA can create a decrease in surface tension because of hard sphere interactions at
the surface between the molecules. For this the supply of molecules needs to be high.
For Lysozyme, it is not possible to create a large surface tension gradient for two
reasons. The first is that the adsorption rate at the surface is very slow, which may be
due to electrostatic interactions. The other reason is that the unfolding of lysozyme is
very slow, which may be due to the strong internal structure of lysozyme.
More generally speaking this technique in combination with the model enables us to
study the unfolding behavior of proteins at interfaces in more detail. The results for
the proteins obtained here roughly match our impressions. The future application of
this technique could be sought in describing the effects of chemical and physical
modification of proteins or studying the effects of pH, temperature concentration and
solvent conditions.

3.5.3Relation between mechanical properties and surface properties
In previous sections both the mechanical properties of the overflowing cylinder
surface and the surface properties of a number of proteins have been discussed. It has
been stated in section 3.5.1 that the link between surface properties and mechanical
properties is that the surface properties influence the mechanical properties because
of the relation between the surface tension and the relative rate of expansion. These
relations depend strongly on the type of surface active substance. For proteins we
have observed that both the sensitivity of surface tension to the relative expansion
and compression rate is high. It has been observed also that there is a distinct
difference between the different proteins. For BSA and in a lesser degree for(3lactoglobulin we have observed that the unfolding rate of the protein limits the
decrease of surface tension at higher relative rates of expansion. Nevertheless the
surface tension difference between the compressed and expanded surface is generally
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high for proteins which can be seen in figure 3.14. This is due to the low surface
tension at the compressed surface. We infer that for the mechanical properties of
surfaces deformed by means of forces parallel to the surface, all time scales, ranging
from the maximum expansion to maximum compression rate, present at the surface
together determine the resistance to deformation of the surface. This is a situation
different from one in which a surface is subjected to a uniform expansion or
compression. There one time scale is the characteristic for the surface.

3.5.3.1 Applicability tofoaming behaviour
In the previous paragraphs a detailed study has been presented on the operating
mechanism of the overflowing cylinder technique. It has been demonstrated
previously (17) that the behaviour of different solutions in the overflowing cylinder
correlates well with foaming behaviour. How can this be understood taking in
account that the surface of the overflowing cylinder is at least two orders of
magnitude bigger than the surface of a bubble in a foam and the time scale does not
necessarily match the deformation rate of the bubbles?
In section 3.3.5 the answer to this question is already given implicitly. There it was
demonstrated that the stress that can be imposed on fully immobile surface is much
higher in most cases than the stress that is effectively transferred to the surface. The
effective part of the stress, which is the part that is indeed transferred, is determined
mostly by the properties and the concentration of the surface active species in bulk. In
a previous paper, it has been found that the surface tension gradient generated at the
overflowing cylinder surface correlates positively with the amount of foam created by
alcohol/water solutions ( /7 ). For proteins it has been found that the surface tension
depends on two mechanisms: transport and unfolding, and that both mechanisms can
play a role, depending on the relevant time scale. If the unfolding of a protein is a fast
process, (such as in the case of p-Lactoglobulin and p-casein) this may be beneficial
for the creation of foams because the proteins can adsorb and unfold in a relatively
short time. However even if the unfolding is relatively slow, like in the case of BSA,
at the surface can be responsible for the decrease of surface tension and thus can give
rise to surface tension gradients. In this case the supply of proteins to the surface
must be high however. In the literature it has been reported that also these proteins
have good foaming properties (/,s).
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In section 3.5.3 an explanation for this foaming behavior has been given. It was
concluded that in the case a surface is deformed by means of a parallel force to the
surface a wide range of time scales together determine the response of the surface to
this force. This means that both the surface properties of the compressed and
expanded surface play a significant role. The effective stress that can be transferred to
a parallel surface depends on the surface tension difference between expanded and
compressed surface. In that case the surface tension difference between the top and
the bottom surface of the overflowing cylinder shown in section 3.5.1.2 is
characteristic for the surface properties. An obvious question is then: when do forces
applied parallel to the surface play a role in foaming. This question will be addressed
in chapter 5.
In the case of low molecular surfactants we can observe that generally the surface
tension in the compressed surface is close to the equilibrium surface tension
indicating that the time scale of relaxation of these species in compression is orders
of magnitude faster than those of proteins. Bergink-Martens (') found that foam
creation by shaking solutions with Teepol, a low molecular surfactant, correlates with
the dynamic surface tension. This suggests that the transport of surface material to the
surface determines the creation of foams under these circumstances.

3.6 Conclusions
This chapter has a twofold aim. First of all an analysis of the working mechanism of
the overflowing cylinder was made and secondly the dynamic surface behavior of
both proteins and surfactants were studied using the overflowing cylinder technique
in such a way that both the influence of adsorption and unfolding at the surface could
be studied separately in the way as was suggested in chapter 2.
The analysis of the working mechanism of the cylinder showed that the falling film is
the cause of the surface tension gradients generated anywhere at the overflowing
cylinder surface. If surface active material is present in the liquid, the falling liquid
within the film drags the surface of the falling film causing a surface tension gradient
at the surface. It was found that the boundary layer theory could be used to explain
the difference in surface tension between the top and bottom surface of the
overflowing cylinder. Hence the overflowing cylinder is a suitable method to impose
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adragforce on asurface and can be used to measure theresistance todeformation of
a surface.

Bymeans of hydrodynamics thesurface of theoverflowing cylinder wasanalyzed in
thesituation thewasdecelerated incomparison to water.The situation inwhich the
surface was accelerated with respect towater has already been covered byBerginkMartens (').Itwasfound that atenfold higher surface tension gradient isneeded to
decelerate asurface incomparison toan acceleration. Alsothelayer affected bythe
surface isseven times thicker inthecase asurface isdecelerated than foran
accelerated surface.
Theoverflowing cylinder wasalso used asadevice tocharacterize several typesof
proteins and low molecular surfactants for theirdynamic surface behavior.
Surfactants weregenerally shown tocreaterelatively small difference in surface
tension between thetopandbottom surface of theoverflowing cylinder. Hencethe
surface tension gradient over thefalling film isnot sohigh.This can beascribed to
theveryrapid relaxation totheequilibrium surface tension at thecompressed bottom
surface oftheoverflowing cylinder.Alsothesurface tension of anexpanded surface
isrelatively low.Generally wecan saythat therelaxation toequilibrium surface
tension for lowmolecular surfactants ishigherduetotheabsence of an unfolding
step.
Theproteins that wereconsidered were p-casein, (3-lactoglobulin,BSAand
Lysozyme.Itwasshown using themodel described inchapter 2that for proteins
there isastrongdependence of surface tension on both unfolding and transport.
Generally alargedifference between thesurface tension of thetopand bottom
surface was found. This means that proteins arecapable tocreate high surface tension
gradients.This can beascribed tothesensitivity of the surface tension toexpansion
of thesurface and also the inability todesorbfrom asurface which causes alow
surface tension in compression.
Generally theadsorption tothe surface israther slow.There are large differences
between thedifferent proteins.From the proteins considered, Lysozyme appears to
adsorbextremely slow.Alsotheunfolding atthesurface wasdemonstrated to differ
considerably.At least afactor 1000difference could befound in theunfolding rateof
thedifferent proteins.The orderfrom quick to slow of theprotein considered wasas
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follows: P-casein, p-lactoglobulin, BSA, Lysozyme. This is more or less in
accordance with the expectations.
Generally we can say that the overflowing cylinder is a suitable device to study
dynamic surface behavior in relation to foaming properties as long as the foaming
properties are dependent on the ability of the surface active species to create surface
tension gradients.
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Chapter 4
Modelling the adsorption of binary mixtures of
proteins and low molecular surfactants at air/water
surfaces.
4.1 Abstract
The adsorption of binary protein surfactant mixtures of (i-casein andTween 20has
been studied makinguseof amodel describingthebehaviour of thetransport and
adsorption of binary mixtures toexpanding surfaces and theoverflowing cylinder
technique in analogy with chapter 2and chapter 3for single species.Assuming
certain characteristic properties regarding thetransport and theunfolding, themodel
wasdemonstrated tobecapable of predicting thesurface properties of binary
mixturesof proteins and surfactants. Both themodel and theexperiments indicate
that inthecaseof expanding surfaces, thetransport and unfolding kinetics of proteins
playthemostdominantroleinthesurface behaviour.Factors suchasthepresenceof
micelles,preferential adsorption of surfactant molecules oraggregation inbulk,
which play alargerole inequilibrium situations areonlyof marginal importance in
theadsorption underexpanding conditions.The model wasfound tobecapableto
predict thetrends in surface properties of binary mixtures atexpanding surfaces.
In thecase thesurface iscompressed thelow molecular surfactant Tween 20dictates
thesurface tension, indicating that preferential adsorption does play adominant role.
Hence therelevant timescaleofthedeformation of asurface element determines the
dominant mechanism and dominant substance, which in turn determines theoverall
surface properties.In the situation that atasurface morethan one timescale playsa
role such assurfaces which aredeformed byadragforce, different substances may
dominate thebehaviour atdifferent parts of the surface.

4.2 Introduction
In theproduction of dispersefoods,often morethanjust onetypeof surfactant is
added totheproduct. Proteins areused asstabilisers for disperse phases suchas
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emulsion droplets or foam bubbles. Also, low molecular surfactants such as sucrose
esters likeTween 20 are used for this purpose. The reasoning behind the decision to
add more than one surfactant is that each species causes acertain specific behaviour
which is desirable for a specific purpose. Moreover, the addition of a certain
component can be desirable to obtain a specific consistency associated with the end
product. Often however, the different types of surfactant added interact in the surface
in a way that can be favourable during production but unfavourable for the end
product or the other way around. The current state of the art does not enable us to
predict whether to expect favourable or unfavourable interactions. If we should be
capable to understand, and possibly predict, how the composition of the bulk phase in
the presence of more than one surface active species would affect the surface
behaviour over different time scales, it is possible to influence the dispersion
behaviour more effectively.

4.2.1 Scope of this chapter
In chapter 2 of this thesis it has been demonstrated that by means of a model
describing unfolding and transport to the surface the surface behaviour of proteins
and low molecular surfactants could be understood under steady state expanding
conditions. If we apply the calculation methods used there to study the behaviour of
mixtures, information can be obtained about how proteins and surfactants influence
each other under expanding surface conditions. Hence, in this chapter the phenomena
associated with interactions between proteins and surfactants at expanding air/water
interfaces will be studied by means of this model.
In chapter 3 the overflowing cylinder technique was discussed as a method to obtain
relevant characteristic properties of surface active species for one component
systems. Here the overflowing cylinder technique will be used to study binary
mixtures of low molecular surfactants and proteins. The predictions made with the
model will be compared to the experiments. These experiments and calculations may
help to identify the dominant time scale(s) for sub-processes relevant for the
behaviour of for instance a foam bubble. In chapter 5, foaming experiments will be
presented with the systems presented in this chapter. These experiments match the
data provided in this chapter to foam formation and drainage.
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4.2.2 Model
In order tomodel thebehaviour of themixtures at theexpanding surface of the
overflowing cylinder wewill usethetheoretical treatment of thebehaviour of single
surfactant systems in chapter 2.This provides thebasisfor the calculation of the mass
balance of both species at thesurface. Thewayof reasoning inchapter 2for the
calculation of single species can be summarised as follows. Acircularly shaped
surface with astagnation point inthecentreexpands atarate increasing slightly with
thedistance from thecentre.This surface issubdivided intoan arbitrary number nof
concentric rings (n=IOO).Each ring isassumed tohave aconstant surface
concentration and surface tension.Becausethesurface dilates,surface activematerial
istransported from one ring toanother. Inaddition surface active material is supplied
from thebulk solution tothesurface bymeansof convective diffusion Both these
ratesdepend on the localrelativeexpansion rate.Overeachringamassbalanceis
constructed for each species.From this mass balance thesurface concentration is
calculated.Bymeans of this surface concentration, thesurface tension iscalculated
for each ring.Hence,thevariation of surface tension over thesurface is known and
the surface tension gradient can becalculated. In thecase of theadsorption of protein,
unfolding isincluded inthemodel by introducing atimedependent unfolding stepat
each ringand calculating themassbalancefor thenative and unfolded molecules.
In thecalculations ithasbeen assumed thatthesupply rates of thevarious speciesdo
notdepend on thecomposition; i.e.thespecies donot interact. This assumption is
probably correct if the volumefractions of both species inbulk aresmall.
4.2.3 Literature
Several studieson the interaction between lowmolecular surfactants and proteinsat
aqueous surfaces havebeen published,butfew papers explain thebehaviour ina
quantitative way.
DeFeyterand Benjamins (') investigated thecompetitive adsorption of alarge
number of surfactants ontheonehand withproteins (3-caseinand p%lactoglobulinon
theother under static conditions.It isshownthat the affinity of both species,
expressed in thelowering of interfacial energy atthesurface, andthechain lengthof
theprotein both playaroleinthecompetition for available spaceatthesurface. Low
molecular surfactants can displace proteins from the surface becauseof theirhigher
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inlerfacial energy per unit area occupied at the surface. The time scale by which such
a displacement takes place is often unknown, however.
Dijt (") studied the competitive adsorption of polymers of different types and chain
lengths at solid surfaces as a function of time using reflectometry. This study reveals
that time scale of rearrangement processes of the polymer, the polymer chain length
and affinity of the polymer segments for the surface determine the rate of exchange of
polymers at the solid surface. Due to the high affinity of the polymer for the surface
and the fact that the polymer is attached to the surface by more than one segment,
desorption from the surface is extremely slow in the presence of the polymer only. In
the presence of displacers i.e. soap molecules, however the displacement progresses
rapidly.
Murray and Dickinson (") reviewed the surface rheology of various mixtures of
proteins and low molecular surfactants in relation to their individual components. In
the presence of even a low quantity of low molecular surfactants, the characteristics
of the surface change dramatically with respect to the dilational- and shear moduli
and the loss tangent. Generally adsorbed layers of low molecular surfactants have a
small resistance to deformation and relax rapidly when subjected to a stress. This
manifests itself in a low dilational modulus and a small loss angle both in shear and
in dilation. Adsorbed layers of proteins generally have a relatively high resistance to
deformation and relax very slowly when subjected to stress manifesting itself in a
high dilational modulus and a high loss angle. When even low quantities of low
molecular surfactants are added to a protein solution, the surface dilational modulus
decreases and the loss tangent increases .This is ascribed to the disruption of lateral
interactions between the proteins.
Coke et al (4)studied mixtures of P-lactoglobulin and Tween 20 with respect to
lateral diffusion, thinning of films and drainage. Lateral diffusion of adsorbed layers
of p-lactoglobulin increased significantly when Tween 20 was added to the system.
The thinning of films under gravity, which was quite slow in the presence of (3lactoglobulin only, increases due to the presence of low molecular surfactants. Also
thinning of films is more chaotic resulting in marginal regeneration in the presence of
Tween 20.These effects result in a more rapid drainage of foams under gravity.
Binding studies indicate that p-lactoglobulin and Tween 20 form complexes in the
bulk phase. Apparently these complexes adsorb resulting in disruption of the lateral
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interactions between the proteins. The binding of surfactant of P-lactoglobulin may
be ascribed to its biological task in milk where pVlactoglobulin acts as a transport
molecule for fatty substances Clark et al. C). Mackie et. al. ( 6 ) concluded that
mixtures of (3-casein and Tween 20 do not form complexes but act in a more or less
additive manner.

4.3 Model of binary adsorption at expanding surfaces
under steady state dilation
In this section a description will be given of assumptions used to extend the model
described in chapter 2 to the model describing the behaviour of binary mixtures in
this chapter.

4.3.1Adsorption kinetics
it has been established that in static conditions proteins can be displaced from
surfaces by means of low molecular surfactants ('), ( ), ('), ( ). In that case something
happens to the relation between bulk concentration and surface concentration of both
species due to the presence of another species. How this competition for available
space at the surface takes place it is not clear however. Several intricacies concerning
the time dependent adsorption of these molecules can play a role. Therefore three
possible ways of co-adsorption have been studied here, (i) First, it is possible that the
surfactants and the protein compete for space at the surface on the basis of
geometrical exclusion. This means that the fraction of the species at the surface
adsorbed in binary systems is proportional to the fraction that is not occupied by the
other species. So suppose that a fraction of <j>is occupied by species l, the fraction of
area available for species 2 to adsorb to is (l-<p). This means that a fraction (]-$) of
the molecules will adsorb compared to the situation when only species 2 is present.
We will call this type of behaviour non-preferential adsorption here, (ii) Secondly it is
possible that the adsorption of a low molecular surfactant is not hindered by the
presence of proteins. In that case surfactants adsorb uninhibited and proteins adsorb
only to the fraction of the area not occupied by surfactants, (iii) Thirdly it is possible
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that proteins adsorb preferentially which is the reverse situation of the second
situation.

With respect to the calculation of the area of the surface occupied by each species,
two ways of calculation the surface area will be used. In the case of non-preferential
adsorption, the area fractions occupied by the different species will be calculated as
follows: Suppose the surface area to be occupied by three different kinds of
molecules: Solvent molecules (o), protein molecules (p) and surfactant molecules (s).
Only the fraction of the area occupied by water molecules is accessible to adsorption
of either protein or surfactant. Hence we explicitly assume that the adsorption of
either species affects the surface area available for adsorption of the other species.
The fractions of the surface area occupied by solvent, protein and surfactant are
respectively. 0„, <j)p and $,..The maximum surface concentrations of protein and
surfactant in the absence of other species are indicated with rp°°and Ts°° respectively.
The surface concentrations of protein and surfactant in the absence of the second
species are indicated with: r ; ,"and r" respectively. The resulting actual surface
concentrations are indicated with Tp and F,. The resulting surface concentrations can
be written as function of the surface concentrations in the absence of the other species
as follows:

r,=0-ft)T?

*,=£

i>(i-*,)r,0

*,=£

Equation4.I

Equation4.2
The total fraction available for the three species is 1so:

fc +0, +0, =i
Equation4.3
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Rearranging and combining these equations leads to the surface fractions of the
species to become:
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Equation4.4
In the case of the surfactant adsorbing preferentially T,can be considered to be equal
to r°. The adsorbed amount of protein can then simply be considered to be (l-<t>J rp.
Hence this equation tells what effect the effect will be on the adsorbed amount if part
of the surface is occupied by another species. The surface tension at such a surface
will be covered in the next section.

4.3.2Influence of micelles
With respect to the adsorption of low molecular surfactants also the presence of
micelles may influence the flux of the low molecular surfactants to the surface. As
has been stated in chapter 2 this may influence the surface properties of the low
molecular surfactant. Essentially two situations may exist, (i) The micelles are
transported to the surface, in the same rate as the monomers. In this case the existence
of micelles does not have any effect of the flux of surfactant to the surface, (ii) The
second possibility described by Bijsterbosch ( ) is that the concentration of
monomers in bulk liquid is lowered due to the presence in micelles. In the vicinity of
the expanding surface however, these micelles fall apart as a response to the lowering
of the surfactant concentration close to the surface. This causes a decrease in the
mass flux of surfactant to the surface compared to the situation that all surfactants are
present as monomers. When we assume however that the response of the micelles to
a lowering of the bulk concentration leads to a fast transfer of molecules from the
micelles to the bulk in comparison to the rate of transport, then the rapid adjustment
of the micelles to the concentration in the bulk phase of surfactant monomers reduces
the distance over which surfactants need to be transported to the surface. Bijsterbosch
(7) calculated a dimensionless scaling factor for the surfactant flux to the surface for
this situation as a function of the concentration of surfactant. Here we will study the
situation for the cases that the surfactant is present in micelles which dissociate very
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fast and for the case the micelles are transported to the surface by convective
diffusion so the influence of the presence of surfactants in micelles is neglected.

4.3.3 Thesurface tension
In order to calculate the surface tension it is assumed that the molecules do not form
complexes which are surface active. The molecules are assumed to interact laterally
at the surface, each species having their own influence on the surface tension. This is
illustrated in the highly schematic drawing of the situation of figure 4.1. Consider the
surface to consist of two separate areas. At area 1only molecules of type 1are
adsorbed. At area 2 only molecules of type 2 are adsorbed. Suppose there is a barrier
between the two separate areas. At a certain position of the barrier the surface tension
will become equal. This will be assumed to be the surface tension perceived at the
surface in the presence of two adsorbed species. Hence the calculation of the surface
tension is performed as follows. We consider the total surface area to be 1, with
fractions of Ap and As occupied by protein and surfactant respectively. The surface
concentrations of protein and surfactant are rp and T, respectively. The surface
tensions of the surface area occupied by protein and surfactant are respectively yp and
y. As there is no interaction between proteins and surfactants, we can assume the
surface to consist of two separate compartments one of which is occupied by protein
and one of which is occupied by surfactants so Ap and Ax. The partial surface
concentrations of protein and surfactant are r/An and Ts/As. Because these surfaces
are in contact with each other, the surface tensions yp and y must be equal when
mechanical equilibrium is assumed.
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Protein

Surfactant

Conditions: y =y and AP+AS=
Figure4. I Illustrationfor thecalculation ofsurface tension(highly schematic).
For both surfactants we can consider the surface tension to be described by:

J

dT

Equation4.5
In this equation T means the surface concentration of one species confined to its
partial surface area. Hence in order to reach equilibrium the following expression
needs to be satisfied:

J

dT

0 " ' P
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J

Equation4.6
r

,

The boundaries between which this expression needs to be integrated are — and — .
dy
The calculation of this is elementary when — is a constant. In the case of both
dT
dy
proteins and surfactants however —— is not a constant. Therefore the calculation was
dT
dy
performed numerically. —- for the unfolded protein systems were obtained from the
dT
model of van Aken (*)who presented a model to which the equations of state of
proteins could be fitted well (see chapter 2). Also we used the method described in

r,
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chapter 2 to calculate the fraction of proteins unfolded at a certain relative rate of
expansion. The fraction that is unfolded was assumed to exhibit the behaviour of
proteins in equilibrium conditions. The protein molecules not unfolded were assumed
to be adsorbed with one segment only and are assumed to play no role of significance
in the determination of surface tension and were not included in the calculations for
reasons of simplicity.

4.3.4.Thesurface tension gradient
The surface tension gradient can be calculated from this surface tension variation
over the radius of the expanding surface and can be compared to the stress generated
by the flow of liquid along the surface. Just as in chapter 2, from this stress a relative
surface expansion rate can be calculated which can be matched to the relative
expansion rate inserted in the model. This makes it also possible to calculate the
maximum relative rate of expansion. (For further information see chapter 2 and
chapter 3)

4.3.5 Thesurface Fourier number
In Chapter 2 the square root of the surface Fourier number has been introduced to
study single species systems. In this chapter we will use the same number to quantify
if the transport or the unfolding limits the generation of a surface tension gradient. In

,

_qL J2D_

"*°s ~r \xd
Equation4.7
chapter 2 the square root of the surface Fourier number was defined as:
In this equation, ch means bulk concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient, Tis
surface concentration and 9is the relative rate of expansion. The square root of the
surface Fourier number gives the ratio between the potential transport flux, which is
the supply rate expressed in the flux of molecules to the surface and the dilution rate
of the surface due to the dilation.
For binary systems different values will be found than for single species systems
since the square root of the Fourier number will overestimate the potential transport
flux since only part of the surface will be accessible for adsorption of one species.
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Hence thecalculated Fourier numbers will generally beabove 1 also in conditions
that thetransport is limitingfor the adsorption of species tothe surface. Nevertheless
thetrends will show under which conditions the transport tothesurface is limiting
for theadsorption to the surface.

4.4 Materials and Methods
4.4.1 Materials
Fortheoverflowing cylinder experiments described in thischapter all surface active
substances weredissolved in imidazole buffer pH6.7 atan ionic strength of 0.075 M.
Imidazole,HCl and NaCl wereanalytical grade and obtained from Merck and usedas
received. p-Casein was obtained from Eurial ref. 041091.Tween 20analytical grade
wasobtained from Sigma.Theproteins andTween 20weredissolved bystirringat
room temperature for approximately 1 hour and were used immediately after stirring.
All substances wereused without further purification.
4.4.2 Calculations
Inorder tocalculate thesurface concentration, surface tension and surface tension
gradient acertain procedure isfollowed which resembles theprocedure inchapter2.
First the surface concentration asafunction of thedistance tothecentreof the
surface of both species in theabsenceof theother species iscalculated (bythemodel
described inchapter 2).Inorder todothisthebulkconcentrations of low molecular
surfactant and protein, therelative rateof expansion and the variation of therelative
rateof expansion over the surface are used asinput.Fordetails of thiscalculation see
chapter2.
Then thesurface concentration of both species iscalculated inthe presence of the
otherspecieseither under thecondition ofgeometric exclusion orunderthecondition
of preferential adsorption of lowmolecular surfactants as indicated inequation 4.1 to
4.4.
After that thesurface tension iscalculated numerically as indicated inequation 4.6.
From thesurface tension difference over the radius,thesurface tension gradientcan
becalculated.Which can numerically be matched totherelative rate of expansion
used as input.
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Now we are able to calculate the surface tensions and surface concentration of
proteins and surfactants under expanding conditions at an interface under certain
assumptions a priori. In order to match the experimental conditions as closely as
possible we made use of literature data or our own experimentally determined values
for the calculations which were obtained by fitting the single species systems to the
model in chapter 2. In enclosure 4.1 the values necessary to model the well know
systems p-casein and Tween 20 can be found.
In order to investigate the trends in the competitive adsorption behaviour of proteins
and low molecular surfactants, calculations were performed for different bulk
concentrations and relative rates of expansion of P-casein and Tween 20.This system
was chosen because Tween 20 is a nonionic surfactant so no electrostatic interactions
between p-casein and Tween 20 will influence the behaviour. Moreover p-casein and
Tween 20 do not form any complexes, contrary to for instance p-lactoglobulin and
Tween 20,Mackie et al (6). Hence it can be expected that the P-casein/Tween 20
system will exhibit comparatively unbiased behaviour. The challenge is of course to
ascribe the different behaviour of these systems to the physical mechanisms
determining the competitive adsorption and to obtain a working knowledge of the
phenomena observed as a consequence of this competitive adsorption process.

4.4.3Overflowing cylinder technique.
The experiments were carried out as described in chapter 3 section 3.4.1 For the sake
of brevity this will not be repeated here.

4.5 Results and discussion
In order to impart a certain structure in the discussion we will separately discuss
several aspects involved in the binary adsorption of proteins and surfactants. In
section 4.5.1 the calculated effect of the composition of the bulk phase on surface
concentration, surface tension and surface tension gradients and the relative rate of
expansion related to it will be discussed. In section 4.5.2 calculated intricacies of the
system will be discussed such as the mechanism of competition, influence of the
critical micelle concentration and influence of the unfolding rate and the presence of
a different type of surfactant. In section 4.5.3 the predictions performed with the
model will be compared to experimental data in order to obtain information on the
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validityof theassumptions and thepredictive valueof themodel.Also the possible
applications of thecalculations and theexperimental technique for binary systems
will be discussed.
4.5.1Generaltrends ofcalculations
In this section general trends of onetypeof system will bediscussed toobtain general
trends in theadsorption behaviour.The system discussed in thefollowing sections is
based on theTween 20/p-casein system inwhich Tween 20adsorbs preferentially. In
this system thecritical micelleconcentration wasaccounted for byassuming that the
micelles inhibit theadsorption of lowmolecular surfactants, inthewaydescribed by
Bijsterbosch (7).Tostudy thesegeneral trends wechose thefollowing conditions:
Theconcentration of protein waschosen tobe0.3gl"' unless stated otherwise and
theconcentration of Tween 20was varied.Weassumed thatTween 20adsorbs
preferentially because inprevious studies on competitive adsorption on static surfaces
this wasfound tobethecase ('),(4).
4.5.1.1 Calculated Surface Concentration
In figure 4.2 thecalculated surface concentrations of P-casein andTween 20have
been given for different concentrations of surfactant inbulk ataconstant
concentration of protein asafunction of therelativerateofexpansion.The
conditions stated in4.5.1 havebeen assumed toapply.
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Figure4.2 CalculatedSurfaceconcentrationofprotein andsurfactantasafunction of
relativerateofexpansionfor fi-casein/Tween20systemand0.3g/l ji-caseinsystem,
preferential adsorptionof Tween20, notransportofmicelles. OpensymbolsTween 20,closed
symbolsji-casein.Legend indicatesthebulkconcentrationofsurfactant[mM].
It can be clearly seen that the surface concentration of proteins and surfactants differs
considerably with respect to their susceptibility to expansion of the surface. The low
molecular surfactant retains more or less the same surface concentration, as a
function of the relative expansion rate while the surface concentration of protein
differs considerably with relative rate of expansion. This can be explained by the
difference in adsorption behaviour of both species. Because of the high affinity
character of the adsorption of proteins, the surface concentration mainly depends on
the transport to the surface, which limits the surface concentration. The adsorption of
low molecular surfactants are assumed to follow Langmuir kinetics. In that case the
maximum surface concentration at a certain bulk concentration is both dependent on
the concentration of free surfactant molecules in bulk and on the transport of
molecules to the surface. Hence for the surfactant the surface concentration depends
on the relative rate of expansion only if the expansion rate of the surface is fast
enough to deplete the surface partially of the adsorbed surfactant. In chapter 2 it has
already been mentioned that the parameter determining the characteristic
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transportation length —(which is the distance the molecules need to transported over
to create a surface concentration of F) together with the diffusion constant determines
the sensitivity of the surface concentration to the relative expansion rate. In the case

r
of proteins, —is relatively high especially at low concentrations of the protein in
bulk, due to the fact that due to the high affinity character of proteins the equilibrium
surface concentration remains high irrespective of the bulk concentration. With low

r
molecular surfactants — is generally lower because in this case the equilibrium
c

i,

surface concentration depends on the bulk concentration of the surfactant. In figure
4.3 also the calculated fraction of the surface covered by the surfactant has been
plotted as a function of the relative rate of expansion under the same circumstances as
in figure 4.2.
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Figure4. 3 Calculatedareafraction ofsurfactant asafunction ofrelativerateofexpansion.
(i-casein/Tween 20system0.3g/l p-casein, preferential adsorptionofTween 20,notransport
ofmicelles.Legend indicatesthebulkconcentrationofTween 20in mM.
Here it can be seen that especially for low concentrations ofTween 20 and low
relative rates of expansion the amount of protein adsorbed to the surface is high. This
may seem somewhat surprising since de Feyter and Benjamins (') demonstrated that
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the affinity per occupied unit area and the number of monomers per molecule
determines the distribution of molecules between the bulk and the surface. Because
of their high affinity per monomer, surfactants are able to displace proteins from
air/water interfaces under static conditions. The phenomenon observed here is caused
by the effect of time on the adsorption process however. In the case the surface is in
equilibrium, the surface concentration is not limited by the flux of molecules to the
surface. In this time dependent case however the transport to the surface is generally
limiting the adsorption of proteins, while the surface concentration of low molecular
surfactant is generally limited due to their Langmuir kinetics. This is not the case for
proteins for which the concentration in bulk has hardly any influence on the surface
concentration at concentrations considered here. This causes the surface
concentration of low molecular surfactants to be limited by the bulk concentration
while there is no limit to the adsorption of protein molecules. Especially when the
relative expansion rate is small and the surfactant concentration is low, the proteins
will occupy a relatively large part of the surface area.

4.5.1.2Calculated Surface Tension
In figure 4.4 the relations between the calculated surface tension and relative rate of
expansion have been given for the same system as considered in figure 4.2 and 4.3
and their individual components in the same concentrations.
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Figure4.4 CalculatedSurfacetensionasafunction ofrelativerateof expansion.forficasein/Tween20system:opensymbols,0.3g/l p-casein (+)andTween20alone:closed
symbols:binarysystemspreferential adsorptionof Tween 20,0.3g/lp-casein, notransport
ofmicelles.Legend indicatesbulkconcentrationofTween20in mM.
In this figure the synergy of the co-adsorption between surfactant and protein can be
quantified by comparing data belonging to binary systems to those of the individual
components. This synergy manifests itself when we compare the surface tension of
the individual components and the surface tension of the mixture. We can see that the
decrease in surface tension is higher thanjust the sum of the lowering of the surface
tensions of both species individually. The reason for this synergistic behaviour is that
the proteins and the surfactants both cover a certain surface area and both species are
assumed to cause a similar decrease of surface tension at that specific surface area.
The total surface tension decrease depends on their combined ability to lower the
dy
surface tension —— .This value varies strongly with T for proteins and stays more or
dT
less constant for surfactants. If we consider the relation between surface tension and
surface concentration for p-casein as given by Graham and Phillips (9)and van Aken
s
dy
<s
( ) we find a sharp increase in ——around a surface concentration of 1.3*10 kg m ".
If the surface concentration at the specific area occupied by proteins is around this
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value, the magnitude of the surface tension is very sensitive to even a small increase
in surface concentration of either the surfactant or the protein. In figure 4.3 it has
already been seen that the fraction of area covered by proteins is highest at lower
relative rates of expansion. As both species occupy part of the surface, the surface
tension decrease of the mixture depends on the surface tension decrease due to the
confinement of each species to part of the surface (see section 4.3.3 ). Hence when
the area occupied by proteins is high, the surface tension depends strongly on the
protein behaviour. This is the reason that the surface tension is relatively close to the
surface tension of the protein at relative rates of expansion below 0.5 s" .

4.5.1.3.Calculated Relative rateof expansion
In chapter 2 it was demonstrated that the maximum relative rate of expansion of the
surface of the overflowing cylinder could be calculated from the model. In figure 4.5
the results of similar calculations for mixtures of p-casein and Tween 20 have been
given in combination with the predicted surface tension.
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Figure4.5 Calculateddynamicsurfacetension(opensymbols,rightaxis)andmaximum
relativerateofexpansion(closedsymbols,leftaxis)asafunction ofbulkconcentrationof
surfactantfor differentconcentrations ofP-casein. Conditions: preferential adsorption of
Tween20,no transportofmicelles.Legend indicatesbulkconcentrationof p-casein.
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These calculations indicate that the magnitude of the maximum relative rate of
expansion in the overflowing cylinder for (3-casein/Tween 20 mixtures depends on
both the concentrations of P-casein and Tween 20. The existence of a maximum in
the relative rate of expansion as a function of bulk concentration has been
demonstrated by Bergink (l0) and is ascribed to the dependence of the relative rate of
expansion on the transport kinetics to the surface. The shift of the maximum in the
relative rate of expansion observed in the figure at different protein concentrations is
most likely caused by a gradual shift from protein like behaviour (high concentrations
of P-casein) to surfactant like behaviour (low concentrations of P-casein). This means
that also in the relative rate of expansion there is a distinct mutual influence of P~
casein and Tween 20. This means that the surfactant and protein together determine
the relative rate of expansion that can be generated at the surface of the overflowing
cylinder.

4.5.1.4 Calculated Surface Fourier number
In figure 4.6 the square root of the surface Fourier number for convective transport
(-\r °v ) ' s g ' v e n a s a function of Tween 20 concentration for the same systems as in
the previous figure.
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Figure4. 6SquarerootofsurfaceFouriernumberfor protein andsurfactantasafunction of
bulkconcentrationofsurfactantfor differentconcentrationsof(3-casein. Conditions:
preferential adsorptionofTween 20,notransportofmicelles. Closedsymbols ^Fos for
Tween20,opensymbols -^jFo( forfi-casein. Legend indicatesbulkconcentrationoffi-casein
mgl ri.
This number provides interesting information on the potential transport to the surface
in comparison to the adsorption to the surface. At low concentrations of surfactant it
is found that-y/fo^ for the surfactant molecules is considerably above 1,which means
that the supplyof the Tween 20 molecules is considerably above their rate of dilution
at the time scale considered. This is due to the relaxation behaviour of the surfactant.
In chapter 2 we already observed that this type of behaviour is due to the small
transportation length of Tween 20 to the surface. In this case the relaxation due to the
transport is too fast to cause a significant deviation from the surface concentration in
equilibrium. The depression of -jFos of the surfactant around the intermediate
concentrations of surfactant is due to the increase in the relative rate of expansion
(given in figure 4.5), which causes a depletion of the surface of both proteins and
surfactants. In that case a larger fraction of the molecules supplied is indeed
adsorbed. The sharp increase around the concentration at which a maximum in the
relative rate of expansion is reached, is caused by both the increase in the transport
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flux of surfactant due totherise inconcentration and thedecrease inrelative
expansion rate,which means that thedilution of thesurface occurs more slowly.
Hencetheexpansion isnolonger abletodilutethe surface enough tocauseahigh
surface tension gradient.
Themagnitude ofA//7ov for the protein transport isdistinctly different from that ofthe
surfactant molecules.Hereweobserve thatthis number remains constant and slightly
above 1,which isan indication that not theTween 20adsorption, but transport limits
theadsorption of protein molecules.The small rise in ^Fos for proteins athigher
surfactant concentrations iscaused bythesameeffects asfor the low molecular
surfactants. This shows thatalso inthepresence of ahigh concentration oflow
molecular surfactants thetransport limits theadsorption of proteins.The adsorption
of lowmolecular surfactants is limited bytheLangmuirkinetics,which indicates that
for these molecules theadsorbed amount is notfar from theequilibruim value.
4.5.2Influence of intricacies
Uptonow thegeneral trends have been discussed of one specific system inorder to
explain thetrends inthemechanical and surface behaviour of protein/surfactant
mixtures. However anumberof variations in themodel were investigated aswell.
Herethecauseand effect relations for different intricacies in themodel havebeen
given in table4.1.
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Cause —>
Mechanism

Transport of

Low Unfolding rate

Effect on:

of

micelles

of protein

Surface

Competition

minor

minor

lower yat dlnA/dt =K„

minor

higher at cs where

higher dlnA/dt at dlnA/dt

dlnA/dt reaches

«K U

properties i
relation y
and dlnA/dt

dlnA/dt
(max)

maximum
\

minor

smaller at c s where

lower

dlnA/dt reaches
maximum
Table4.1Influenceofdifferent intricaciesondifferentcharacteristicproperties ofthe
expandedsurface.
In this table, the different intricacies considered are mentioned in the top row. In the
first column, the different relations or parameters are mentioned on which these
intricacies might have an effect. These are the relations between the surface tension
and the relative rate of expansion (see for instance figure 4.4.), The maximum relative
rate of expansion (see for instance figure 4.5) and Ap, the fraction of the area
occupied by proteins (see for instance figure 4.3). In the different cells, the qualitative
effects on the parameters or relations have been mentioned.
In this table it can be observed that only the transport of micelles and the unfolding
behaviour of the protein has an influence on the dynamic surface properties predicted
by the model. This effect indicates that it matters whether or not micelles contribute
to the transport of molecules to the surface. In the case micelles are transported the
maximum relative rate of expansion which can be reached by the expanding surface
is higher. The fraction of area occupied by the surfactant is also higher in that case.
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In the case the unfolding of the proteins at the surface should be hindered by the
presence of surfactants, this will be visible in the vicinity of the relative rate of
expansion at which the unfolding constant is equal to the relative rate of expansion
because in that case the unfolding is the limiting factor for the depression of surface
tension. A higher unfolding constant will cause the relative rate of expansion to be
higher in that case. The fraction of area occupied by the proteins will not be altered
significantly however.
Essentially the influence of the intricacies discussed in this chapter for the total
behaviour are rather limited except for specific circumstances in terms of
concentration and relative rate of expansion. This supports the idea that kinetics are
grosso modo responsible for the behaviour of these systems under expanding
conditions.

4.5.3 Experiments
In order to obtain a frame of reference for the model and to obtain information of
other characteristic properties of these protein/surfactant mixtures, experiments were
performed analogous to the experiments described in chapter 3.
In figure 4.7 and 4.8 the dependence of surface tension on the relative rate of
expansion and surface concentration is given for systems with a constant protein
concentration of 0.3 g/1p-casein and different concentrations of Tween 20.
Predictions by means of the model are given as well.The conditions that were chosen
are: preferential adsorption of the protein and no transport by the surfactant micelles.
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In figure 4.8 the surface concentration plotted in thefigure isthe surface
concentration of both surfactant and protein based onellipsometer sensitivity for
protein and surfactant. In preliminary experiments itwas found that the sensitivityof
theellipsometer for the surface concentration of proteins is in theorderof five times
higher than the sensitivity for Tween 20duetothedifference in therefractive index
increment.
It can be seen in figure 4.7 that at higher relative ratesof expansion, there isagood
match between theoretical and experimental results.Itcan be seen that the predicted
surface tension corresponds toaTween 20concentration that isabout afactor of2
lower. Hence,themodel overestimates eitherthe transport,or thesynergyof the
molecules at the surface. Inorder toclarify this thebulk concentration of surfactant in
thecalculations waschosen afactor 2lower infigure 4.8.Then agood agreement
was found between calculated and predicted results.Hence,probably overestimating
the transport rateof Tween 20tothesurface isresponsible for thedeviation found in
figure 4.7.
The influence of thechoicefor preferential adsorption of protein and thetransportof
micelles tothe surface wasof marginal importance tothevalues determined bythe
model ascompared totheexperimental error, soit isnot possible toconclude which
of thesemechanisms determines thebehaviour. Analogous totheexperiments in
chapter 3,therelativerateof expansion was measured asafunction of the falling
height.This can be seen infigure4.9.
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Figure4.9Relativerateofexpansion asafunction offilm heightintheoverflowingcylinder.
Differentcombinationsoffi-caseinand Tween 20.
This relation was demonstrated to be a measure of the surface tension difference
between the top and bottom surface in chapter 3. Here we can observe that these
relations differ substantially for the Tween 20 containing samples and the pure(3casein sample. From this we can conclude that Tween 20 has a substantial influence
on the generation of a surface tension gradient over the falling film in the overflowing
cylinder. This can be ascribed to both the behaviour in expansion and the behaviour
in compression. The addition of Tween 20 causes the surface tension in expansion to
be significantly lower than that for the pure protein and causes the surface tension in
the compressed surface to be about equal to the surface tension of Tween 20. This
can be seen in figure 4.10. Here the surface tensions in compression and expansion of
characteristic systems of (3-casein,Tween 20 and a mixture of p-casein and Tween 20
are shown.
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Figure4. 10Surface tensionincompressionandinexpansionasafunction ofrelativerate of
expansionthetopsurfacefor Tween20,/5-casein andamixtureofthesesubstances.
Here it can be seen that the behaviour of the protein/surfactant mixtures in the
compressed surface closely follows the behaviour of Tween 20. From this we can
conclude that in the case of a compressed surface the surfactant plays the most
dominant role. As the surface tension at the compressed surface is substantially
higher than in the case of fj-casein this means that the surfactant must be able to
displace proteins from the surface. This means that the desorption kinetics of the pcasein are affected when also Tween 20 is present at the surface. This is in
accordance with what De Feyter et al. found for the competition between surfactant
and proteins at static surfaces. Also Dijt ( ) demonstrated that the process of
desorption of polymers from solid surfaces is accelerated significantly in the presence
of a low molecular surfactant. This means that in the presence of a low molecular
surfactant the surface approximates equilibrium much faster than in the case that only
proteins are present at the surface.
At the top surface, so under expanding conditions, especially the relative rate of
expansion is different between the Tween 20 or the Tween 20/[3-cascin mixture.
Although the surface tension both in compression and expansion is similar for both
systems both in compression and expansion, the relative rate of expansion is lower
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for the mixture. The presence of the P-casein contributes to decrease the surface
tension but apparently does not contribute to increase the relative expansion rate.
This figure generally shows that the surface tension at the top surface is not important
for the magnitude of the relative rate of expansion. Hence this figure experimentally
confirms the conclusions that can be drawn from figure 4.5.

4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter calculations were carried out on the surface properties of mixtures of
proteins and surfactants under dynamic conditions. From these calculations it appears
that the properties which determine the equilibrium situation play a minor role
compared to the factors affecting the way this equilibrium situation is reached in time
such as the transport to the surface and the unfolding rate of the protein molecules.
In a simple model describing the competition for the available space at the surface a
synergy could be detected in the behaviour of both species at the surface. This
synergy manifests itself in a relatively constant maximum relative rate of expansion
with different concentrations of both surface active species. In the case of a single
surface active species, there is a distinct maximum in the relative expansion rate at a
certain concentration. This effect can be ascribed to the different species
complementing each other in the creation of surface tension gradients over a range of
different concentrations.
It was demonstrated that the calculations predicted the trends observed in
experimentally determined data on the same systems. From this we can conclude that
also for binary systems of a protein and a surfactant, the kinetics of transport to the
surface and the unfolding of proteins play the major role the surface properties of
expanded surfaces. In order to understand the total behaviour of a surface deformed
by a stress parallel to the surface also information is needed on the behaviour of the
compressed surface. In these compressed surfaces it was observed that the low
molecular surfactant plays the most dominant role. The behaviour in the compressed
surface is probably the source of the difference in behaviour between proteins and
protein/surfactant mixtures. A good understanding of the surface behaviour in
compression of these mixtures may be the key to a better understanding of the surface
rheological properties.
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Chapter 5
Foaming properties of proteins, surfactants and their
mixtures in relation to dynamic surface behaviour
5.1 Abstract
In this chapter the relevance of surface properties of proteins and protein/surfactant mixtures
for foaming is tested. The surface properties measured in the previous chapters can be
expected to correlate to different kinds of foaming properties both during making and storage.
In previous chapters we have concentrated on measuring the relation between stress and
deformation parallel to the surface. Foaming properties that are likely to be dependent on
these properties are the bubble size and the drainage behavior. Here the correlation between
these foaming and surface properties was considered.
Foaming experiments were carried out by whipping a certain amount of liquid in a specially
constructed setup. Foam creation and drainage experiments were carried out by means of this
set-up.
The bubble size was found to decrease with the maximum stress that can be exerted at the
bubble interface while the revolution rate of the whisk was shown to have a relatively limited
influence on the bubble size. This can be explained if we assume that the transfer of stress
limits the breakup of bubbles. An interesting aspect of the relationship found between the
bubble size and the maximum stress at the bubble surface is that it applies for different
revolution rates of the whisk and different the types of surfactant.

The drainage was also demonstrated to be influenced by the resistance to deformation of the
bubble surfaces to shear stresses. In order to obtain information regardless of foam structure
and dimensions, the drainage was normalised for the surface area of the foams. It could be
shown that film thickness and the normalised drainage rate were related in a characteristic
way. The normalised drainage rate at a certain film thickness could be found to correlate to
the surface tension difference between the top surface and the bottom surface of the
overflowing cylinder at a certain relative expansion, arbitrarily chosen to be 1s" .This
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supports thehypothesis that theresistance todeformation caused bysurface tension gradients
isresponsible for theresistance againstdrainage.
Itwasfound thatneither of thetheoretical models inliteraturedescribing thedrainageof
films orplateau borders considered here,was able toexplain thedischarge of liquid from the
foam in time.This maybeduetothestructure of the foam not being ideal or toothersubprocesses such ascoalescence and disproportionation which may alsoplay aroleat thesame
time.It ismorelikely however thatthemechanism that was assumed tobe responsiblefor the
drainage inthemodeldoes notrepresent theactual situation inthe foam.

5.2 Introduction
In theprevious chapters we haveconcentrated ondetermining thesurface- and mechanical
properties ofdiverse surface active species mainly underconditions of continuous dilation
and inthecasethesurface issubjected toviscous stresses.Thesechapters haveprovided
some understanding of the influence of transport toand unfolding atmacroscopic surfaces
and therelation between surface and mechanical properties. Herewewill trytocorrelate
these properties tofoaming properties.This isdifficult because thesurface properties arenot
correlated in asimplewaytothepropertiesof thefoam such asbubblesizedistribution or
drainage behaviour. Nevertheless such anexercise may provide useful information about the
waythe surface properties and foaming properties are interrelated.
Wearemainly interested in thedifference between thefoaming properties of different surface
active species atdifferent concentrations.Therefore wechose tostudy various systemsof
which onewouldexpect significant differences infoaming behaviour.Also,the
concentrations of these surfactants was varied.For protein systems wechose p-casein and (3lactoglobulin. These proteins exhibit atotally different viscoelastic behaviour (Williamsand
Prins (', 2 ), (this thesis,chapter 2): p-lactoglobulin isaprotein which isbelieved tocreatea
tough adsorbed layerwhen enough surface activematerial can adsorb at thesurface. This
results in ahighdilational modulus accompanied byasmall lossangle,which means thatthe
surface isalmost purelyelastic.Adsorbed layersof P-casein for aprotein haveafairly low
dilational modulus and alarger phaseangle indicating that the surface ismore viscous ('),(2).
From the unfolding experiments wewereable todemonstrate that p-casein unfolds about
twice asfast asP-lactoglobulin. Both typesof protein havegood foaming properties,
however.
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In order to study the behaviour of low molecular weight surfactants we chose the nonionic
Tween 20. In addition we chose to study different combinations of the proteins and Tween
20. Clark et al ('), Clark et al ( ), Dickinson et al (°), De Feijter and Benjamins (6) studied
these different systems by means of different surface Theological techniques. Generally it was
concluded that the low molecular surfactant Tween 20 dominates the mechanical behaviour
and adsorbs preferentially in equilibrium. Foaming experiments on these systems
demonstrated that the drainage behaviour was determined by the presence of low molecular
surfactant Wilde (7).
In order to measure the performance of a commercial surfactant, we chose a technical
foaming agent, Provoton, which is used to create the foam used for the production of foam
concrete. Provoton is a hydrolysate of keratin, made by alkaline hydrolysis at elevated
temperatures with sodium hydroxide and subsequent neutralisation by means of hydrochloric
acid.
Obvious questions are: how do these systems compare to each other when it comes to
foaming, and can we understand differences from their dynamic surface behaviour? Hence,
we will need to establish what mechanisms in foam creation relate to the mechanical and
surface properties studied here. Foaming properties can generally be subdivided into foam
generation properties and foam stability. While foam generation depends on the ability to
incorporate gas into a liquid, the stability depends on the ability to keep the gas bubbles
dispersed in the liquid. These properties may correlate, but in some cases they do not, such as
in the case of transient foams created by mixtures of water and alcohols studied by Tuinier et
al. (8).This means that the surface properties which keep the foam stable are not the same as
the surface properties that determine foam creation. In the previous chapters a clear
distinction was made between the time scales and whether the surface is deformed by parallel
or normal forces. This has been done to distinguish between situations which may exist in
either the foam creation process or in a foam in storage. The success of foam creation
depends on different properties and circumstances, such as the shear stress, the viscosity and
density of the continuous phase and the geometry of the device. Therefore the influence of
surface properties may be interrelated with other factors which may make it difficult to
distinguish between these different aspects. During storage we can distinguish again between
different types of instability such as drainage, disproportionation and coalescence. In this
chapter we will mainly discuss drainage properties because these properties depend on the
inhibition of viscous flow around a bubble due to the surface properties.
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In order to explain the outcome of the experiments we have to be aware of a number of
aspects of the production of the foam by means of the whipping method used here. The
method comprises the whipping of a certain amount of liquid for a certain amount of time.
These aspects are the following:
A: During the foam production the amount of air in the foam varies in time giving rise to
varying bulk Theological properties and density temporally in the foam phase. The rheological
behaviour of foams has been studied by Kroezen ( ).It was demonstrated that foams are shear
thinning substances. In addition the inhomogeneity of the foam causes wall slip especially at
low deformation rates. The rheological behaviour was shown to depend on the density of the
foam and the bubble size distribution as well.
B: As the velocity of the foam will not be equal in all parts of the vessel it can be assumed
that bubbles are subjected to cycles of comparative rest and strong deformation. Due to this
period of comparative rest bubbles may be considered to be more close to equilibrium with
the surrounding liquid than during deformation in the vicinity of the stirrer.
C: Due to vigorous stirring action the bubbles are not only split up but coalesce as well. This
may affect the bubble size distribution of the foam since bubbles of different sizes may be
more or less susceptible to coalescence and break-up.
D: The presence of a certain amount of liquid from which the foam is made also implies that
the amount of foam created is limited. The total amount of gas that can be dispersed into the
liquid is determined by the bubble size distribution of the foam and the amount of liquid
present and is influenced by the type and the amount surfactant present, the whipping speed
and the geometry of the mixer. With the amount of gas incorporated into the liquid the
rheological properties of the foam change (see point A).

These four points illustrate the degree of complication encountered when studying foaming
behaviour by means of the whipping method. Hence, we should be aware of these
complicating factors, which makes it difficult to apply theories described in literature to these
systems.

5.2.1 Foam Production
Walstra ( l0 ,")reviewed the literature on the creation of emulsions and foams and concludes
that there are essentially two types of flow by which bubbles can be broken up. A laminar and
a turbulent region can be distinguished. The relative importance of these is determined by the
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energy input, the geometry of the equipment, the flow regime and many other factors. In
laminar flow, bubbles are broken up by means of viscous flows around a bubble, either in
shear or in plane hyperbolic flow. A critical Weber number can be defined which equals the
ratio between viscous stress and Laplace pressure at which a bubble breaks up. Bubbles can
also be broken up by means of inertial forces. In that case local pressure variations are
responsible for the breakup of bubbles.
Another parameter determining the breakup is the flow condition at the surface of a bubble.
This can be laminar or turbulent, depending on the Reynolds number. In table 5.1 the
dependence of bubble radii on the properties of the flow conditions and characteristic
properties of the liquid has been given and the different regimes have been indicated.
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Turbulent flow
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Table5.I dropdiametercausedbydifferentflow anddroplet breakuptypes:
Walstra andSmulders('") symbolsinlistofsymbols.

5.2.2Drainage of foams
Chesters ( ") reviewed the literature regarding the stability of liquid/liquid dispersions. He
distinguishes between three cases: immobile interfaces, partially mobile interfaces and fully
mobile interfaces. The drainage is described in terms of the thinning of films. In this chapter
we consider not only the thinning of films between bubbles but also the flow of liquid
through the plateau borders. A number of models have been described in literature which
consider both drainage through plateau borders and drainage through foam films Narsimhan
('"')Gururaj ( l4 ). Generally, these two types of drainage have different time scales, which
depend on the liquid holdup of the foam. In general, the process of drainage can be assumed
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to proceed as follows. First, the initially thick films drain rapidly into the plateau borders of
the foam. When the film thins, however the drainage is slowed down by the resistance to
deformation of the bubble surfaces which hinders the How from the films. This of course
depends on the rigidity of the films in the foam. After this the plateau borders contribute most
to the total drainage and the thickness of the films decreases only marginally in comparison
to the plateau borders.
For our purpose a distinct drawback of these models is that the surface properties are not
linked to the composition of the surfactant solution. The resistance to drainage is generally
assumed to be a function of surface tension or a surface dilational viscosity. However it can
be seen that proteins for instance usually have a strong resistance to drainage which would
not be expected in terms of these models. Our purpose is to obtain an understanding on the
surface properties that may explain the stability against drainage of foams created from
various surface active species. Hence, only an unequivocal relation between the rate of
drainage and the surface properties described in the previous chapters, for various different
systems, would prove that this approach is correct.
Hence here we will try to correlate the surface properties obtained by measurements in the
overflowing cylinder to the drainage behaviour by normalising the drainage rate to surface
areas of the foams. This accounts for the systematic differences in bubble size and volume
fraction of liquid. It should also make it more easy to distinguish between the various regimes
in the drainage process.
The most logical parameter to which the rate of drainage should correlate is the difference in
surface tension between the top and bottom surface of the overflowing cylinder at a certain
relative rate of expansion of the top surface, as drainage will cause a lateral motion of the
surface. In chapter 1it was suggested that in that case the surface tension difference between
the compressed and expanded surface would give the resistance to deformation in terms of
stress.
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In table 5.2 the discharge rate from the foam films into the plateau borders and the discharge
from the plateau borders has been given for the different regimes.
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Table5.2Drainageinvariouscircumstances, Chesters< '), symbolsinlistofsymbols.

5.3 Materials and methods
5.3.1 Materials
For the foaming experiments described in this chapter all surface active substances apart from
Provoton were dissolved in imidazole buffer pH 6.7 at an ionic strength of 0.075 M.
Imidazole, HCl and NaCl were analytical grade and obtained from Merck and used as
received. P-Casein was obtained from Eurial ref. 041091. Lyophillized (3-Lactoglobulin was
obtained from Sigma (lot 100h8185). Tween 20 analytical grade was obtained from Sigma.
The proteins and Tween were dissolved by stirring at room temperature for approximately 1
hour and were stored overnight at 4 °C. All substances were used without further purification.
Provoton was kindly made available by Voorbij prefab beton, Wilnis, The Netherlands.
Provoton is a brown viscous liquid containing approximately 30 % hydrolysed protein and
13% NaCl by weight. SDS-page electrophoresis shows that Provoton contains two major high
molecular fractions at 17 kD and 60 kD along with low molecular protein fragments below
5kD.
The solutions with Provoton were made by dissolving the material in distilled water and
stirring for 5 minutes. The solutions were used immediately after stirring.
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5.3.2 Methods
The foaming experiments were carried out as follows. Foams were made in the device
depicted in figure 5.1.Liquid was poured in the holding vessel (1) and stirred for 180
seconds. Just before stopping the stirring, a sample of 0.2 ml was taken from the foam and
inserted into a cuvet filled with the original liquid. Using a CCD camera fitted onto a
microscope several frames of the bubbles were collected in the first minutes after the sample
was taken. These frames were analyzed by means of image analysis yielding the bubble size
distribution of the foam. Directly after taking the sample the motor was switched off and the
height of the foam in the holding vessel was recorded. Then the holding vessel was taken out
and placed above a balance and the tap (2) was opened enabling liquid to flow out of the
vessel through the sintered plate (3). The weight of the liquid which flowed from the foam
was recorded at equal intervals of time. These experiments were repeated for a number of
different revolution rates of the whisk and for the different systems.

Figure5. 1Foamingsetupusedintheexperiments

5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Foam Formation
In figure 5.2 and 5.3 the amount of foam and the volume/area mean bubble radius of a foam
created by whipping 200 ml of Provoton and [3-lactoglobulin solutions varying in
concentration have been plotted as a function of the revolution rate of the whisk.
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From the results in the previous graphs a distinct dependence of concentration and rate of
revolution of the whisk can be observed. The amount of foam created can be observed to be
relatively insensitive to variations in these concentrations but increases with the revolution
rate of the whisk. In contrast we can observe a relative insensitivity of the bubble size to the
revolution rate of the whisk while in that case the concentration of the surfactant plays a
significant role.
The amount of foam created can be assumed to depend on the creation of a vortex. During the
experiment it can be observed that air is sucked in at the centre of the whisk and is dispersed
in the foam. The creation of a vortex will depend on inertial effects and therefore will depend
on the rheological properties, the density of the foam and the rate of revolution of the whisk.
Hence hydrodynamics will mainly be responsible for the amount of foam that is created so
for the foam height.
The radii of the bubbles in the foam have been fitted to the equations in table 5.1 In all cases,
the calculated decrease of the bubble size is overestimated compared to the situation
observed in the foam. This may be due to the relation between the rheological properties and
the amount of bubbles in the foam. The calculations are based on the situation in an emulsion
where a constant amount of dispersed phase is present which is low compared to the
situations in foams. In the case of a foam the amount of dispersed phase does not remain
constant but varies with stirrer velocity. Since we do not know the relation between the
apparent viscosity and the composition of the foam it is not possible to relate these data
directly to theory.

Bergink Martens ( l5 ) was able to relate the dynamic surface tension to foaming properties.
There may be a relation between the Laplace pressure and the bubble size if the break-up of a
bubble is resisted by the Laplace pressure. Here we take the dynamic surface tension as the
surface tension at the bubble surface. In that case the Laplace pressure is given by equation
5.1.
Ap,=——
'/»
Equation5.I
This can be calculated using the dynamic surface tension data given in earlier chapters and
the bubble radii from the previous graphs.There indeed appears to be a relation between the
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Laplace pressure and the bubble size. This has been given in figure 5.4 for all systems studied
at revolution rates of 3000, 3500 and 4000. If the bubble radius would be dependent on the
Laplace pressure, the stirrer is assumed to create a pressure variation in the liquid causing the
break-up of bubbles. In that case we assume that bubbles are broken up by forces acting
perpendicular to the surface.
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Figure5.4 RelationbetweenLaplacepressure andd)2for Provoton,fi-casein/Tween20and/3lactoglobulin/Tween 20systems.
In contrast to what we assumed this figure shows that a higher Laplace pressure correlates to
a smaller bubble size. This would mean that a higher surface tension in the expanded surface
leads to smaller bubbles. If the Laplace pressure would be an indication of the resistance to
bubble breakup we would expect the opposite however. From this figure we can also see that
there is a separate relation for the Provoton and the protein/Tween 20 system. Hence the
relation appears to be equivocal since there are two distinct lines corresponding to two
different systems. This would mean that there would be a system dependent systematic
difference.
As the ultimate aim is to obtain a generic relation instead of a specific relation the break-up
of bubbles due to viscous forces was also considered. If the difference between the surface
tensions in expansion and compression is divided by the radius of a bubble:

-—- we
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obtain an expression for the mean stress over a surface. If there would be a generic relation
between this stress and the bubble size, it would mean that the break up of bubbles takes
place by means of a shear stress imposed by the liquid. This relation has been given in figure
5.5.
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Figure5.5 relationbetweenthemeansurfacetensiongradientandthemeanbubblesizefor
Provoton,fi-casein/ Tween 20andp-lactoglobulin/Tween 20systems.Provoton 10%bymassand/?lactoglobulin0.3g/lhavebeenindicatedfor stirringrates3000and4000rpm.
The surface tension values have been determined using the overflowing cylinder technique
and have been shown in chapter 4 already. Considering that the systems studied here differ
considerably and the conditions differ also, this relation is surprisingly good. As this relation
is generic instead of specific we can assume that indeed this mean stress correlates to the
bubble size. Also this relation suggests a negative correlation between the maximum surface
tension gradient and the bubble size, indicating that a higher resistance to deformation leads
to smaller bubbles. Hence this relation changes the perception of the process that is
responsible for the breakup of bubbles near the stirrer. The validity of the relation between
the maximum stress at the bubble surface and the bubble size would mean that the stress that
can be imposed at a bubble surface is determined by the surface properties of the bubble
surface and not by conditions such as stirrer speed that are externally applied.
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There may be another explanation for this behaviour. If the coalescence rate would increase
due to a higher stirrer speed it would mean that the bubble size would be affected also by
coalescence. This should be visible in the bubble size distribution. Since larger bubbles are
less stable against coalescence a high rate of coalescence would cause the bubble size
distribution to become bimodal. In figure 5.6 and 5.7 the bubble size distributions have been
given for respectively 10 % Provoton and 0.3 g/1p-lactoglobulin at different revolution rates
of the stirrer.
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Figure5.6 Bubblesizedistributionfor 10%provoton atdifferent ratesof revolutionofthestirrer.
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Figure5. 7Bubblesizedistributionfor 0.3g/l p-lactoglobulin atdifferent ratesof revolutionofthe
stirrer.
From these graphs we can see that the bubble size distribution for Provoton and(3lactoglobulin are different. Provoton has a rather slim distribution at higher revolution rates
compared to (3-lactoglobulin.
For (3-lactoglobulin we can see that the fraction of bubbles above 45 urn at higher rates of
revolution of the stirrer is finite. Such a wide bubble size distribution would indeed point into
the direction of an increased rate of coalescence for p-lactoglobulin. With Provoton this is
not the case. In figure 5.5 the points corresponding to (3-lactoglobulin and Provoton 10%
have been indicated. All points are relatively near the line which indicates presence of larger
bubbles does not significantly influence the general trend.

The overflowing cylinder appears to be a suitable method to study relationships between
deformation rate and surface properties parallel to the surface. These properties have been
shown to correlate to bubble break-up. This may be somewhat surprising since the expansion
rate that is generated at the surface in the break-up process is generally expected to be some
orders of magnitude higher that those found in the overflowing cylinder. If we consider
however that the maximum stress at the surface limits the "grip"of the liquid flow around the
bubble on the bubble surface this correlation could be motivated. In that case the following
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mechanism could play a role. Due to the liquid flow around the bubble the surface is
expanded in one place and compressed at another, this leads to a net force driving the two
ends of the bubble apart which is opposed by the Laplace pressure. If the bubble has reached
a certain geometry, it will become unstable leading to breakup. The surface tension difference
that can be generated between the expanded and compressed surface is a measure of how
effective the viscous stress can be transferred to the bubble. Hence if this surface tension
difference is high, smaller bubbles can be created by means of this mechanism.

5.4.2Drainage behaviour
The systems in this chapter have been chosen in order to facilitate the interpretation of the
behaviour within one type of surfactant in different concentrations and between classes of
different surfactants. The type of surfactants that has been varied in concentration is
Provoton. This type of surfactant has been chosen because we are interested in the
performance of protein hydrolysates in comparison to the behaviour of low molecular
surfactants and a proteins.
In chapter 4 the competitive adsorption of Tween 20 and p-casein has been studied. Tween
20 appeared to have a large effect on the surface behaviour. Hence also mixtures of Tween 20
and p-casein and p-lactoglobulin were studied.

The interpretation of the drainage behaviour is complicated by the fact that the bubble size
distributions and the foam heights are not equal for the systems studied here. Hence the
drainage needs to be normalised for these properties in order to quantify the differences
between the systems. Here the mean film thickness was chosen to be the normalised
parameter. This thickness can be calculated as follows. Consider the total area of the foam.
This can be calculated from the mean bubble size by means of equation 5.2
V,
\rtr{m
Equation5.2

V.
-r(fi
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Then the mean film thickness ^ will simply be
,

1^,1
'

2 A

f

1 V,rl},,
6

V

M

Equation5.3
In these equations A/\s the total surface area of the foam, Vfl! and Vf! are respectively the
volume of gas and the volume of liquid in the foam. By using these expressions the total area
of the bubbles is accounted for in the drainage behavior. This makes it possible to compare
foams with more or less equal foam heights, since a different foam height will affect the
length over which the drainage takes place. In figure 5.8 the film thickness of foams made at
3000 rpm has been plotted as a function of the time for the different Provoton systems
studied.
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Figure 5.8Relationbetweenthemeanfilm thicknesscalculatedbyequation5.3andthetime of
drainagefor Provotonindifferentconcentrationsfor foamsmadeatastirrerspeedof3000rpm.
We can clearly see that there is a significant difference between the different concentrations.
First of all the film thickness at the start is large for the foams of low concentrations. This
means that when we would like to compare the drainage of the foams at equal film thickness
we will have to do that at different times after the creation of the foams.
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As theory predicts there are two regimes that can be distinguished in the curves. In the initial
phase of the drainage we can observe a relatively quick thinning (a high normalised discharge
rate). In this region the film thickness of the lower concentrations are highest because of the
larger bubble size and the lower amount of gas dispersed in the foam. This causes the foam to
drain faster at lower concentrations. At a certain time the curves of the higher and lower
concentrations cross. At that time, the mean film thickness becomes lower for the lower
concentrations.
In order to compare the different systems with respect to their drainage behaviour the
discharge rate has been normalised to be the first derivative of the film thickness with respect
Ah
to time ——.In figure 5.9 the discharge rate of the Provoton foams made at 3000 rpm has
been plotted as afunction of the film thickness. This makes it possible to quantify the
discharge rate at more or less equal conditions in the foam.
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Figure5.9Relationbetweenthenormaliseddrainagerateandthefilm thicknessfor different
concentrationsofProvotonfor foamsmadeata revolutionrateof3000rpm.
In this figure we can observe a shoulder in the curve for higher concentrations of Provoton
around a film thickness of 0.15 |im. This shoulder corresponds to the end of the initial
drainage phase. In this phase of the drainage, the drainage rate is high and decreases until at a
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certain point the drainage becomes more or less constant and even shows an increase. This
initial region may be the transition from a bubbly foam to a polyhedric foam. After this phase
the drainage rate decreases gradually with film thickness. This would theoretically
correspond to drainage through the plateau borders. In this phase the discharge rate is related
to the film thickness and also the liquid fraction in the foam by a power of approximately 1.5
which was determined from the curves.

In literature it was demonstrated however that the discharge from a foam is related to the
squared fraction of liquid in the foam. This discrepancy from theory could be caused by at
least two reasons. First of all there is a bubble size distribution rather thanjust one bubble
size which may influence the drainage considerably, in addition other sub-processes such as
coalescence and disproportionation occuring in the foams during the drainage process may
influence the drainage as well. Hence it is difficult to conclude from these results which
mechanism is responsible for the drainage.
Nevertheless we can observe a significant difference between the rates of drainage between
the different types of surface active species.As we are interested in the influence of surface
properties on drainage, in figure 5.10 the discharge rate at a film thickness of 1*10 m has
been plotted as a function of the surface tension difference between the top and the bottom of
the overflowing cylinder at a relative expansion rate of I s' .
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Figure5. 10Normaliseddrainage rateata meanfilmthicknessof I*10~ masafunction ofthe
surfacetensiondifference betweenthetopandbottomsurfaceoftheoverflowingcylinderatan
expansionrateof I s'.Systems consideredfi-casein/Tween 20andfi-lactoglobulin/Tween 20.
In this figure we can see that a distinct relation between these parameters exists. Over an
increase in surface tension difference of 10mN m ' the normalised drainage rate decreases by
approximately an order of magnitude. It should be noted that the thickness of the film and the
expansion rate have been taken rather arbitrarily and merely serve to illustrate this relation.
The systems in which a considerable amount of Tween 20 is present are in the top left corner
of the graph indicating that these systems have little or no resistance to drainage. In the
overflowing cylinder it has been observed that the surfaces of systems in which a substantial
amount of Tween 20 is present are mobile while the other systems are not. This graph
suggests that there might be a mobile/immobile transition around a surface tension difference
of 30 mN m"1 as from that point on we see a decrease in the normalised drainage rate. With
this in mind the explanation of the instability due to drainage of foams of these systems is
straightforward. In expansion both the action of the low molecular surfactant and the protein
lowers the surface tension. In the compressed surface, Tween 20 adsorbs preferentially
causing the protein to desorb from the surface and keeps the surface tension high (in the order
of the surface tension in equilibrium) and keeps the surface mobile so the discharge from the
films but also from the plateau borders proceeds quick in comparison to the other systems in
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the graph. In the case of pure proteins, the surface tension is rather high in the expanded part
of the surface but can drop to very low values in the compressed part of the surface.
Hence the drainage rate and the surface tension difference between the top and bottom
surface of the overflowing cylinder at an expansion rate of 1s correlate with each other. It
should be noted that the expansion rate of 1s" has been taken rather arbitrarily. Of course the
expansion rates at surfaces in the foam will not be equal if there is a significant difference
between the drainage rates. Considering this the correlation is still remarkably unequivocal.

Considering this relation we should realise that both the surface tension in compression and
the surface tension in expansion play a significant role in the stability against drainage. This
means that more thanjust one time scale determines the behaviour of the surface. This
consideration may also apply to other intricacies observed in foaming properties of proteins
as these are the substances that are influenced most by properties of the compressed surface
as the surface tension is very low while for low molecular surfactants the surface tension
remains more or less around the equilibruim value. A condition for these relations to apply is
that the surface must be deformed by aforce parallel to the surface. It may be that the large
stability to coalescence of proteins is in fact due to the resistance in lateral direction of the
surface caused by surface tension gradients.

In Chapter 1a classification has been made to create a certain order in the way surfaces can
be assumed to be deformed in the several sub-processes occuring in foams. From this
subdivision we can see that spreading and coalescence may also be influenced by forces
imposed parallel to the interface. Spreading is caused by the generation of surface tension
gradients. Coalescence may depend on the resistance of a surface to lateral deformation
because the flow of liquid in a film can be inhibited by a high surface tension gradient. This
can cause the films to become thin after a longer period of time, causing the probability of
coalescence to be lower.

5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter various aspects of foam making and foam drainage of various systems were
studied. The main aim was to obtain relations between the properties measured by means of
the overflowing cylinder technique and characteristic properties of foam formation and
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stability to drainage. Since we were interested in generic correlations, systems were chosen
that could be considered to be very different in both foaming and surface behaviour.
The foam creation process is known to consist of the incorporation of air into the foam and a
subsequent breakup to smaller bubbles. For the systems investigated it was found that the
incorporation of air into the liquid only depended on the revolution rate of the whisk and can
be assumed to be completely hydrodynamically driven. The bubble size did not correlate to
the theories currently in use for predicting the bubble size. It could be shown however that
the mean bubble size could be correlated to the maximum amount of stress that can be
transferred to a surface as determined by the overflowing cylinder technique. This indicates
that the limitation to breakup of bubbles can be considered to be a surface property rather
than a parameter that can be influenced by simply increasing the intensity of the stirring. It
also indicates that in creating foams compressed surfaces do play a significant role. In
literature the properties of surfaces in compression have not been studied in great detail hence
more information on these properties may provide useful information

In order to correlate the drainage properties to the surface properties the drainage was
normalised to the film thickness in order to obtain comparable data for the drainage process
between the different foams created. These were shown to differ considerably between the
different systems studied which could be ascribed to surface properties in terms of the
difference in surface tension between the top and bottom liquid surface as observed in the
overflowing cylinder device.
This leads to the conclusion that the surface properties of both compressed and expanded
surfaces are relevant for the breakup and drainage occurring in foams. This may not only be
true for the processes of foam formation and drainage but could also apply to other
destabilising mechanisms which are driven by forces acting parallel to the surface such as
coalescence.
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Appendix 5.1 List of symbols
a,,

Cross sectional area of Plateau border

[m]

cv

Inverse dimensionless surface viscosity

[-]

F

Force

[Nl

G

Shear rate

[s-'l

h

Film Thickness

[m]

r

Radius bubble

[m]

(break-up equations)

r

Film radius

[m]

(drainage equations)

t

Time

[s]

tch

Characteristic time

[sj

V

Velocity

[ms"1 ]

We

Weber Number

[-]

e

Energy density

[Ns"'rn 2 ]

Y

Surface tension

[Nm~

H

Viscosity

[Nsm "] (breakup equations)

H

Viscosity

[Nsm "1 (drainage equations)
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Density
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Continuous phase
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Chapter 6
General discussion and conclusions
6.1 Introduction
Inchapter l theaimof this thesis was described as:obtaining an understanding onthe
foaming properties of protein hydrolysates.Infirst approximation itwasconsidered thatthe
behaviour of protein hydrolysates could beapproximated byamixture of proteins and low
molecular surfactants. Sinceweonly know little about thedynamic adsorption processesof
protein, the approach chosen here was tofill in anumber of gaps inour understanding of the
foaming process,especially for protein likesubstances.In order todosothe relations
between surface properties,mechanical properties ofthesurface andfoaming properties need
tobeunderstood.In the analysis of theproblem wealsocame across thefact that
deformations of surface byforces applied parallel totheinterface hasreceived little tono
attention in thepast while these deformations mayplay alarge roleinfoaming properties.In
addition timescalesof unfolding of proteins atinterfaces arelargely unknown whilethese
mayalsoplay alarge role inthefoaming properties ofproteins.These subjects canbe
assumed toberelevant for the interpretation of foaming properties of protein like foaming
agents.
Inthis chapter wewill askourselves thefollowing question: Hasthisworkbrought usany
closer tothe understanding of foaming ingeneral andespecially thefoaming performance of
protein hydrolysates? In order toanswer thisquestion, first wewill highlight themost
important findings. After that wewill extrapolate thesefindings totheir practical implications
for foaming ingeneral and usingthisbasis,come toahypothesis regarding thebehaviourof
protein hydrolysates.

6.2 Important findings
Inthecreation and stability of foams wecandistinguish between various sub-processes that
play arole.Inordertomakeafoam it isessential that alargebubblecan bebroken upinto
smallerbubbles.Infoam breakdown wecandistinguish between variousmechanisms that
ultimately cause thebreakdown of thefoam such asdrainage,disproportionation and
coalescence of bubbles.Inorder tounderstand thefoaming process wehavetotakethese
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sub-processes into account. In order to understand the rate at which these sub-processes take
place in relation to the surface properties we need to mimic the conditions as closely as
possible in the equipment we use to characterise the surface properties.

All these sub-processes can be considered to act over certain characteristic time scales which
in turn depend strongly on the surface properties of the functional substance that causes the
foaming behaviour. As time scales play such an important role, the surface properties have to
be considered as a function of time scale as well. The time dependence of the surface
properties are determined by the adsorption rate to the surface and for macromolecular
surfactants also the time required to unfold at the surface.
Another important aspect of these sub-mechanisms which is often forgotten is that the
surface is deformed in a certain manner, characteristic for the sub-process. In chapter 1 a
distinction was made in the way surfaces can be deformed. We made a distinction in the
direction with respect to the surface in which a force can be applied (tangential or normal). It
could be demonstrated that if a force is applied parallel to the surface this leads to a
inhomogeneous deformation of the surface, meaning that the surface properties such as
surface tension, surface concentration and relative expansion rate vary over the surface. In the
case of a homogeneous deformation which takes place in the case a pressure is applied on a
bubble, the surface properties remain constant over the surface. Hence we could make a
division of the sub-mechanisms determining foaming properties on the basis of these
different types of deformation.

6.2.1 Foaming properties
In chapter 5 we concluded that the resistance to deformation of a surface parallel to the
surface is important for the rate of drainage and the bubble size which can be generated at a
constant rate of revolutions of a stirrer. This resistance to deformation is caused by a gradient
in surface tension over the surface which originates from the response of a surface to a
viscous flow parallel to the surface. If the resistance to this type of deformation increases, the
drainage rate decreases. This can be ascribed to a decreased mobility of the surface around a
bubble which inhibits the flow of liquid around it.
Surprisingly it was found also that a higher resistance to deformation parallel to the surface
causes smaller bubbles to be formed during stirring. This can be ascribed to the following
mechanism. When a bubble is broken up by means of shear, the bubble becomes unstable at a
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certain critical ellipsoidal shape of the bubble. In order for the bubble to attain such a
geometry the Laplace pressure causing the bubble to maintain it's circular shape must be
overcome. This can be achieved by the drag caused by the liquid motion around the bubble.
This drag force must somehow be transferred from the bulk liquid to the surface. One way by
which the drag force of the liquid can be applied is by means of a shear stress at the surface
of the bubble. As a response to the drag force the surface is expanded at a certain place and
compressed at another. This means that there is a net force driving the two ends of a bubble
apart and causing it to assume an ellipsoidal shape. An important issue here is how effective
the drag force can be applied at the surface and what stress needs to be transferred for the
bubble to break. When the resistance to the viscous drag is high, this means that the drag is
transferred effectively to the surface which means that the bubble is exposed to a larger stress
causing it to be deformed to a larger extent. This leads to a larger degree of instability of
bubbles with an equal radius exposed to the same flow profile around the bubble which will
ultimately lead to smaller bubbles.
Hence an important issue is how the transfer of the viscous drag can be manipulated. In the
last chapter it was found that in that respect, the type and the concentration of surface active
species is an important factor.

An important a priori consideration was that the time scale plays a significant role in the
behaviour of the surface. When a uniform expansion or compression is considered, the
relative expansion rate defines the life time of the surface. This time scale can be compared to
time scales of, for instance, disproportionation. However, in the situation that the surface is
deformed by a force parallel to the surface we find a range of relative expansion rates over
the surface. Hence, in this situation we cannot define a single time scale.

6.2.2 Mechanical properties of surfaces
With the overflowing cylinder it has been demonstrated that there is a certain limit to the
mean surface tension gradient that can be generated at the surface of a certain solution of
surface active material. In the overflowing cylinder this can be determined by measuring the
surface tension difference between the compressed and the expanded surface at maximum
relative rate of expansion of the expanded surface at fixed settings of the overflowing
cylinder. This mean gradient varies from system to system. E.g. proteins can generate a
higher surface tension difference between the expanded and compressed part of the surface
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than lowmolecular surfactants under thesameconditions. Hence, theshear stress that can be
transferred tothesurface bythe viscousflowalongthesurface isdependent on the typeof
surface active species present.The fact that that themaximum shear stress (omax)that can be
generated inan overflowing cylinder correlates with the sizeof thebubbles generated ina
whipping process demonstrates that omnx is ameasureof thedriving force of bubble splitting
under theconditions studied here.This indicates that forces that work parallel tothe surface
arepossibly moreimportant for thecreation of foams than presumed.

6.2.3 Influence oftransport and unfolding for dynamic surface properties
Thedifference between thesurface properties of proteins,surfactants and mixtures of these
surface active species have also been determined usingtheoverflowing cylinder technique.
Especially proteins havereceived considerable attention inthisresearch, since these
substances aretherawmaterials of protein hydrolysates and mayhaveproperties comparable
in somecases.Itwasconsidered that theunfolding of proteins at interfaces maybe arate
determining stepin theadsorption process.Bymeans ofexperiments with the overflowing
cylinder, and usingasimplemodel, therates of attachment and unfolding could be
determined separately. Itwasfound that inexpansion theunfolding can indeed bearate
determining step intheadsorption process.This depends on conditions of concentration and
unfolding rate atthe surface.
Generally speaking,the unfolding rateof theprotein playsasignificant role inthe magnitude
of thesurface tension inexpansion provided therelativeexpansion rate iscomparable tothe
unfolding rate of theprotein.In thatcase,thedecreaseof surface tension due tounfolding of
proteins atasurface element of thesurface isbalanced bytheincreaseof surface tension
caused bythedilution of molecules due totheexpansion of thesurface. This situation
generallyoccurs athigherconcentrations of theprotein.Theunfolding behaviour of proteins
determines for alargepart thebehaviour atexpanding surfaces athigher concentrations
which aregenerally relevant tothe industrial practice.
An important conclusion isalso that therateof unfolding of proteins maydiffer over several
ordersof magnitude.Itwasfound that (3-casein and (3-lactoglobulin unfold in0.1and 0.25
seconds respectively whereas Lysozymedoesnot unfold toanydegree in 100seconds.The
conclusion was that theconformational stability ofproteins isimportant for therateof
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unfolding at thesurface. In addition acertain adsorption barrier was found for Lysozyme.
Thiscorroborates theobservation of van Aken andMerks (').

As ithas been found that alsothesituation in thecompressed partof thesurface is important
for thefoaming properties, theunfolding rates of proteins could notbe simply related tothe
foaming properties. Hence,also thesituation in thecompressed partof the overflowing
cylinder was studied bymeasuring the surface tension. Itwasfound thatincompression the
surface tension ofprotein solutions is relatively low.When an adsorbed layerof proteins is
compressed, theadsorbed proteins desorb very slowly from thesurface because desorption
comprises therefolding anddiffusion awayfrom the interface, both of which areslow
processes
The relatively low valueof thesurface tension incompression and therelatively high valueof
thesurface tension inexpansion enables proteins togenerate ahigh surface tension gradient
when exposed todragforces parallel tothe surface.

With experiments and calculations on low molecular weight surfactants itwasfound that
these substances adsorb ratherquickly due totheabsence of atimeconsuming unfolding step
and asmaller diffusion length.Inexpansion this tends tokeepthesurface tension relatively
closetotheequilibrium value.Incompression essentially the sameconsideration applies.The
desorption of lowmolecular surfactants from acompressed surface israpid duetheabsence
of arefolding step.This causes thesurface tension incompression to berelatively closetothe
equilibrium value aswell.

Hence interesting systems tostudy aremixtures of surfactants and proteins.Herethesystem
(3-casein/Tween20wasstudied.Inthissituation two species arepresent atthesurface.In
static conditions ithasbeen found byothers that the lowmolecular surfactant isableto
displace proteins from theinterface dueto thehigher binding energy of low molecular
surfactants perunit area.
Atexpanding interfaces, proteins and surfactants werefound toadsorb inamoreorless
additive manner.Thedecreaseof surface tension attheexpanded surface ishigher than the
added decreaseof surface tension of both species individually.This can beattributed tothe
fact that both species occupy acertain areaatthe surface causing theeffective surface
concentration ofboth speciestobehigher.
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In compression we find a surface tension which is close to the equilibrium surface tension of
the low molecular surfactant however. This surface tension is generally higher than the
surface tension of the compressed protein surface. Hence, the protein apparently does not
play a role of significance at the compressed surface.
These observations can be explained by considering the time scales in terms of the relative
rate of expansion or compression of the surfaces. In the expanded surface, the supply to the
surface or the rate of unfolding are limiting the decrease of surface tension. In that situation
proteins are capable of adsorbing to the surface along with low molecular surfactants because
the surface is not fully occupied and the surface tension is relatively high.
In the situation the surface is compressed, proteins desorb preferentially. This can be
assumed to be caused by the relatively high adsorption energy per unit area of low molecular
surfactants. In this situation the desorption of proteins proceeds more quickly than when just
proteins are present at the surface. Essentially the same mechanism has been encountered for
the displacement of polymers by low molecular surfactants at solid surfaces as observed by
Dijt (2).

6.3 Significance for practical situations
What do these conclusions and observations tell us about the way we need to interpret surface
properties to explain the effect on foaming properties? First of all, we can say that the
subdivision into forces applied parallel or perpendicular to the surface has been found to be
beneficial for the understanding of foaming properties. From this subdivision we can
understand in what situation we have to consider surface tension gradients asdriving forces
for a process and in what situation we have to consider dilational moduli or surface dilational
viscosities instead.
As we have devoted most of the attention in this thesis to deformations of surfaces by parallel
forces we can now attempt to make predictions of the consequences of the presence of a
certain surface active species for drainage, creaming, and bubble break up by means of shear
forces since these processes can be assumed to depend on the resistance to forces acting
parallel to the surface.
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6.3.1 Resistance to creaming and drainage of foams
Drainage andcreaming areboth processes which can beinhibited strongly ifthe resistance to
deformation parallel to thesurface is large.In theprevious chapters wehaveseen that this
resistance dependson thetypeof surface active species.In general wecan saythat adsorbed
layersof proteins can generate ahigh surface tension gradient, even atlowdeformation rates
of thesurface. Ifweconsider figure 6.1which indicates thesurface tension inthecompressed
and expanded surface of theoverflowing cylinder as afunction of therelativeexpansion rate
for (i)aprotein, (ii)asurfactant (iii)a mixtureof asurfactant and aprotein and (iv) Provoton
(aprotein hydrolysate) wecan seethat even at lowexpansion rates,thedifference between
thesurface tension inexpansion and compression remainshigh,whilefor themixtureof
protein and low molecular surfactant thisdifference quickly decreases around expansion rates
around 1.
Wenow consider thefollowing example to illustrate the significance of these findings:
Suppose thepotential viscousdragcaused bythe liquid flow around abubblewould be
enough tocreate asurface tension difference of acertain magnitude between the topand the
bottom ofacreaming bubble.In figure 6.1wecan see that acertain surface tension difference
corresponds toacertain relative rateof expansion which islowerfor proteins than it is for
lowmolecular surfactants.
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Figure6. 1relationbetweensurfacetensionincompressionandexpansionasafunction of
therelativeexpansionrateofthetopsurfaceintheoverflowing cylinderfor different
substances.
This means that in the case that low molecular surfactants are present, the expansion rate of
the top surface will be much higher. Hence the surface will be much more mobile than the
corresponding protein surface. This will cause the drainage rate to be much higher in the case
of low molecular surfactants, since the rate of flow of liquid through a film between two
bubbles is much higher. It can be seen also that mixtures of proteins and surfactants will
compare best to low molecular surfactants in this respect. Indeed we see a higher drainage
rate for low molecular surfactants and mixtures of low molecular surfactants and proteins
compared to proteins alone. Hence, from these measurements we can understand the
difference in drainage rate of foams made by different types of surface active species.

6.3.2Bubble break upby viscous forces
In the case of break-up of bubbles by means of viscous forces we have observed that the
maximum surface tension difference between the compressed surface and the expanded
surface of the overflowing cylinder is correlated negatively to the bubble size. Hence a high
surface tension difference gives smaller bubbles. This has been explained by the fact that the
transfer of stress is determined by the surface tension difference that can be generated
between the expanded and the compressed part of the bubble surface if we assume that the
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potential stress that maximally can be generated is not limiting. In figure 6.1 we can see that
of all species, proteins can generate the highest surface tension difference, although the
relative expansion rate is generally lower than that for some low molecular surfactants and
mixtures of proteins and surfactants. Hence, from these experiments it should be possible to
estimate the magnitude of the mean bubble size created by whipping, for different types of
surface active species.
The relative rate of expansion at which this maximum in surface tension difference is reached
merely tells us to what degree the surfaces tends to yield to the viscous drag imposed. Hence,
essentially the relative rate of expansion merely indicates the mobility of the surface in this
case and can be seen as the mechanism by which the surface tension difference is created at
the bubble surface.

Can we now also understand what the optimal concentration for the creation of small bubbles
will be of various surfactants on the basis of these findings? Since this has not been explored
in detail we shall have to make an educated guess. Because it has been established that a high
surface tension difference between the expanded and compressed surface at the maximum
expansion rate is apparently the main factor that determines the bubble size, the smallest
bubbles will be obtained at the concentration when this value reaches a maximum. Here we
assume that bubble break-up will occur by a gradual deformation of the bubble to the point of
instability. For proteins the surface tension in expansion in most cases will reach 72 mN m '
at the maximum relative rate of expansion. Only in the case that the relative rate of expansion
is smaller than the unfolding rate of the proteins and the concentration is high, the surface
tension will deviate significantly from 72 mN m"1as in the case of P-casein at higher
concentrations. Hence, the surface tension at the expanded surface will generally not play any
role of significance in the magnitude of the bubble size. Therefore the surface tension in
compression will play the most important role in most cases. The surface tension in
compression of proteins will depend on two mechanisms, which are: (i) the rate of
desorption, (ii) the supply from the expanded surface. The supply to the compressed surface
will be high in situations where also the relative rate of expansion of the expanded surface is
high and the surface concentration of especially unfolded proteins is high. Increasing the
concentration of protein will most probably lead to a maximum in the relative rate of
expansion as has been calculated in chapter 2. In that case the supply to the compressed
surface will most probably reach a maximum causing the surface tension in the compressed
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part of thesurface tobelowest. Hence,theoptimal concentration tocreatesmall bubbles will
probably be intheorderof theconcentration atwhich themaximum intherelative rateof
expansion isreached.Therateofdesorption of proteinsfrom compressed surfaces hasnot
been explored inthis thesis sono information isavailable on this subject. MacRitchie (),
however,concluded thattherateofdesorption ofproteins dependsstronglyonthe molecular
weight of theprotein.Large molecules tend todesorb more slowly than smaller molecules.
Henceahigh molecularweight would probablycausealowersurface tension in compression.
The surface tension incompression will probably notbeverydependent on theprotein
concentration, and therelativerateofexpansion of thesurface sincethedesorption of the
protein is solow that the surface concentration will beveryhigh regardless of the supply

In thecase that lowmolecular weight surfactants arepresent inthesurface of abubble which
isbroken upbymeansof viscousforces, wefind thatincompression thesurface tension is
close tothesurface tension inequilibrium sincethedesorption proceeds quickly.Hence,the
surface gradient thatcan becreated willdepend mostlyon theincreaseinsurface tension due
toexpansion. Bergink Martens (4)found amaximum in thesurface tension difference
between theexpanded and theequilibrium surface tension when theconcentration of
surfactant in solution was increased.This would indicate that therewould be anoptimal
concentration for surfactants toobtain small bubbles.This hasindeed been found in the
calculations performed inchapter 2but wasnotconfirmed inexperiments.The explanation
of thisoptimum isthat inthatsituation thesensitivity of thesurface tension totherelative
rateof expansion reaches amaximum. Below this maximum, thegeneration of surface
tension gradients isinhibited duetoalowersupplyof surface activemolecules tothe surface.
Abovethis maximum, thesupply istoohigh todeplete thesurface fast enough from surface
activematerial bytheexpansion of the surface.

Thisopens arather unforeseen prospect tousethemodel presented inchapter2.Sincethe
model can beused toestimate theconcentration atwhich themaximum relativerateof
expansion isreached, thisopens theopportunity tocalculate theoptimal concentration for the
creation of small bubbles since at thisconcentration thesurface tension difference between a
compressed andexpanded surface willreach amaximum.Itisnot sure however iftheamount
of small bubbles will indeed decrease if theconcentration isincreased since this wasnot
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explored in thisthesis.Nevertheless itcould helptocalculate aminimum concentration at
which optimal foaming can be achieved.

Bergink-Martens ( )alsoestablished that thereisarelation between theamount of foam
created byshakingand thedynamic surface tension. Ithasbeen found that incontrast tolow
molecular surfactants proteins donotreach low surface tensions inexpansion. Ifthis relation
should apply for various typesof surfactant wewould beabletounderstand why foam
creation with proteins isdifficult whereas with proteins smallbubbles arecreated.This
would mean that thecreation of small bubbles would becaused byadifferent process than
thecreation of larger bubbles. Since wefound intheexperiments that thetheories on bubble
formation did notmatch thebubble sizesfound, wecan assumethatthesewill generally
apply for the largerbubbles created in thefoams. In these theories indeed the surface tension
inexpansion doesplayaroleof significance according toWalstra and Smulders (5). Of
course the influence onthetwoprocesses amount of foam and small bubble size,willdepend
oncircumstances liketypeof foaming device,amount of energy dissipated, typeof surface
active speciespresent and concentration.

6.4 Foaming properties of protein hydrolysates
If we now extrapolate thesefindings tothefoaming properties of protein hydrolisates wecan
understand whythese substances can beveryeffective in thecreation and stabilisation of
foams. Protein hydrolysates can beconsidered toconsist of chains of amino acidsof different
molecular sizeof which theprimary,secondary and tertiary structure hasbeen disruptedby
the hydrolysis.Theadsorption of the hydrolysates atexpanding surfaces will proceed quickly
incomparison toproteins since themolecules aresmaller andpossiblydonotrequireatime
consuming unfolding stepas in thecase of nativeglobular proteins.In addition the
distribution of molecular weights will promote thetransport of enough surface active
material.The surface tension inexpansion will be less sensitive totherelativerateof
expansion than proteins and will therefore bebelow 72 mNm"1.This would explain why
formation of largerbubbles inafoam will bemoreeasy with protein hydrolysates compared
toproteins.
Itcan beassumed that inthecaseof hydrolysates,the largermoleculeswill adsorb
preferentially because themonomericenergy of adsorption issimilar for themolecules.In
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thatcase it has been demonstrated byDijt (")that larger molecules adsorb preferentially at
solid surfaces. In contrast in mixtures of surfactants and protein molecules aredisplaced by
lowmolecular surfactants. Hence,asafunction of time scale itmaywell bethat there isa
shift inthemolecular sizeof theadsorbed molecules towards ahigher molecular weightat
longertimes.Inacompressed surface thiswillcause the largermolecules todominateover
the lower molecular weight fractions. This will cause the surface tension in thecompressed
surface tobesignificantly lowerthan thesurface tension inequilibrium because the
desorption from thesurface isslowsince both therearrangements at thesurface andthe
diffusion from thesurface areslowprocesses for these largemolecules.This willcause the
surface tension between theexpanded and compressed surface tobehigh.Wefound thatin
this situation alsosmaller bubbles can becreated which would lead toasmaller bubble size
inthe foam.
Aswehaveseen in chapter 5,therateof drainagedepends on thesurface tension difference
between the compressed and theexpanded surface of theoverflowing cylinder.From Figure
6.1 wecan seethatfor Provoton thisdifference iscomparable tothatfor proteins.Hence,the
drainageof thesesubstances willberelatively slow incomparison tolow molecular
surfactants.

Hence,theProvoton hydrolysate moreor lesscombines theadvantages of alow molecular
surfactant with theadvantages ofaprotein with respect toadsorption and foaming behaviour,
which explains thegoodfoaming properties ofthisfoaming agent.

If weconsider themodel system chosen tomimic thecompetitive adsorption oflow
molecular surfactants and high molecular surfactants namely, (3-casein/Tween 20wecan
observe that inpractical situations this will notcompare with protein hydrolysates due tothe
fact that Tween 20has thetendency todrive thehigh molecular weight P-casein outof the
surface incompression.Thiscauses thesurface tension incompression tobeclosetothe
equilibrium surface tension ofTween 20inacompressed surface.This will causethe
formation of largebubbles duetoalowsurface tension inexpansion butwill inhibit the
creation of smaller bubbles.Also,drainage will befast due to thehigh mobility of the
surface. In general wecan conclude that thecombination of alowmolecular surface active
species having ahigh affinity for thesurface with aprotein isnoteffective for the
improvement offoaming properties.

Summary

Summary
Theresearch described in thisthesis covers anumber of aspects of the relation
between surface properties and foaming properties of proteins,low molecular
surfactants andmixtures thereof.Thiswork istheresultof aquestion of theindustrial
partners if it ispossible tounderstand thefoaming properties of protein hydrolysates.
Asthere aremanyaspects of thesurface properties that can beresponsible for the
foaming behaviour anumber of problems weredefined bywhich wecan obtain a
better understanding of therelationbetween surface properties andfoam formation
and stability inrelation tothetypeof surface active substance.

Inthis thesis an important question apriori hasbeen: Howcan weunderstand the
foaming properties from theproperties of thesurface activespecies.Wepresumed
that themolecular properties cannot betranslated forthwith tofoaming properties but
that anumber of translation steps arenecessary.First of all themolecular properties
need tobe translated into surface properties which manifest themselves in mechanical
properties of surfaces and films.In addition thereisarelation between these
mechanical properties and thefoaming properties.
An important consideration apriori wasthat the way inwhich the surface is deformed
is important for finding therelevant relation between themechanical properties and
thefoaming properties.Herewemadeadistinction intwotypesof deformation being
deformations caused byforces applied parallel and perpendicular tothe surface.
Aforce that isapplied perpendicular tothe surface (pressure) generally leads toa
homogeneous deformation ofthesurface. Theproperties of thesurface change with
timeortimescalebutatthesurface therearenodifferences withrespect to surface
tension, surface concentration orrelativerateof expansion. Forces applied
perpendicular tothe surface generally lead solely toenlargement or reduction in
surface area.Forces applied parallel tothesurface (shear forces) can also lead to
enlargement orreduction insurface area.Theseforces aregenerallydueto viscous
friction with the surface. In addition toachange in surface areathese forces also
cause aredistribution of surface active material over the surface. Hence the surface
concentration, thesurface tension aswell astherelative rateof expansion varyover
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thesurface. This leads toasurface tension gradient that isnecessarily equal tothe
viscous dragatthe surface.
It isstriking that in literature only homogeneous deformations arestudied indetail.
This fact can beattributed tothedifficult experimental accessibility of surfaces
subjected toshearforces. Nevertheless shearforces mayplayaroleinthe foaming
properties such asindrainage and bubble break-up.Animportant partof this thesis
will bedevoted to therelation between viscous friction and surface motion.

Adevicewhich enables thequantification of therelation between viscous dragand
motion of the surface in relation tothe surface properties istheoverflowing cylinder.
This deviceconsists of an innercylinder surrounded byanoutercylinder with alarger
diameter.In this innercylinder liquid ispumped upwhich flows overtherim intothe
spacebetween theinner andoutercylinder.Atthetopsurface wefind acontinuously
expanding surface of which therelativeexpansion rate remains approximately
constant overthesurface inthevicinity of thecentreof thecylinder.The expansion
rateof the surface can beinfluenced bychanging the length of thefalling film. Hence
within certain limits theexpansion rate atthe topsurface can bevaried.Ifwe
consider thefalling film attheleadingedgeoftheinnercylinder thefalling motionof
the liquid inthefilm causes thedeformation of thesurface parallel tothesurface.If
wewould beable tomeasuretheproperties of thefalling film wecould learn howthe
surface properties varywithdistance.However thesurface of thefalling film is
experimentally notaccessible.Therefore in thisthesis thechanges in surface
properties ofthefalling film havebeen studied bymeasuring thesurface tension of
thetop and bottom surface atafixed place.This provides areasonable measure of the
surface tension difference overthefalling film of theoverflowing cylinder.

In order to interpret thisdifference, theconditions atthefalling film havebeen
approximated bymeansof simplehydrodynamic theory.From thisapproximation we
could conclude that there isarelation between therelativeexpansion rate,thelength
of thefalling film and thesurface tension difference. The surface of thefalling film is
propelled bythefalling motion of the liquid which causes asurface tension gradient
at thesurface asaconsequence of theviscous drag.If wecompare the calculations
with experimental data wecanfind thatthis approach isinagreement with the
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experiments. Hence the difference in surface tension over the falling film can be
considered to be a measure of the resistance to deformation of the surface to forces
applied parallel to the surface.

The surface tension gradients which could be generated by means of different surface
active species appeared to differ significantly from each other. Especially the
difference between low molecular surfactants and proteins could be shown to be
large. This can be ascribed to the sensitivity of the surface tension of these substances
to expansion and compression of the surface. Adsorbed layers of proteins have a high
surface tension in expansion. This can be explained by the time required for
unfolding at a surface of these substances. In compression low surface tensions are
found for proteins due to the slow desorption of proteins. The surface tension of low
molecular surfactants is less sensitive to compression and expansion. In expansion
the relatively short diffusion length causes the surface tension to deviate much less
from the equilibrium surface tension. In compression these substances desorb easily
causing the surface tension to be close to the equilibrium surface tension as well.
Hence the surface tension gradient that can be generated by proteins is much larger
the for low molecular surfactants. If mixtures of low molecular surfactants and
proteins (Tween 20 and (3-casein) are considered it is found that in expansion the
surface tension is influenced by both species. In compression however the surface
tension is around the equilibrium surface tension of the low molecular surfactant.
From this we can conclude that the low molecular surfactant determines the surface
tension in compression. Most probably there the affinity of the surface active
substance for the surface is important which causes the preferential desorption of
proteins. This means that the surfaces of these mixtures have a low resistance to
deformation by forces applied parallel to the surface.

Unfolding behaviour ofproteins at interfaces
The most important class of surface active substances which have been studied in this
thesis are proteins due to the similarities in structure and properties with protein
hydrolysates. Proteins consist of 20 different amino acids which vary in residual
group. Despite the similarity in the basic structure of these substances the difference
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infoaming properties between proteins is large.In literature thisdifference in
foaming properties isascribed tothedifference in unfolding rateduring adsorption at
air/water interfaces of these polymers.There are noreliabledataon the unfolding rate
of proteins however.Theoverflowing cylindertechnique can beused to determine
the unfolding rates of proteins since thetopsurface isinasteady state while the
relativeexpansion rate isfinite. Therelativeexpansion rate can beseen asa
characteristic timescaleof the surface.
In order tomeasure the unfolding rateof theproteins,atthetop surface, the surface
tension, therelative rate of expansion and thesurface concentration were determined
using theWilhelmy platetechnique,laserDoppleranemometry andellipsometry
respectively. With these three parameters thesurface can becharacterised completely.
The reasoning behind thecharacterisation isasfollows: Ifproteins need timefor the
unfolding atan interface, the relativeexpansion ratedetermines the meandegreeof
unfolding of theproteins atthe interface. Asafunction of therelative rateof
expansion and atequal adsorbed amounts thesurface tension will varyduetoa
difference in themean degreeof unfolding.
Ifwewould know the surface tension and surface concentration for different bulk
concentrations as afunction of therelativerateof unfolding then wewould beableto
establish theinfluence of the unfolding rateof theprotein on thesurface tension.
Since this isdifficult todetermine on thebasis of therawdate,asimplemodel was
used toexpress this influence of unfolding inan unfolding and arefolding parameter.
In this model thetransport toand theunfolding atthetopsurface of an overflowing
cylinder hasbeen described.. Theunfolding and refolding has been described by
means of afirst orderreaction. Inessenceweassume that thedegreeof unfolding can
beseen asan averageovermanystagesof unfolding over alargenumberof
molecules.Bydividingtheinterface intoalargenumberofconcentric ringsandby
carrying out thecalculations for thetransport and unfolding for each concentric ring
thesurface properties can becalculated asafunction of thedistance tothecentre.By
varyingtherelativerateofexpansion asafunction of thedistance tothecentreinthe
samewayastakesplace atthetopsurface of theoverflowing cylinder alsothe surface
tension gradient can bedetermined. Since there isafixed relation between the surface
tension gradient and themaximumrelativerateofexpansion,themaximum relative
rateof expansion can bedetermined bymeans of iteration.

Summary

In thisthesis theunfolding behaviour of theproteins: p-casein, p-lactoglobulin,BSA
and lysozytne hasbeen determined experimentally. In literature theseproteins have
beencharacterised well with respect toadsorption and unfolding behaviour. The
unfolding ratesof theseproteins differ several orders of magnitude.P-Casein andP~
lactoglobulin were shown to unfold most rapid.Thecharacteristic timescalesof
unfolding of these proteins isintheorder of atenth forp-casein toafew tenths for plactoglobulin. Lysozymehardly unfolds within thetimescaleof theexperiment
which indicates that the unfolding takes morethan 100seconds.The model was
shown nottoapplyfor BSAsincethechangein surface tension proceedsintwo
steps.Nevertheless itcould becalculated that theunfolding of BSAtakesplace ina
time scale in theorder of 20seconds.

The model and theoverflowing cylinder technique have alsobeen applied tomixtures
of proteins and low molecular surfactants. The system p-casein/Tween 20waschosen
because inthis system nocomplications areknown suchasaggregation inhebulk
phase,orelectrostatic interactions atthe surface. Atexpanding interfaces these
systems wereshown tobehave in amoreor less additive manner.The surface tension
of themixture appeared tobelowerthan theaddition of thedecrease in surface
tension of each species individually.This can beattributed tothefact thatboth
species occupy partof thespace attheinterface. In staticconditions itwasfound in
literature that lowmolecular surfactants candisplaceproteinsfrom theinterface. This
difference inbehaviour iscaused bythefact that inexpansion thesurface tension is
controlled mainly bytransport toand unfolding atthesurface whilein equilibrium
time scaleis irrelevant and theaffinity of the substances tothe surface determines the
behaviour. Despitecertain deviations themeasured properties were indicated tobe
consistentwith thecalculations bythemodel.Higherordereffects suchasthe
presenceof thesurfactants inmicelles and preferential adsorption wereshown to
have littleeffect of thesemixtures atexpanding surfaces.
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Foam formation and foam stability
inorder toquantify theexperimental values and techniques of this research for
practical situations, foaming experiments havebeen performed for anumberof
relevant systems.In theseexperiments, thebubble size and thedrainage rateof the
foams havebeen determined. Subsequently theresults of theseexperiments were
related tomechanical surface properties.
Theexperiments indicated that thesurface tension difference overthe falling film in
theoverflowing cylinder correlated with thebubble sizeand therate ofdrainage.For
theformation offoam this meansthat notonly theamountofenergy supplied is
important for thebubble sizebut that alsocharacteristic properties of the surface
being themaximal viscous drag thatcan betransferred isimportant for the break-up
of foam bubbles.The explanation that can begiven for this isthat theshear stress
generated atthesurface provides thedeformation that leadstoan unstable shapeof
thebubbles which finally leads tobreak-up.Surface active species thatenable the
generation of ahigh shear stress therefore promote thegeneration of small bubbles.

In addition it wasdemonstrated that there isarelation between drainage and viscous
friction atthebubble surface. Therateof drainage expressed inthedecreaseof the
characteristic film thicknessdecreases when ahigher surface tension difference
between topand bottom surface in theoverflowing cylinder ispresent atarather
arbitrarily chosen relativerateof expansion of 1 s"1.

In chapter6thefoaming properties of protein hydrolysates werediscussed.Themost
important reason that protein hydrolysates havegood foaming properties isthatin
these systems the lowmolecular components donotdisplace high molecular
components.This causes thesurface tension difference between acompressed and
expanded surface tobehigh.This supports thecreation of small bubbles and the
resistance todrainage.Itispossible that thegood foamability ofprotein hydrolysates
compared toproteins iscaused bythelower surface tension in equilibrium.

Ingeneral itcan besaid that surface tension gradients playalargerrole in foam
formation and foam stability than theattention in literature would suggest.More
attention for the properties whichdetermine theresistance againstdeformation of

Summary
surfaces parallel tothesurface would lead toabetter insight inthe reasons why
different surface active substances exhibit different foaming behaviour.
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Samenvatting
Het onderzoek dat indit proefschrift beschreven is besteedl aandacht aan ecn aantal
aspecten vande relatie tussen oppervlakteeigenschappen en schuimeigcnschappen
van eiwitten, laagmoleculaire surfactants en mengscls daarvan. Dit wcrk istot stand
gekomen naar aanleiding van een vraag vande industriele partners of het mogclijk is
om hetschuimgedrag vaneiwithydrolysaten tebegrijpen. Aangezien er vele aspecten
in het oppervlakgedrag aan te wijzen zijn die verantwoordclijk (kunnen) zijn voor het
schuimgedrag zijn een aantal probleemstellingen gedefinieerd waarmee een beter
beeld kan worden opgebouwd vande relatie tussen oppervlaktc-eigcnschappen en
schuimvorming en stabiliteit in relatie tothettype oppervlakte-aktieve stof.

In dit proefschrift isdusapriori een belangrijke vraag geweest: Hoekunnen we uit dc
eigenschappen vande oppervlakteaktieve stof, de schuimeigenschappen begrijpen.
We zijn ervan uitgegaan datde moleculaire eigenschappen niet zonder meer vcrtaald
kunnen worden in schuimeigenschappen maar datdaar een aantal vertaalstappen voor
nodig zijn. Allereerst zullen de moleculaire eigenschappen vertaald moeten worden in
oppervlakte-eigenschappen die zich vervolgens weer in mechanischc eigenschappen
van oppervlakken en films manifesteren. Daarnaast bestaat ereen relatie tussen deze
mechanische eigenschappen en de schuimeigenschappen.
Een belangrijke constatering vooraf was datde manier waarop het oppervlak
vervormd wordt belangrijk is voor hetvinden vandejuiste correlaties tussen de
mechanische eigenschappen en de schuimeigenschappen. Hier hebben we twee
soorten deformaties onderscheiden namelijk deformaties die veroorzaakt worden
door krachten loodrecht ophetgrensvlak en deformaties veroorzaakt door krachten
parallel aanhetgrensvlak. Derelatie tussen kracht en vervorming zullen in beide
gevallen verschillen vanwege de invloed ophet grensvlak.
Een kracht dieloodrecht ophetgrensvlak (druk) wordt aangebracht leidt inhet
algemeen toteen homogene deformatie vanhetgrensvlak. Deeigenschappen vanhet
grensvlak veranderen metdetijd ofde tijdschaal maar over hetgrensvlak bestaan
geen verschillen metbetrekking totoppervlaktespanning, relatieve expansiesnelheid
of belading. In hetalgemeen leidt een homogene deformatie slechts tot vergroting of
verkleining vanhetgrensvlak. Krachten dieparallel aanhetgrensvlak worden
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aangebracht worden in het algemeen veroorzaakt door viskeuze wrijving van
vloeistoiTen met het oppervlak. Naast een oppervlaktevergroting of verkleining vindt
daarnaast ook een herverdeling van oppervlakteaktief materiaal over het grensvlak
plaats. Als gevolg hiervan varieren de belading, de oppervlaktespanning en de
expansiesnelheid over het grensvlak. Dit leidt tot een oppervlaktespanningsgradient
die noodzakelijkerwijs gelijk is aan de viskeuze wrijving aan het grensvlak ter
plaatse.
Opvallend is dat de literatuur eigenlijk alleen aan de eerste manier van deformatie
aandacht besteedt. Dit kan geweten worden aan de problematische experimentele
toegankelijkheid van oppervlakken die aan afschuifkrachten worden blootgesteld.
Toch kunnen afschuifkrachten aan oppervlakken belangrijk zijn voor verschillende
sub-processen die in schuim een rol spelen zoals drainage en schuimvorming. Een
belangrijk onderdeel van dit proefschrift gaat dan ook over de relatie tussen viskeuze
wrijving en beweging van het oppervlak.

Een apparaat waarmee de relatie tussen viskeuze wrijving en oppervlaktebeweging
bestudeerd kunnen worden in relatie tot oppervlakteeigenschappen is de overlopende
cilinder. Dit apparaat bestaat uit een binnencilinder die omgeven is door een grotere
concentrische buitencilinder. In de binnencilinder wordt vloeistof omhoog gepompt
die over de rand van de binnencilinder in de ruimte tussen de binnen- en buitencilinder stroomt. Aan het topoppervlak vinden we een continu expanderend oppervlak
waarvan de relatieve expansiesnelheid ongeveer constant blijft in de buurt van het
centrum van de overlopende cilinder. De expansiesnelheid van dit oppervlak kan
worden beinvloed door de lengte van de vallende film te varieren. Binnen zekere
grenzen kunnen dus de omstandigheden aan het grensvlak worden gevarieerd.
Als we de vallende film aan de rand van de binnencilinder beschouwen treffen we
daar een situatie aan waarbij door de valbeweging van de vloeistof in de film het
oppervlak parallel aan het oppervlak wordt gedeformeerd. Als we dus de
eigenschappen aan de vallende film zouden kunnen meten zouden we daaruit kunnen
leren hoe de oppervlakteeigenschappen varieren met de afstand. Het oppervlak van de
vallende film is experimenteel echter moeilijk toegankelijk. Daarom is in dit
proefschrift de verandering van de oppervlakteeigenschappen over de vallende film
bestudeerd door aan het topoppervlak en het benedenoppervlak op een vaste plaats de
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oppervlaktespanningtemeten.Hiermeekaneen redelijke indruk verkregen worden
ten aanzien van hetoppervlaktespanningsverschil overde vallendefilm vande
overlopende cilinder.

Omdit verschil inoppervlaktespanning teinterpreteren zijn allereerstde
omstandigheden inen aande vallende film meteen stagnerend oppervlak benaderd
metbehulp vaneen eenvoudige hydrodynamische beschouwing.Uit deze
beschouwing kon worden geconcludeerd datereen relatiebestaat tussen derelatieve
expansienelheid, de lengte van de vallende film en het oppervlaktespanningsverschil.
Hetoppervlak van de vallende film wordt aangedreven door de valbeweging vande
vloeistof diedoor viskeuze wrijving aan het grensvlak een
oppervlaktespanningsgradient creeert. Uiteen vergelijking vandezc beschouwing
metexperimenten kon worden geconcludeert dat debeschouwing ingrote lijnenjuist
is. Het verschil inoppervlaktespanning overdevallendefilm kan dusgezien worden
alseen maat voorde weerstand tegen vervorming van het oppervlak tcgenkrachten
parallel aan het grensvlak.

Deoppervlaktespanningsgradienten diedoor verschillende oppervlakteaktieve stoffen
konden worden opgewektbleken significant vanelkaarteverschillen.Metname
laagmoleculairesurfactants en eiwitten bleken een groot verschil te vertonen. Dit iste
wijten aan degevoeligheid van deoppervlaktespanning van deze stoffen voor
expansie encompressievanhetgrensvlak. Geadsorbeerde eiwitlagen blijken in
expansie een hogeoppervlaktespanning tehebben. Ditkan worden verklaard doordat
deontvouwing vaneiwitmoleculen aan een gransvlak tijd kost.Incompressie worden
daarentegen lagewaarden gevonden voordeoppervlaktespanning omdatde
eiwitmoleculen moeilijk desorberen. Deoppervlaktespanning van laagmoleculaire
surfactants zijn veel mindergevoelig voorcompressie enexpansie.Inexpansiezorgt
derelatief kortediffusielengte ervoordatdeafwijking vande
evenwichtsoppervlaktespanning relatief kleinis.In compressie desorberen
laagmolecuairesurfactants gemakkelijk zodat ookdaareen oppervlaktespanning
gevonden wordt dierelatief niet veel vandeevenwichtsoppervlaktespanning afwijkt.
Hetopgewekte oppervlaktespanningsverschil tussen hettopenbodemoppervlak is
vooreiwittendanook veel hogerdan voorlaagmoleculaire surfactants. Ten aanzien
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van mengsels van surfactants en eiwitten werd gevonden dat in expansie de
oppervlaktespanning door beide soorten surfactants wordt bepaald. In compressie
center ligt de oppervlaktespanning rond de evenwichtswaarde van de laagmoleculaire
surfactant. Hieruit kunnen we concluderen dat de laagmoleculaire surfactant het
gedrag in compressie bepaalt. Hoogst waarschijnlijk is daar de affiniteit van de
oppervlakteaktieve stof belangrijk en desorberen de eiwitten preferent. Dit betekent
dat de oppervlakken van deze mengsels een lage weerstand tegen deformatie door
afschuifkrachten hebben.

Ontvouwingsgedrag vaneiwitten aan grensvlakken
De belangrijkste klasse van oppervlakteaktieve stoffen die in dit proefschrift zijn
bestudeerd zijn eiwitten vanwege de overeenkomsten in structuur en eigenschappen
met eiwithydrolysaten. Eiwitten zijn opgebouwd uit 20 verschillende aminozuren die
verschillen in restgroep. Ondanks de vergelijkbaarheid in de basisstructuur van deze
stoffen is het verschil in schuimeigenschappen binnen deze groep groot. In de
literatuur wordt het verschil in de schuimvormingseigenschappen onder andere
toegeschreven aan het verschil in ontvouwingssnelheid tijdens adsorptie aan
gas/vloeistofgrensvlakken van deze polymeren. Er bestaan echter geen betrouwbare
gegevens op dit gebied. Een goede mogelijkheid om de ontvouwingssnelheid aan het
grensvlak te kwantificeren is de overlopende cilindertechnick. Het boven oppervlak
van de overlopende cilinder bevindt zich namelijk in een steady state terwijl het toch
expandeert met een eindige relatieve expansiesnelheid. De relatieve expansiesnelheid
kan worden gezien als de karakteristieke tijdschaal van het oppervlak.
Aan het topoppervlak van de overlopende cilinder werden voor de bepaling van de
ontvouwingssnelheid; de oppervlaktespanning, de relatieve expansiesnelheid en de
oppervlakteconcentratie van het eiwit bepaald door middel van respectievelijk de
wilhelmy plaat techniek, laser doppler anemometrie, en elipsometrie. Met deze drie
parameters kan het oppervlak compleet gekarakteriseerd worden. De redenering
achter deze karakterisering is de volgende. Als eiwitten tijd nodig hebben voor de
ontvouwing aan het grensvlak bepaalt de relatieve expansiesnelheid de gemiddelde
mate van ontvouwing van de eiwitten. Als functie van de relatieve expansiesnelheid
en bij een gelijke hoeveelheid geadsorbeerd materiaal zal toch de
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oppervlaktespanning varieren als gevolg van een verschil in de gcmicldelde
ontvouwing van de eiwitten.
Als we nu voor verschillende concentraties van een eiwit de oppervlaktespanning en
de oppervlakteconcentratie als functie van de relatieve expansiesnelheid weten, dan
kunnen we nagaan hoe groot de invloed van de ontvouwingssnclheid van hct eiwit op
de oppervlaktespanning is.Aangezien dit niet gemakkelijk tc kwantificeren is. is een
eenvoudig model gebruikt om deze invloed van ontvouwing in een ontvouwigs- en
hervouwingsparameter uit te kunnen drukken. In dit model is het transport naar en de
ontvouwing aan het grensvlak van een overlopende cilinder beschrcven. De
ontvouwing en hervouwing aan het grensvlak is beschreven als een eerste orde
reactie. In feite gaan we er hierbij vanuit dat de mate van ontvouwing als een
middeling kan worden opgevat over zeer veel stadia van ontvouwing over een groot
aantal moleculen. Door het oppervlak in de berekening te verdelen in een groot aantal
concentrische ringen en de berekening voor het transport en ontvouwing voor elke
concentrische ring uit te voeren kunnen de oppervlakteeigenschappen als functie van
de afstand tot het midden worden berekend. Door nu de relatieve expansienelheid te
varieren met de afstand tot het centrum zoals in de overlopende cilinder plaatsvindt
kan ook de oppervlaktespanningsgradient worden bepaald. Aangezien er een vaste
relatie is tussen de oppervlaktespanningsgradient en de maximale relatieve
expansiesnelheid kan door middel van itteratie de relatie tussen bulkconcentratie en
de maximale relatieve expansiesnelheid worden bepaald.

In dit proefschrift is het ontvouwingsgedrag van de eiwitten: (3-caseine,(3lactoglobuline, BSA en lysozym experimenteel bepaald. Van deze eiwitten is in de
literatuur qua adsorptie en oppervlaktegedrag veel bekend. De verschillen met
betrekking tot ontvouwingsgedrag bedragen tussen deze eiwitten een aantal ordes van
grootte. (3-caseine en p-lactoglobuline bleken het snelste te ontvouwen. De
karakteristieke tijdschaal van ontvouwing van deze eiwitten is in de orde van een
tiende voor (3-caseine tot enkele tienden van seconden voor (3-Iactoglobuline.
Lysozym bleek nauwelijks te ontvouwen binnen de tijdschaal van de meting hetgeen
aantoont dat de ontvouwing lander duurt dan 100 seconden. BSA bleek niet aan het
model te voldoen omdat de verandering van de oppervlaktespanning in twee stappen
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verloopt. Deontvouwing vanBSA verloopt overeen tijdschaal in deorde van20
seconden.

Hetmodel endeoverlopende cilindertechniek zijn ook toegepast opmengselsvan
eiwitten en surfactants. Hierbij isvoor hetsysteem p%caseine/Tween20gekozen
omdat zich indit systeem voorzover bekend geen complicaties vertoont zoals
aggregatie indebulkfase ofelectrostatische interacties aan hetgrensvlak.Aan
expanderende grensvlakken bleken deze systemen zich min ofmeeraanvullend te
gedragen. Deoppervlaktespanning van het mengsel bleek lager tezijn dan elk vande
systemen afzonderlijk. Ditkan worden geweten aan hetfeit datbeidestoffen een
gedeelte van deruimteaan het grensvlak innemen zodat deeffectieve belading hoger
isdan indeaanwezigheid van slechts een typesurfactant. In statische
omstandigheden werd inde literatuur waargenomen dat laagmoleculaire surfactants
eiwitten van hetgrensvlak kunnen verdringen. Ditverschil wordt veroorzaakt doordat
inexpansiedeoppervlakte-eigenschappen grotendeels door transport en ontvouwing
worden bepaald terwijl inevenwicht detijdschaal minder van belang isende
affiniteit van destoffen tot het grensvlak daar maatgevend is.Ondanks een zekere
afwijking bleken degemeten eigenschappen van hetgrensvlak consistent methet
model. Hogere ordeeffecten alsdeaanwezigheid van surfactants in micellenen
preferentiele adsorptiebleken weinig invloed tehebben ophetgedrag van deze
mengsels aan expanderende oppervlakken.

Schuimvorming en schuimstabiliteit
onde relevantie vandeexperimentelewaarden en technieken van ditonderzoek voor
depraktijk tekwantificeren zijn meteen aantal relevante systemen ook
schuimexperimenten uitgevoerd waarbij drainageendebellengrootteverdeling vande
schuimen bepaald is.Dezeexperimenten zijn vervolgensgerelateerd aande
mechanische oppervlakteeigenschappen. Uitdeexperimenten bleek dat het
oppervlaktespanningsverschil overdevallendefilm indeoverlopendecilindergoed
correleerde metdegrootte vandebellen inhetschuimende drainagesnelheid.
Voorde vorming van schuim kon daarmeeworden aangetoond dat niet alleen dede
input van energiedoor deroerder van belang isvoordebelgrootte maardatookde
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karakteristieken van het grensvlak uitgedrukt in de maximale viskeuze wrijving die
kan worden overgebracht van belang is voor het opbreken van de schuimbellen. De
verklaring die daarvoor kan worden gegeven is dat de schuifspanning die aan het
grensvlak kan worden opgewekt voor de deformatie van de bel zorgt waardoor deze
een instabiele vorm aanneemt en opbreekt. Stoffen die zorgen dat een hoge
schuifspanning kan worden opgewekt aan het grensvlak bevorderen daardoor het
ontstaan van kleine bellen.

Tevens kon een relatie tussen drainage en de viskeuze wrijving worden aangetoond.
De drainagesneheid uitgedrukt in de afname van de karakteristieke filmdikte neemt af
bij een groter oppervlakte spannings verschil tussen topoppervlak en beneden
oppervlak van de overlopende cilinder bij een arbitrair gekozen relatieve
expansiesnelheid van I s 1 .

In hoofdstuk 6 is nader ingegaan op de schuimeigenschappen van eiwithydrolysaten.
De belangrijkste reden dat eiwithydrolisaten goede schuimstoffen zijn is dat in deze
systemen de laagmoleculaire componenten in eiwithydrolysaten de hoogmoleculaire
componenten niet verdringen van het grensvlak. Dit zorgt ervoor dat het
oppervlaktespanningsverschil tussen compressie en expansie groot is. Dit bevordert
het ontstaan van kleine bellen en de weerstand tegen drainage. Het is mogelijk dat de
goede verschuimbaarheid van eiwithydrolysaten in vergelijking met eiwitten
veroorzaakt wordt door de lagere oppervlaktespanning in expansie.

In het algemeen kan worden gesteld dat oppervlaktspanningsgradienten een grotere
rol spelen in schuimvorming en schuimstabiliteit dan de aandacht ervoor in de
literatuur doet vermoeden. Meer aandacht voor de eigenschappen die de weerstand
bepalen tegen vervorming van grensvlakken parallel aan het oppervlak zou dan ook
meer inzicht kunnen bieden in de redenen waarom verschillende oppervlakteaktieve
stoffen een verschillend schuimgedraa vertonen
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Nawoord
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oppervlak aan devallende film.
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gedurende mijn tijd inWageningen enjullie hebben allefases kunnen volgen inhet
totstandkomen ervan.Bedankt voordesteun naasthet spreekgestoelte maarvooral
ook daarvoor.
Papen mam,dit isookeen beetje jullie boekje. Zonderjullie steun,ook inhet
verleden,hadditboekje ernooit gelegen.Bedankt voordebagagedie ikmeeheb
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